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seeds are sown and the
transplanting is mostly done in the family fruit and vegetable garden, one musl
begin cultivation. It is not best to wail
for the weeds to appear, for cultivation
should primarily be for other purposes
than destroying weeds. We should cultivate to aerate the soil, and to make
use of the principle of capillary attraction, to bring up the water in the water
veins nnder the soil, where plants oan
use it.
We are learning more abont
that are non-productive.
acid soils
Many apply large quantities of stable
manure to the garden plat year after
year, and it becomes less and less productive. It is like the human body that
becomes clogged with waste material
which the excretory organs do not carry
off. I have used lime to correct this
condition, and while it is generally
beneficial, I know now that its best use
is for plant food, and that soils rich in
plant food that are acid, need cleansing
them productive.
Nature's
to make
greatest purifying agents are sunshine
CHAPTER Χ.
and air. Soils need thorough aeration
that are frequently fertilized with animal where™ certain people meet unexpectedly.
manures; then they will not so soon be-
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Clode

beeu Bring."

mademoiselle. there wa*
"Cbere
much tiring." be protested.
"At sea?"
She waf
The words came dully.
stricken again even mure shrewdly
The gloom was closing in on ber, ye'
she forced herself to drug the (rutI
from his unwilling lips.
Of course 1 could not w;ii
"Yes.
there In that open place. 1 was com
peiled to seek shelter. Troops wert
running from town and citadel, ι
avoided tbein by a miracle. Aud mj
sole concern tben was your safety."
"Oh. my safety!" she walled broken
ly. "How does It avull me that tuj
friends should be slaluV Why was ι
not with them? I would rather nav·
died as tbey died than live In tbi

knowledge that
tbelr death."

I

was

1

posing before him like

an

old

H la Tolce alone eared him from beto the floor bj a man who
had adopted no light measures with
others of his countrymen daring the
past half hour, as the dented gun barrel mlnns its stock well showed. Bnt
the captain's mortified fury helped to
Lifting Iris'
restore Philip's sanity.
glowing face to hie own, he whispered:
"Tell me, sweetheart, how comes it
that our Brazilian friend is here?"

ing pinned

when aome shots
ran away
fired." which was rather unfair
of Iris. "He said the launch bad been
sunk by a man-of-war"—
I saw no man"But be Is wrong.
of-war. We captured the launch. By
tbis time she la well out at sea. Unfortunately Marcel was killed and Do"He

were

mingo badly wounded.

There waa no
one to come for you, bo I jumped
overboard and swam ashore. I bad to
fight my way here, and It will soon be
known that there are aome of us left
I thought that perhapa
on the Island.
I might take you back to the Grand-

pere cavern. These people may give
1 have some few eoverelgna
ue food.
In my pocket."

"Oh. yes. yes!"

now

and

Captain

She

was

radiantly happy. "Of

excited
course

San Benavides must accomBe aays the soldiers will
pany us.
shoot him if they capture him. I, too,
have money. Let me ask him to explain matters to thla dear woman and
her daughter. They have been more

than kind to me already."
She turned to the sulky 8an Benavides and told him what Hozler bad
suggested. He brightened at tbat and
began a voluble speech to Lulsa Gomez.
Interrupting himself, be Inquired In French how Hozler proposed
to reach the rock.
"On a catamaran. There are two on
the beach, and I can handle one of
them

all

right," said

Philip.

"But

tbe cause ui

Sau Beuavldes essayed a confldentia'
band on ber shoulder. She shrank
from him. He purred amiably:
"Mademoiselle Is profoundly unbap
Under sucb circumstances out
py.
says things that are unmerited, is 1:
not? If any one Is to blame It is mj

you
you
my m os I respectful homage."
A deluge of
tropical raiu bout
on tbe hut with
a
sudden fury.
at

became ditllcult, nearly impossible. 1 r 1 s
threw herself "I WOIM.Γ» «A I II*" ET!
IIAVK DIKI)
back on the trestle in a passion of grief that rivale*

tbe ouier tempest
Tbe girl, Manoeia, weeping out «>·
sympathy, crept to Iris' side and »r*···
tly stroked her balr. IJke lier nioiliei
she could only guess that the Kngllsl

lady's friends were captured per hapdead. Even her limited experlem-e «1
life's vicissitudes had taught ber what
short shrift was given to those nh·
defied authority, l'be republic of lira
zil does not permit its criminals to in
executed, but it shows no mercy l<
Manoeia. of course, believe·
rebels.
that the Englishmen were helping tin

Doin Corrln to regain powShe remembered bow a mutiny
er.
was once crushed on tbe island, am!
her eyes streamed.

imprisoned

uuiuw

«a*

luurun·

by the good looking soldier's plight.
"We must try to help you. Seuhoi
Capituno." she said. "If the others arctaken

you

uiay

uot

be

He threw out his hands lu an elowas h
quent gesture. Life or death
matter of complete Indifference to blm

It implied.
"We shall know in the morning." be
"Have you any cigarettes?"
said.
Why uot take
"But llsteu. eenbor.
off your uniform and dress In mj
You can cut off your musclothes?
taches and wear a mantllha over your
face, and we will keep you here until

there Is u chance of reaching a ship
Certainly that Is better than being
shot"

He glanced at Iris. Vanity being his
first consideration. It 1b probable that
he would have refused to be made
ridiculous In her eyes had uot a knock
a
on the door galvanized him into
He sprang up and
fever of fright.
glared wildly around for some means
the threateued scrutiny of
of

eluding

Lulsa Gomez flung
search party.
He
him a rough skirt and a shawl.
huddled Into a corner near the bed
and draped the two garments over his
head and limbs.
a

Then the woman unbarred the door.

He was alone,
A man staggered In.
and a swirl of wind and rain caused
the lamp to flicker so madly that no
one could distinguish bis features until the door was closed again.
But Iris knew him.
Though her
eyes wt re dim with tears, though the
newcomer carried a broken gun In bis
hands and his face was blood stained,
she knew.
JiVltb a shriek that dismayed the otb
er women, who could not guess that
Joy le more boisterous than sorrow,
she leaped up and threw her arms

around him.

-Oh. Philip, Philip P* she sobbed.
"He told me you were dead, and 1 believed him!"
The manner of her greeting was delightful to oue who had faced death
for her .sake many times during the

past hour, yet Hozler was so surprised
by Its warmth that he could find never

But he had
word at the moment
good sense to throw aside the shattered rifle and return her embrace with
a

the

Interest
When

they parted In that same
hut at midnight he took with
him the Intoxication of her kiss, ïet
he scarce brought himself to believe
that the night's happenings were real
meet
or that they two would ever
was
again on earth. And now here
Iris quivering against his breast He
could feel the beating of her heart
of her hair was as InThe

squalid

perfume

8he was clingcense In his nostrils.
loved
ing to blm as If they had
through all eternity.
San Benavldes supplied · timely
tonic.

Throwing aside the rags which covPhilip
ered him. he tried to rise.
of tbe uniform, the
a

caught

glimpse

"You^jaean to abandon everything,
then?" said De Sylva. He seemed t<>
be watching the onward s wee]» of the
searchlight as the warphip went to tlio
north. But Coke was shrewd. He Tell
that there was something behind the

AjhI in that moment ol
ing launch
fresh peril it was forgotten by all hut
one of the men who bad survived so
many dangers since tbe sun last gilded
tbe peak of Fernaudo Noronba that
were it not for Iris having been left

words, and he suspected the ex-presi-

dent's motives.

"I don't see any 'elp for it," he answered. "(iord's trewth, wot is there
to abandon? I've lost uie ship, an' nu*
money, an' me papers, an' 'arf iue men.
Unless one was lookin' for trouble,
this ain't no treasure island, mister."
"Yet it might be made oue."

behind and Philip's mad plunge overboard to go to her and tbe point blank
refusal of tbe Andromeda's captain
and crew to put to sea without an
effort to save the pair of tbem tbe
launch would not now be bidden behind the black mass of the Grand-pere

"As how?"
"Do you not realize how greatly the
members of the present government
fear my return to Brazil? Here 1 am
their prisoner, practically friendless,
almost alone. They dare not kill me

rock.

CHAPTER XI.

by process of law, yet they are moving heaven and earth to prevent my

THE niGU SEAS.

escape or shoot me down in the act.
Why? Because they know that the
people are longing to hail me as president again. Suppose you and your
men took me to Pernambuco."
"S'pose Halifax!" snapped Coke.
"Please listen. You can but refuse
when you look at the facts fairly. If.
us I say, I were put ashore at Pernambuco, or at any other of half a dozen

did that awe Inspiring wand
jk GAIN
of
arc In
describe a

light

great
But It was plain to

the sky.
be seen that it sprang from an
altered base. The warship was m motion. She was about to steam around
the group of islands.
Boat and catamaran raced at once
A babel of strange
for the launch.
oaths Jarred the brooding silence.
Alarm, almost panic, stirred men's
wild
hearts and bubbled forth In
speech. Under pressure of this new
peril the instinct of self preservation
burst the bonds of discipline.
"Me for the tall timbers, mattes. Ifs

I should be among
You.
followers.
Captain
own
my
Coke, and every officer and man of
your ship and her owners and the rel-

ports I

He was
sheen of the nnked sword.
about to tear himself from Iris' clasp
and spring at this new enemy wheu
the Braslllan spoke.
"Mil dlabo·:" he cried In a rage.
"This cursed Ingles still lives, and bere

«ΛλΜ

WASN'T HOZIER'S
QOIN' DOTTY."

"I» THAT

VOICE

I'M

what Is this yam of a warship? Wbei
last I sighted the launch she was
standing out of the harbor, and tbi
flrst clouds of the storm hplped t«.
screen her from the citadel."
Iris interpreted. Sau Benavides re
peated his story of the rockets. In hei
present tumult the girl forgot the
touch of realism with regard to the

penny?"

firing that he had heard. Certainly
there was a good deal of promiscuous
rifle shooting after the departure ot
the launch, but warships use cauuoii
to enforce their demands, and the
boom of a big gun had not woke the
echoes of Fernando Norouha tbai
night Philip deemed the preseut no
time for argument. He despised San
Benavides and gave no credence to
him. Just now the Brazilian was an

evil that must be endured.
Luisa (Jomez promised to help in
every possible way. lier eyes sparkled
at the sight of gold, but the poor woman would have assisted them out ol
Nevertheless the gift o!
sheer pity.
a couple of sovereigns, backed by the
promise of many more if tier husband
devoted himself to their service, spur
red her to a frenzy of activity.
There was not a moment to be lost
The squall had spent itself, and a pee;>
through the chinks of the door showed
that the moon would quickly be in evi
it was essential that
dence again,
they should cross the channel while
the scattering clouds still dimmed hei
brightness, so Manoela and her inothei
collected such store of food and luiik
and water as they could lay bauds on
Well laden, all five hastened to the
creek, and Hozler. Iris aud San Benavides boarded the larger of the two

catamarans.
When the catamaran rounded the
last outlying crag and they were ail
straining their eyes to find the sentinel
they became aware that a

pillars

■mall boat was being pulled cautiously
toward them from the opposite side

of the rock.

She beard Hozler mutIris gasped
ter under his breath, while San BenaTides revealed his dismay by an oath
and a convulsive tightening of the
bands that rested on the girl's shoul-

ders.

Hozler strove with a few desperate
atrokes of the psddle to reach the shad
ows of the passage before tbe catamaran was seeu by the boat's occupants. He might have succeeded. But
there was even a greater probability
that the unwieldy catamaran might be
caught by the swell and dashed sidelong against one of the half submerged
rocks that thrust their black fangs
above the

water.

Happily they were spared either alAt the .very lnstaut that
ternative.
their lot must be put to tbe test of
chance Coke's hoarse accents came to
their incredulous ears.
"Let her go, Oiseu." be was growl"We've a clear course now, an'
ing.

infernal moon will spile everything If we're spotted."
In this Instance hearing was believing, and Philip was tbe first to guess
what had actually occurred.
"Boat ahoy, skipper!" be sang out In
that

a

joyous bail.
Coke stood up.

He

glared

burd at

the reef.
"Did ye 'ear it?" he cried to De
Sylva. "Sink me, I Ope I ain't a-copyln' pore oie Watts, but if that wasn't
Hosier's voice I'm goin' dotty."
"It's all right, skipper." said Philip,
sending the catamaran ahead with a
mighty sweep. "Miss Yorke is here—
1 was
Captain Sau Benavides too.
sure you would look for us If you

cleared the harbor safely."
Then Coke proclaimed his sentiments
in tbe approved ritual of tbe high seas,
while tbe big Norseman at tbe oars
swung the boat's bead round until
both craft were traveling in company
Before anyto tbe waiting launch.

thing

io tbe nature of an explanation

cence? Who will believe that you were
not a true filibuster?"
"Wot exactly Is your offer?"
"Ample compensation officially. Five
thousand pounds to you lu person."
"Five thousand!" Coke cleared a
"That 'ud
throat husky with doubt.
make things pretty easy for the missus
"An'
an' the girls," he muttered.
there's no new ship for me w'en
Dickey Bulmer cocks 'is eye at Hozler.
It's a moral there'll be a holy row between '!m an' David. D'ye mean it,

mister?"

"Even If I fail and my life is spared
I will pay you the money out of my
own private funds," was the vehement

reply.
"Well, well, leave the Job to me."
"I promise on my honor—" De Sylva
began.

who

as an ex

But the nearer surface of the sea
flashed into a dazzling distinctness,
and Coke dragged him down to the
launch. The cruiser bad rounded Rat

Dodlent.
"Shut up!" was the wrathful an
ewer. "You've made plenty of row al
ready. I only hope you have not attracted attention
on the Island.
You may not
have been heard
owing to the dis
turbance ou the
other side, but no
thanks to any ot
you for that. Our
skipi>er's first notion was to put
Wasn't
to sea.
Do I
It natural?
you want to bel
buuted over Fer

|

WAS THE

ANSWER.

^

bit

with a good deal of property belonging
to the Brazilian government, not to
mention the presence in your midst ot
such a significant personage as myself.
Speaking candidly, Senhor Captain,
what chauce have you of convincing
any international court of your inno-

told them that we were on the verge
I am ashamed of
of open mutiny.
you. Let us have no more of that sort
of thing. Sink or swim, we must pull

SHUT ÛP!

a

Your vessel is broken up. She
tired on while at anchor on the
wrong side of the island, on the verj
You and
ilav selected for my etoape.
j-our men manage to dodge the bullets,
und, under my leadership, assisted by
Captain San Benavldes, you overrun
the place by night, kill several soldiers,
eelze a launch, despoil peasants of
their crops and stores and make off

and he began with a rebuke.
"I am sorry that those of us who are
left should have disgraced the fine record set up by the Andromeda's crew
since the ship struck," he said. "Yout
messmates who fell fighting would
hardly believe St. Peter himself if he

nando Xorouba
at daybreak? But
he would have
seen the useless·
ness of trying tc
slip the cruise:

It

was

rip!"

man

comiu'

eider.

The head of the launch swung toward the protecting shadows. Hoidet
seized the precious respite. He spoke
loudly enough that all should bear,

together."
"Bully for you!" said the
had suggested tree climbing

that's

"Oh, reely,
thick, mister," growled Coke.
"You believe I an» exaggerating the
difficulties of your position? Pray con

Coke. "D'ye want to let every bally
sojer on the Island know where you
are? We're inakln' for the creek. Will
that please you? Now, Mr. Norrie, let
her

can name,

atives of tkose who have lost thelt
lives would not only be paid all just
claims by the new government, but
adequately rewarded. In your own
case the recompense would 1m» prince
|y; but, assuming that we board a ves
eel bound for Europe, what certainty
have you that you will ever receive a

futile curses.
"Give In to them!" he cried eagerly.
"Tell them they are going ashore In
That will stop the racket
the creek.
If they listen to me 1 can still And a
means of escape."
"Avast yelpln', you swabs!" bellowed

once

dead or
missed."

even if the cruiser
clears away soon after 2 o'clock."
"Where do you propose to make for?"
Nor'"Where d'ye think, mister?
east by nor', to be sure, until we sight
eome homeward bound ship."

stcati. aril lier powerful lamp was now
sroitritm s«-a ai;d coast for tbe miss

ON

Coke's sallorlike acumen prevented the
commission of that blunder.
"Xo; thnt will never do." he said
"These
witb irritating offhand nees.
jokers will be found at daj light. an'
they'll be able tif say e actly wot
time we quit. The wimmin can make
out they was Beared stiff an' darsent
stir. It 'ud be different witb the so
An' we ain't goin' to have such

Jers.
a 'eartbreakin' start,

"A searchlight!" growled Coke.
"Then tbere really was a warship!"
murmured iris
"lia!" said San Benarides. aud his
tone was h I most gratified, for be bad
gathered that Hozler was skeptical
when told of tbe rockets. Bat In that
respect ni least he was not mistaken
A ma η-of-w η r had entered the road·

It seems."
It was left to Hozler to solve a problem that threatened to develop Into a
disastrous brawl. Danger sharpens a
brave man's wits, but love makes him
fey. To succor Iris was now his sole
He swung a couple of the
concern.
excited sailors out of his way and
managed to stem the torrent of Coke's

weep with
and tender

i.uisu

sea.

He drew
did not Interfere.
San Benavldes aside.
"All Is ended!" he said quietly. "We
shall never see Brazil again, Salvador
meu! Carmela must find another lover,

Ah.
mademoiselle, I

Meanwmie

tumbling

fatalist,

bloodshed.

Conversation

was forthcoming from the occupants
of either tbe boat or tbe catamaran a
broad beam of white light swept over
tbe crest of tbe Island from north to
soutD. It disappeared to return more
slowly until It rested on Rat Island,
at tbe esteem· northwest of tbe group.
It remained steady there, showing a
wild panorama of rocky heights and

each one for hlsself now."
"Aye, aye!" came the chorus. "8hove
her ashore! Give us a chanst there
We've none at sea."
Dom Corria, being something of a

counwretched
try, which cannot
settle Its political
wH bout
affairs

CATARRH

FEVER

1909

dark. Tbe inoou might bave been lu
ehudow. If tbe launch met tbe warship and was seen there must bare

Son's,

*"

=

Author of the "Pillar of Light"
"The Wings of the Morning" and "The Captain of the
Kansas."
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Cultivate the Garden Early.

There are two lines of scientific investigation now in progress which, while
f 3WITU,
entirely Independent, have an intimate
relation with each other, as they affect
Attorney at Law,
good farm practice. These are the
MAINE.
\ ίίΛΑΥ.
studies of the disposition by plants of
a Speclaltj
Collection·»
k.
the elements or salts taken up during
the period of growth, but not found iu
the matured plant, ou the one Laud, aud
CICK A ΡΛΚΚ.
the function* of the mineral salts or ash
at
Law,
content of plants in animal nutrition.
Attorneys
With regard to the latter questiuo, the
MAINE,
SXHKL,
Ohio Experiment Station is conducting
KlieryC.Park.
g. Herrtck.
a series of investigations the
progress of
which has already been once reported
on in popular
form. The studies are
ι
necessarily somewhat technical, but
there is much in the subject which the
Me.
intelligent layman can understand. The
Main St.,
unfavorable or constipating effect of for
age which is deficient in soluble salts
has been noted, and over-ripe and weath- come
non-productive.
IS came back from the void to
ered forage seems to owe its injuriously
It is not always best to change the lofind herself lying ou a truckle
constipating quality to alack of these cation of the kitchen garden, as it may
brd In a dimly lighted hovel.
substances. The loss of feeding value be well fenced in and so near the bouse
in hay which has been subjected to soak- as to be convenient. Aeration by means
She gazed up with uncompreing rains is generally recognized. We of cultivation will make the same ground hending eyes at two browo skinned
also know that the loss is comparatively serve from
year to year. Only wellLead slight if the rain occurs immediately drained soils are in the best condition women bending over her.
: is of
A
after the hay is cut, especially if the for this
One. the elder, was chafing her
frequent cultivation. There
and Iron.
crop is green.
must be no free water in the soil that hands.
The other, a tail, graceful
It has been generally believed, how- does not run out
quickly after a rain. girl, was stirring something in an
Ttliphont 134-11.
ever, that the difference in feeding value When the soil crumbles in the band,
earthen ware vessel.
between the hay made from green grains and does not
pack, is the time to start
and the straw from ripe grain was due the cultivator.
"Where am 1Ï
How did 1 come
J. WALDO
to the increase in the amount of tough
Spring and early summer cultivation, here?" Iris asked.
liber in the mature plant, and to the where it does not disturb
plant roots,
Then she remembered, aDd memory
Transference of protein and oils from should be
fairly deep. When going benot
other portions of the plant to the seed
tween newly-plan ted crops, if possible brought a feellug of helplessness
The loss of total ash content of the cultivate at first as
deep as the soil was wholly devoid of self reproach. It
v»mpl« Street, rear Masonic Block,
plant, which has been noted by chem- plowed, and cultivate more shallow as was bad enough that her presence
ists, was believed to be due to a portion the roots grow out from the plants.
NORWAY
T· ep^o· · Collection.
should add so greatly to the dangers
of the sap returning to the root and car- Cultivate with a cultivator
having small
her friends. >. It was far
rying salts in solution which were there teeth, close together, so as to break up besetting
worse that she should have fainted at
possibly returned to the soil.
a
12I
use
the soil into fine particles.
Recently elaborate experiments have tooth horse cultivator for rows of plants the very moment when such weakness
been tried by which it has been demon- not closer than
eighteen inches. This might well prove fatal to them.
strated that nearly, if not all, of the
Why did she faint? Ah! A lively
ieep and fine cultivation is the best way
recovered
soluble salts so lost can be
if aerating the soil. With plants in blush chased the pallor from her
from
which
from the dew and rain
drip
;lieck rows, so one can go though eaoh cheeks, aud a few strenuous heart
the plant a* it ripens. In fact, it seem»
way, there need be but a little of the beata restored animation to her limbs.
to be proved that even thriving, growtoil the cultivator does not reach. In
Of course in thinking that she had
disthe
to
are
nut
immune
ing plauts
larrow rows and in mellow soil, the
a
of
but
action
up
rain,
part
give
solving
land wheel cultivators may be used, yielded solely to. the stress of surof their food, held in solution by their >ut I
prefer to plan the garden so as to charged emotions Iris was mistaken.
What she really ueeded was food. A
*ap, with every thoroughly soaking rain. lo all the work possible with the horse.
These losses seem to be immediately
Another purpose of cultivation men- young woman of perfect physique and
made good by the plant from the moist- tioned is to obtain underground moistdowered with the best of health does
ened soil, and a general increase of ash ire, or to raise the water table to the
not collapse into unconsciousness becontent takes place up to the completion
We know bow wa-oota of the plants.
of growth and the beginning of ripening. ter rises through a sponge dipped in cause a young man embraces her and
As the plant matures, the salt seemo rater, by the principle of capillary at· each at the same moment makes the
South Paris, Maine.
to be brought to the surface of leaves , raction.
The same law causes water to blissful discovery that the wide world
and stem*, where they are cryst^ized
ise from the water-veins underneath, contains no other individual of suas the sap evaporates, or are left otherirhen the soil is so finely pulverized preme importance. She hardly realized
wise exposed and easily dissolved by
A Reliable
>y cultivation that it is porous. The how hungry she was until the girl
rain. It seems to have been actually | iner the
particles, the more water rises
her the bowl, which coutained
demonstrated that about one-half of the f md is retained. It will now be seen banded
a couple of eggs beaten up in milk,
food value of hay can be soaked out by :hat
we
which
the
same
process by
by
small quantitiea of rum and
raiu water, and a like loss takes place in ierate
long manured and cropped soils while
la «nit· ]jiorb«4.
the straw of standing grain while the md make them again fertile and pro- sugar caue juice made the compound
S ,«* Bwe! at One·.
seeds are hardening, provided the rain ( iuctive, we are able to use the water in palatable.
I'.alaan.·
fall is sufficient.
#ooth«e,
be soil nature has provided in her un·
While the girl Manoela was furtively
a«*.t uiJ protects
DiMClllUVUlOlO
,UC
reservoir for our plants, so appraisiug the clothing worn by Iris
lerground
*.ke <1 ku ί oi«m·
mineral constituents of Plsn*at
bey are not without needed water in her mother was listening ever for
kraa· :uu lug from
iiν afford little clue to the tola «mount*
This ia a kind of irrilines of drouth.
hasty footsteps among the trailing
Catairk a 1 drive»
needed
food
of available plant
actually
gation that is available to all.—Country vines.
in j a (
J in the
the
course
in
andraken»>i» by the plant
jientleman.
ûmJ q
At last, with a muttered prayer, she
*!y. Keof the growing season. Under uorraa
i'' «i ti « S«ns«eof
went to the door aud unfastened the
conditions of rainfall the plant Μβοι'to
T»a ·? a ! Smell. Full sii^ 50 eta.. at Drug- be
The Possible Outcome.
uking in a great deal mure plant
etout wooden staple that preveuted inn>Ail. Ια liquid form, 75 oeats. food than is to b« fouud in Us
jia-j
Without in any sense being an alarm· truders from entering unbidden. Some
Β
11y
.ers, 56 Warreu Street, New York. ed structure, differiog m this respict
st it will be well if we face conditions
one approached.
from animal life only .n the Pf°Port'®" m they are and prepare for what may be
"is that you. Mauoel?" asked Lulaa
η store.
cast off and in the method of elimin,iting
in a bushed voice.
Gomez
will
abunAfter many years of plenty, with
it from the system. Whether It
There was uo answer. The woman
laut harvests on every band, we have,
next be shown that in the event of in
First CI··· Far· fl.oo.
She would have closed
or the past two years, met some adverse drew back.
sufficient rainfall the plan)
kuttraoma fl.OO.
excess of food in the form of dust re
:onditions, notably in the cutting off of the door, but a slim, active figure
>». ,1
Steamer GOVERNOR COBB mains to be seen, but reported experi- ;be hay crops. This spring everything sprang across the threshold.
She
KULLKK ments -how a much larger ash content );»» been untimely so that in some ways shrieked in terror.
an
HANSOM B.
nearner
The newcomer
leave franklin Wharf, Portland, week in
plants protected from rain and dew ve are one month ahead of a normal was a Brazilian officer.
daj·. at 7 P. μ., for Boston.
than in similar plants grown out of rear. At the same time because of
"I think you are here, mademoiselle,"
doors, and it lias been frequently noted igbt rainfall and little snow the lakes be said in French. "1 am come to
Returnlns
that soils used in pot cultures in «reel· ind punds of central Elaine are way beI.eae* Union Wharf, Boston, week house work are exhausted much more ow their usual
retreat for a little while.
spring levels, indicating share your
arrive
days at 7 P. κ., for Portland.
shortage of water in the ground. Perchance by daybreak 1 may
rapidly than are similar soils producing
Through ticket· on sale at principal similar plants when exposed to ordinary Y it bout borrowing trouble in the least at some plan. At present you and 1
ra road stations.
t will be well that we recognize the sitare in difficulties. Is it notf
atmospheric agencies.
The résulte of the most recent experi- lation and prepare for a possible conΚ eight rut en a* low as other lines.
Iris recoguized tbe voluble. jerky
ments show that about M per cent of
ingency. More land ia under the plow speech. A wild foreboding gripped ber
J. K. LISC'OMB, General Agent,
in any previous
η Maine to-day than
the total nitrogen, 30 per cent of t
Portland, Me.
beart uutli she was like ίο shudder unphosphoric acid, and 05 per cent of the rear and this suggests the utilization of der its tierce auguisb.
yotash can be readily removed from a
good portion for the growing of forage
"You. Captaiu Sau Benavides!" she
» iumhm;
·:. \\
ripening wheat crop by the acnon of ,τομβ with which to supplement a ρ >srain.
This discovery gives added force lible light hay crop. All over Maine asked, aud ber utterance was unnatunen are payiug from eighteen to twentyto the assertion so frequently made that
rally calui.
the (armor can afford to take every prac- iv<< dollars for hay and tbe supply is
"I. mademoiselle." be said, "and,
the
ram
conserve
this
If we get a fair crop
ticable precaution to
tot abundant.
alas. I am alone. May 1 come In? It is
as posfar
a*
will
means
no
and
should
fall
ear
these
by
prevent
forage crops
not well to sbow a ilgbt at this hour,
»urn!*h DOORS and WINDOWS of any
sible all run-off from either naked so.l or >e lust, for hay will hereafter sell at a
8!"
style at reasonable price·.
tbat tbe island is overrun with
further >»ying price. It will be well to provide seeing
It
that covered by crops.
seems_
infuriated soldiers."
that the raiu which reaches the earth
or a condition which certainly is tbreatTbe coucludlug sentence was adthrough a mature crop is the best worth id because of the severe drouths of 1U0S
Qornefc In Portusaving of all the rainfall of the year. md 'US) and the injury done the grass dressed to Luisa
1' a want of any kind of lftnleh for lnatde oi This hypothesis, which seems to have
oota. If this is overcome there is no guese. Realizing instinctively tbat tbe
out»·
work, tend In your order·- Pine Lum beeu demonstrated beyond reasonable oss and the farmers with large field· of mau came as a friend, sbe stood aside,
: >rJn*iee on band Cheap for Caah.
ur
doubt, furnishes an explanation for some uillet, hungarian, oats and peas, or trembling, on tbe verge ef tears. He
fact· often observed on the farm
oota, will be the man who will carry entered, and tbe door was closed beWork.
and Job
For example, it has been noticed that lis stock through in beet shape next hind blm.
when a portion of a tield of hay is raked vinter and at lowest cash cost.
"1 am tbe ouly man who escaped,
and another portion is caught in the
Matched t'lne Sheathing for Sale.
Yearly the Farmer baa been preaching mademoiselle. Tbe others? Well, it If
s*ath and subjected to a
he gospel of home production in larger
fi. \V.
the second Κ*»"» neasure to check the encrmons drain war. and war is a lottery."
mittent rainfall,
"D<> you mean tbat tbey bave been
more, vigorous start
seems to make a
or western feed, but never baa there
Maine.
We»i ^uaiaer,
under the hay than on the raked land leen greater cause for this earnest word killed, nil killed?" she murmured, with
a pitiful sob.
alongside. In fact, if the cut hay is not ban to-day.
Grow all you can that the flock· and
thick enough actually to smother the
"1-1 think so."
new growth, the latter will
"You think? l)o you not know?··
soon_ so cover terds may be Increased, for price· for
the hay as to hide it, and give the whole
arm crops and animal· will not return
He sighed. His band sought an emptbe
Don't neglect
field a uniformly green
ο former level·.
and fir. For sale by
opty cigarette case. Such was tbe corp*rt of this beneficial effect may be due iortunity this year to fill tbe barn· with
rect military air. be fancied—to treat
J. A. KENNEY,
but
the
the
and
so
save
or
corn
and
land,
mulching
shading
orage crops
misfortunes rat ber as jests. He frownfir.,
Paris.
for
the
account
South
this
can
Farmer.
winter.—Maine
next
hardly
>5tf
iay
which
shoots
because the case was empty, bat
the
ed
of
push
young
vigor
up through the hay, for the hay would
smiled at Iris.
Insect Notes for 1909.
not be there except for an excess ο
"It Is so bard, mademoiselle, when
Tbe Maine Agricultural Experiment
fall and thie would seem to obviate the
one speaks these things In a strange
now mailing Bulletin 177 conis
itation
need of shade or mulch. It will now be
me to explain tbat
aining accounts of insects which have tonjjua. Permit
oHntereat to have careful
which has arrived. We encountered a
iroved more or leas injuriou· in various
on the subsequent growtha
The picket and surprised it
Having setarts of the state the paat year.
yield of crops of hay which ha'e
a greenish Caterand aecouterSaddled
some
prominent,
cured
weapons
under weathered hay, as
>illar so destructive to beech and other menta. we hastened to the quay, where
the irrowth on ordinary raked stubble.
leciduous trees; tbe BrowiMail moth, a was moored tbe little steamship. Un~rank
of
Another
growt ρ
erious and wide spread orchard and
Means, sibly due toexample
this leaching process, is the
happily she was crowded with soloreat tree peat; the Gypay Moth and
li aeaae *i&uea properly made and fitted K>
around
seen
often
of
circle
They fired, and there was a
vegetation
ι·1'·»?»* «I! furm» of eye etr«ln. Our ubMeer» are
scale reoently discovered diers.
San
Jose
be
and g ram
knocked down, and
made rtgut and tilted rig; t.
Our βχΏΐ and ex- the base· of both hay cocks
esidents in tbe state, the Spruoe and short fight 1 was
périence le your guarantee.
shocks when the latter remain long"»
flies, mos- what do you call It—étourdi—while
^arch
lice,
Sawfliea,
plant
the field. Here again we are accustomCOME HERE.
CONSULT ME.
half
[uitoea and aome other· are briefly dis- one might count ten. 1 roee,
OPTOM ETRI ST.
ed to consider the mulching as the prime eased.
known in- blinded, and what do 1 see? Tbe vesleaa
the
Of
widely
but It now
cause of the rapid growth
PARMENTER,
ecta, tbe Spindle worm injurions to sel leaviug tbe quay full of men enseems that the drip from the hay
ilder bushes and corn, the Birch leaf
Norway, Maine.
:rnged In combat while Just beyond
straw may be an important factor.
iucculatrix so very prevalent laat sea· the
The rapid growth of clover and griss
[tolnt η warship Is signaling her
on feeding on tbe leave· of white and
has been sown with
It was a Brazilian warship,
which
arrival.
A. C.
rellow birch that in the early fall every
occurs during the last two weeks preSbe showed two red
mademoiselle.
ree appeared infected and bad a brown
white one. It
15 years expert Watch- ceding harvest, especially in wet seaso
md scorched appearance visible even at rockets, followed by a
eastern
by every
distance, tbe Apple-leaf-Sewer a was ouly a matter of miuutee before
maker with Bigelow,
great
a
have
I
these
raises
crops together.
1 tell
Kennard it Co., Boston. wave supposed that this was due to the mall greenish-brown leaf-folding oater- she met tbe little steamship
>illar, the Lesser apple worm so often you tbat It was bad luck, that—a vile
soil
demands
fertility
lessening
upon
tonfused with the coddling moth, some blow. I was angry, yes. I stamp my
or
by the maturing
ungns gnats, crane file·, a potato mag- foot and say foolish things. Then I
AU Work
oossibly to the admission of more sun
dejot and a fruit feeding bettle are
Uuaruteed.
run."
foliage of the wheat
icribed at greater length.
u now seems likely that a part of the
Iris made no reply. She bid ber fact
will be sent to
177
of
Bulletin
A
Copy
is due to the washing back to
She could frame m
A little out of the way
in ber hands.
of Maine on request. Reresident
my
soil of plant food stored in the ripenBenavides was
but it pays to walk.
|ue*U abould be addreaaed to tbe Maine more questions. Sun
Station, Orono, trying to teli ber that Hozier and tbe
Experiment
Agricultural
this
whole
of
quesThe
«En», WATCHES, CLOCKS
In writing please mention this rem bad beeu overwhelmed by fate at
piuoe of the ash Maine.
AMD JEWELBT.
>aper.
nnIn
animal
tbe very instaut escape seemed to be
of
oi
plants
ocnstitnents
y
u
knowldefinite
W!tb L>r. I'&rmeater, Norway, Maine.
wltlilu reach. Tbe Brazilian, probato
tritloo
»Pf"r.î
The great demand for milch oows is
of difficulties that beeet
pment notion· u
the prices skyward, and those bly because
lending
did
olwcntloK
who sold as many did in September for blm in uslug a foreign language,
welve to fifteen dollars, beoanse of a not make It clear that be bad flung
Delivered at any station on the
ibort hay orop mnst now pay forty to himseir Mat in the dust when be heard
Oraml Trunk between Berlin and
ifty and not get as good as was sold, tbe order to Ore given by some one on
rhe most contagious disease is a scare board the launcb.
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
tod it is alee expensive. The only thing
Τ ben tbe lightning of a woman'· InM. DAY,
:o do, when in business, is to hold on
tuition
pierced the abyss of despair.
43'f
.hrough the dull years, out ont all unBryant's Pond, Me.
in wet re
were curious blanks in
than that grown and cured
labor and wait for dear skies, Surely there
>ro8table
lmM flbre entent
uarratlve. As was ber
[f instead of wiping ont herds, the this thrilling
irta
most desirable .t»ge
»oarders had been sold, buaineaa would way when thoroughly aroused,
allot have been interrupted.—Maine Farm· stood up aud seized Sun Benavides
Her distbe arm.
it.
most
by
roughly
AT THE
with a
GREENHOUSE.
traught eyes searched his face
*»0«TER ST.. SOUTH PARIS.
The Babcock teeter never finds very pathetic earnestness.
launch
;ood cows which are owned by a poor
"Why do you think tbat the
feeder.
did out get away?" she cried. It Wis
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The Solvent Action of Rain.
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Dentiet,

S„IÎH PAttlS,
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Connpoodeact on practical agricultural topics
U solicited.
Address ail communication» lu·
tended for this department to Qkmbt I>
Haiuomd, Arrtcultural Rdltor Oxford Dem
ocrai, ParU. Me.

Ul-CK.

L.

STUD THK PLOW."

added emphasis may be given to th<
desirability of feeding crop* withoui
harvesting whenever practicable, owinj
to more even distribution and qnickei
return of residual plant food to the soil
—W. A. Sherman, Fairfax County, Va.,
in Country Gentleman.

island and was devoting one sweeping
glance eastward ere she sought her
prey In < reek or tortuous channel.
At last after a wearying delay sin
Five minutes later Watt>
vanished.
and Oiseu brought the welcome new
that she was returning to the road

stead.
It was then half past 2 o'clock, a no
the sun would rise soon after 5. Nov
or never the launch must make her ef

|

two of you will climb the ridge
and watch her movements. The rest
will load up every available inch ot
food.
space with wood and water and

THAT Ί'Ι) ΜΛΚΚ THINUtpkhtty baby."

"mi THOUSAND !

Ready bandK tore uway her did
she was tilted by crowding in
the poop nearly every man on board,
the engines throbbed, and she waf
fort

guise,

How can we wlu clear of Fernando
It is a hunNoronha without fuel?
dred to one that the launch would not
steam twenty miles on her present
Such as it is, we must
i*oal supply.
keep it for an emergency, even if we
are compelled to tear up the deck and

jured
the

two soldiers on the

signaling

was useless.
Moreover,
hiid to be cautious. Tilt· cruiser,
trusting to her speed, might try a long
cast north and south of the launch's
supposed path. The hours of daylight
Even
were tortured by constant fear.
Iris was glad when the darkness came
mid they were hidden.
At 4 o'clock in the morning, by

that

they

general reckoning, they

were

midway

between Island and continent. They
were all wide awake, too weary and
miserable to sleep.
Suddenly it i>>glioru smote the oppressive gloom. It
A huge blotch crossed'
ilrew neir.
their bows.
They heard some order
given in a foreign language, and De

Sylva whispered:
"The Sao (ieroulmo! The cruiser!"
In a little while, |H>rbaps twenty
minutes, they heard another siren. It
sounded a dliferent note, a quaintly
Whatsoever
liars h blend of discords.
ship this might be, it was nut the Sao
Seront mo.
Coke's grtiif voice reached every ear:
'This time we're nabbed for keeps
unless you all do as I bid you," he
said. "When the fog lifts the cruiser
will see us. There's only one thing for
It. Some» here, close in. Is a steamer.
She's a tramp, by the wheeze of Vr
born. We've got to board 'er au' siuk
the launch. If she's British or American, Ο. K., as 'er people will stand
L»y us. If she's dago, we've got to
ïollar 'er, run every whelp into the
Porehold an' answer the cruiser's signals ourselves."
» UU

UÛZRT,

Iris

near

I1UU

WUUIH-U

νυ

while Coke was «peaking,
softly, so that none other

breathed
:ouid bear:

"This is rank piracy. But what else
do?"
"Is it wrong?" she asked.
"Well—uo, provided we kill no one.

ran we

We are justified in Raving our own
lives, and the average German or
Italian shipmaster would hand ua orer
to the Brazilians without scruple."
Iris was far from Bootle and It»
moralities.
"I don't care what happens so long
is you are not hurt," she whispered.
"Mr. Hozier," said Coke thickly.
"Yes, sir."
"You've got good eyes an' quick ears.
Lay out as far forrard as you can an'
pass the word for eteerin'."
Hozier obeyed. The discordant bleat

foghorn

af a

came

again, apparently

In a few seconds he
ahead.
?aught the flapping of a propeller and
silenced the launch's engines.
"We are close In now," he said to

right

Coke after a brief and nolselees drift.
"Why not try a hail?"
"Ship ahoy!" shouted Coke, with all
the force of brazen lungs.
The screw of the unieen ship stopThe sigh of escaping steam
ped.
reached them.
Wer ruft?" was the

"Holla!

gruff

ι newer.

German!"
me If It ain't a
Coke sotto voce. "Norrle, you
must stick here till I sing cut to you,
then open your exhaust an' unec.'~w
ι seacock. Wot Bhlp Is that?" he Toclf"Sink

growled

ernted aloud.
Some answer was forthcoming—what
It mattered not. The launch bumped
Into the rusty ribs of a twelve hundred
tou tramp. A rope ladder was lowered.
A. rouud faced Teuton mate, fat and

placid,

was

vastly surprised

to

find a

horde of nondescripts pouring up the
ship's side In the wnke of a short,
thick, bovine looking person who neither understood nor tried to under-

nervousness.
a

f you

Coke
pushed
bim playfully Into
the cook's gallery.
"This is too
saay," he chortled. "Set about
em, you swabs.
Don't hurt anybody unless they
Rouud
ix for It.
îvery son of a
ζu η into the
f ο c s 1 e till I

sure

Soon all hands were at work,
teer.
ind it was due to the girl's forethought
that strips of linen were procured from
Luisa Gomes and healing herbs applied to the cuts and bruises of the inmen.
Sylva was for leaving

stream four hours after leaving the island. As it was, unless they received
α fresh supply of fuel from another
ship, they must unquestionably take
the straightest line to tbe malulund.
During the day they had sighted
three vessels, but at such dLtances

•oomed vroui?"

murmurs]

stupid creatures, these
"When they see
he said.
you they will not be frightened."
There was so much reason in the
statement that Iris was a ready volun-

of Brazil if she consumed every ounce
of coal and wood on board. Were It
not for Hosier's foresight she would
have been drifting with the gulf

'Vere h

A rumble of approving
showed that he had scotched the draglie continued rapidly:
ran.
"No vessel of deep draft can come
The
close in shore from the east.
cruiser will have the Graud-pere rock
ubeum within an hour, but to make

are

was a hundred miles west of the island. N'orrie
rot eight knots out of her, but It needed no Hpecial calculation to discover
that she would barely make the coast

ing

tidal water ends. I fancy the launch
will float a little higher up, but we
must risk It. We will take lier in, unand
ship the mast, tie a few boughs
vines on the funnel, and not twenty
searchllghta will find us."

"Tbey

things very differently.
By nightfall tbe luuncb

"Vas L«s diss?" he asked, surveying
:he newcomers with amazement and
their bizarre costumes with grow-

Rharp

peasants,"

His was to insure Iris' safety. The
future he must leave to Providence.
And, Indeed, Providence contrived

English.

|

,aUQcl|

himself to the hut.

He was puzzled by tbe singular unanimity of purpose displayed by bis
shipmates. But that was tbeir affair.

stand a word he was saying.
These extraordinary visitors from
the deep brought with them a girl and
three wounded men. By this time the
?aptaiu was aroused. lie spoke some

had gone a cable's length. Now, here is a scheme that
strikes me as workable. At any rate.
Is a
It offers a forlorn hope. There
bend In the creek Just where the

dismantle the cabin."
"Talks like a book!" snorted Coke.
Hosier was coolly reminding them of
those vital things which frenzy had
failed wholly to take Into account.
Confidence was reborn in them.
Meanwhile here was the launch
thrusting her nose into the mud and
■hingle of this malevolent island.
To b's further annoyance, San Benavldes, who depended on hie compatriot
for a summary of the latest scheme,
asked Iris to accompany De Sylva and

would bave asked no better lack than
tbe helping of Dom Corrla to regain
bis presidentship. Now there was Iris
to protect. He would not be content
to leave her in charge of tbe first
grimy collier they encountered, nor
was be by any means sure that she
would agree to be thus disposed of.

afloat.
At daybreak the thousand foot peak
of Fernando Nuronha was a dark blut
No sail or
on the western horizon.
smudge of smoke broke the remainder
of the far flung circle. The fugitives

|

could breathe freely once more. Thej
were not pursued.
Iris fell asleep when assured that thi
dreaded warship was not in sight. Hosier, too, utterly exhausted by all thai
be had gone through, slept as If he
Coke took the first watch
were dead.
In person. He chatted with the men,
them by his candor on the

surprised
question of compensation and announc

|

ed his resolve to make for the 300 mik
channel between Fernando Noronha
and the mainland.
When Hozier awoke to find the
launch heading west he was vastly as-

:ome. Mr. Watts,
the bridge for
rou. Olseu, take

Mr.
wot "VAS ISS DIRS?" HE
ΑβΚΕΙ).
pou can find In
Now. Mr. Norrle.
:belr tlag locker.
enf ihnrp for It! You're wanted In the
ilue room."
And that Is how ex-President Dom
( :orr!a Antonio de Sylva acquired the
wheel.

:be

Bozler,

see

îucleus of bis fleet.

[TO

BE

CONTINUED.]
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A Bit of Correspondence.
The following correspondence, ending in true Irish fashlou. actually
passed between two men In Euglaud
lome

year* n«o:
"Mr Thompson present* his compliments to Mr Simpson and begs tn request that he will keep bis doggs from
trespassing on his grounds."
"Mr Simpson presents his compllments to Mr. Thompson and begs te
luggest that in future be should not

rpell 'dogs' with two gees."
Mr.
to
"Mr. Thompson's .j®·ii
Watts let the cat out of the bag luter.
"Those of us 'oo don't leave ^ — .··">». ·»'.·<.«HVâ (0 12 90 ÏVVJie
8 IS
2β 40
7 »
(48
Wot's-his-name in the lurch
21 «0
«70
24 16
7 49
7 25
I ten years' full pay, extry
8 43
8 22
20 76
J
above wot the court alj
U 00
7 20
7 44
J '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '. Ι '. '.
ji
10 80
8 85
3 24
!
"Ten years' pay an' a t
12 90
12 48
41 «0
!
It's enough to make
PASCAL, P. QILMORE,
I man."
Treasurer of State.

island, but I

tonished by Coke's program.

■

Hosier laughed.
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Coming Events.
7.—Oxford Pomona G range, North Waterford.
June IS.—Democratic state convention, Augusta,
lune 2».—Republican »tate convention, Augusta.

J

one

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
4 Notices of Sheriff "β Sale.
Shirt Waists
Blue Stores.
Out Door Goods.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Plumbing and House Heating.
Life Is a Blank.

Catarrh
Dandruff Cured.
Lost.

Probate Notices.
5 Notices of Appointment.
Concret»· steps.
Paris IHI1 Water Co.
Dr. t. W Rounds.
Touistoe*
Blacksmith «"anted.
Ford Cars.
Look! Read!

State

Republican

Δ

Convention
will be held in

City Hall, Augusta.
Wednesday. June 29, 1910.
AT

O'CLOCK A. M.

IO

K ir the p'irpose of nominating candidates for
at
Governor and .State auditor to k supported
such
the September election, and transacting
It.
Iκ;fore
Oth· r business as may properly come
The ba»ls of representation Is a* follow*:
Each ilty, town and plant ti n will be entitled
for
to one delegate; and for each 73 vote·" cast
in 1ϋυ·< an
the Repub lcau candidate for Governor
of 4»>
additional deeg.it··, and for a fraction
votes In excess of 73 vote0, a further additional
Vacancies In the delegstton of anv
delegate
city, town or plantation can onlv be tilled by
residents of the county In wheh the vacancy

exists.

The State committee will lie in se««lon In the
of th"
ante-room of the Cttv Hull at nine o'clock
of recelv
day of the convention, for 'he purpose
In order to be
lng credentials of delegates.
eligible to participate In the convention, deledate of the
gates tnu.t be elected subsequent to
call for thl* 'invention
their
political
AII electors of Maine, whatever
athdation may have been, who bel'eve In the
the Republican
general prlnclp es and policyatofthe
polls in the
party and desire its success
InComing election In this State, arc cordially
vite· I to unite under this call In electing delegate*
to the convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
BYRON BOYD.
FRANK II. BK1GUS.
Secretary.
<

Augnsta, May 2,1910

Under this call, the towus and plantations of
Oxford County will be emitted to the following
numbers of delegates respectively :
OXFORD.

1

Albany,

i
4
3
3
1
i
i
3
4
1
1
2
1
2
2
3
3
1
4
1

An· lover,
Bethel,
Brow η de Id,

Bucktleld,
Byron,

Canton,
Denmark,
Dtxlie Id,

Frveburg,
Glleal,
Grafton,
Greenwood,
Hanover.
Hartiord,
Hebron,
Hiram,
Lovell,
Mason,
Mexico,
Newrv,

Î
I

I

j Norway,

S
3
S
2
3
1
S
1
1
3
1
1
2
3

! Oxford,
Paris,
Peru.

Porter,
Roxbury,

Rumford,

Stonehani,
Stow,
Sumner,
Sweden,

lj>ton,

Waterford,
Woodstock,

graceful practice.

PLANTATIONS.
1
Lincoln,
...

Magallowav,

1
1

Total.

»1

Milton,

District Republican
Convention.

Second

s
SSScassSKK·
Εβ
SlMMft
£«M
mav

prukxrty

before

an-t (or

k

ei*

«

·*"^Jg^

s^?J3Eit25

sesïsswswwjawe

I

S?

county in which the vacancy exw».

^'V^lht·

sS&^esssSSS
*

»Uie of the caU for this convention.
Th. .-hatr-nau of the various ilele«atlf>ne
a full list of the

rJueM®dtofor^arl

are

·!<.£££·
SS β ts«&«Mrs
*"SM®wsse&*
Hastlsos. Secretary.
Le Wilton, Maine. May 6,1»10.
H. H.

Slate Summer Schools lor Teachers.
«10R11AM—CAST1NE—F ΑΚΜΙΝΟΤΟΝ.
The summer schools at the above
ed place· will be in session three week»,
beginning July lltb, 1910.
Tiie courses of these schools will melude reviews of the branches taught in
the common schools together with brief
courses in the essentials of school methaud school
ods. school management,
law. The work will be especially planned to help teachers oi limited training
anil experience and will aim particular y
to be of practical service to teachers of
rural and village schools.
There will be no expense to teachers
attending these schools, except for travel
anil board and for the material used in
the courses in hand work.
Daily sessions of each school will be
held for tive days each week. Sessions
will generally be held in the forenoon,
leaving the afternoon free for recreation,
field work and pleasure excursions.
Certificates of attendance wil he
grauted to teachers who atteud regularly
the sessions.
A «tale teachers' examination will be
held at the close of each school for the
benefit of any who may desire to qualify
for the state certificate.
Full information regarding courses,
board and other point· will be sent on
application to the direct ο re of any of the
school·. Inquiries should be addressed
to the following principals:
\V. G. Mallet. Farmington,
W. E. Russell, Gorham,
A. F. Ricmardson, Cystine.
nam-

..

A summer term of the Aroostook State

Normal School «>11 be held at Presque
Ιι)« for six weeks beginning Tueeday.
July 12. 1910.
SUMMER

TERM

FOB SUPERINTENDENTS.

The Caatine Conference for superintendents of echoole will open Monday
evening, July 11, at 7:30 and will contipu·" through the wwk closing «ith the
evening session Friday, July lo. The
programme will include practical diacuss'ons of problems of school supervision and administration.
Request· for information regarding
board at Caatine should be addressed t..
Principal A. F. Richardson, Caetine,
Maine.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE,
SUMMER

The

summer

TERM.

University

term of the

of Maine will begin June 27. and continue six w-eks. The Instruction is provided for the most part by the members
of the University
faculty. Credit is
given on the University books for work
which is completed. Course· are offered in mathematics, language·, science·,
history, education, political economy,

nature

study,

elementary

agriculture

and horticulture, cookery, eewing, household economic·, diet and library science.
For information regarding the summer
term, teachers should addreea Dean
S. Stevens, Orono, Maine.

Jamèe

ΗΟΟΤΠΒΑΤ
SUMMER

HARBOR,
SCHOOL.

A summer school for teacher· of drawInit «HI be held under the auspice· of
the Commonwealth Art Colony, from
Jult 25 to August 20, 1910. The courses
SUI*r"v'
of thi· w*·
lnet'

un?.er

given in Odeon Hall.
Tuesday afternoon, the W. C. T. U.
met with Mrs. Horace Andrews. An interesting report of the county convention
was given by the president and delegates.
The remains of Mr. Samuel Whitney
were brought to Bethel from Berlin,
bibitioo

was

a

patient.

Mrs. Wm. Farwell has been helping
the siok at the old Tapley Kruball house.
W. Ε. Furbush of Mexico has been
here again with fresh fish and meat and
fruits, also the younger son of Ge>.
Smith with fruits for sale.
Little Blanche Kimball has about 50
chicks and has sold 23. Thoce who rob
a ueighbor "must reap what they sow."

S. W. Bennett of Norway is stopping
West Bethel.
with his sister, Bertha Wilson.
"Oh, the violet* waken between the showers,
Fre<l Shaw has gone to Parraacheenc Like the blue of the Λ prll sklee.
Lake to drive the carrv team.
And the roadside bloom» Into clover white.
Harvev Hurley of Upton has moved on While ihc buttercups, »hv, njirlng up In a nl<ht,
And the meadow glow* with the golden light
to the Bean place.
Of the daisies' houe-t eyes."
Joe Hart waa in Colebrook Friday « η
follows: business.
"Stow ing and grow'lng will make a man oi l;
,,
w
C Τ Fox is working tor a. w.
Money and fame at the beet arc beguiling;
l>on't be suspicious and Hellish and cold*
Try smiling.
Mrs. Newell Littlehale and
stands like a maid at your gate;
daughter. Mr- Lillian Brooks and son, Happiness
t\ hy should you think you will nnd ber by
at 1 J.
are
ofG.rhaiu,

I

II

Elon Whitman and wife are now in
their new home with their granddaughter, Mrs. Edmond Harlow, and husband
They have no children, and knowing the
parties there seems to be no reason why
thev will not be wnll cared for during
the remainder of their lives, both of
whom are in their eighties.
Wilson'» Mills.

ssspss
«sa
come

Monday "The King of Tramp·" *u
played to a fall bouse.
Tuesday evening, a moving picture ex-

First KnpH-U Church, Rev. β. W. F. Hill. pM.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:46 a. MSunday School at '2. Sabbath evening service
at 7 :*·.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
(Oveuant Meeting the last Friday before X. H., wbere be died at the home of his
7 30.
All
the lot Sunday of the month at 2 30 P. M.
Funeral services were held at the
eon.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
home of bis son, Ε. E. Whitney, ThursGeorge W. Cole purchased a new Ford day afternoon.
News of the death of Maurice Qoddard,
touring car of Ripley Λ Fletcher last
son of the late Ε. B. Qoddard, was reweek.
in Bethel, who
Admiral Lyon is having built a tank ceived by his brothers
to Providence, R. I., returning
tower over the well that was drilled last went
The funeral
fall and adding another bath room to bis with tbe body Thursday.
his brother,
house. The water is to be pumped to van held at tbe home of
Fritz Goddard. Friday afternoon, Rev. C.
the tank by a gasoline engine.
Mrs. Lewis M. Brown arrived at the L Bangbart officiating.
Rev. Isabella S Mac-luff of West Paris
Hubbard House last week and is superAlice Mason
intending preparations for moving from was the guest of Mine
and Friday.
"Old Brick" to the Gov. Perbam home- Thursday afternoon
Mrs. Berto Bryant of Bangor is the
stead.
mother, Mrs. True, while
Joseph B. Cole, who has been employ- guest of her Dr.
Berto Bryant, is abroad
ed at mason work at the Poland Spring her husband,
Hou*e for several weeks, has returned for a two months' trip.
Dr. Branu, formerly in Dr. F. B.
home.
has returned
Wallace H. Cummings brought in Tuell's office in Bethel,
be has opened
about forty trout recently that are said to home to Augusta wbere
be one of the handsomest strings that dental rooms.
Dr. F. B. Tueli has been spending the
bas been seen here in receDt years.
Mrs. c. R. Davis and daughter, Miss week in Boston.
Rev. and Mrs. Curtis have returned
Lillian, from Flushing. Ν. Y., have arfrom their vacation and services were re
rived at White Mountain View House.
Congregational church
Mrs C. W. Field and Miss Stewart of turned at the
New York, who have taken Mrs. Snow's May 22d.
There were no schools in the village
house "Cross Roads" for the summer,
Friday, the teachers were attending the
ariived here last week.
Mi*s E. G. May arrived here from coovention at Norway.
Friday evening Mrs. Geo. King and
Boston last week.
in
Miss Julia Brinckle is on a visit of a Mi or Jane Gibson gave a reception
Grange Hall to all who took part in tbe
few days to Boston.
last week. It
Hon. Prentiss Cummings of Boston is operetta, "Little Bo-Peep,"
pleasant affair.
expected at his summer home here this was a veryHerrick
and J. U. Purington
Judge
week. He will come through with his
wore in Portland Friday on business.
touring or.
Mr. and Mrs Fred Chandler have been
Greenwood.
to Bethel to see their daughter Hilda
with toneilitis.
Did »he comet have anything to do who has been ill
about bringing I be rain storm WednesMIDDLE INTERVALE.
day atternoon and the following night?
Mrs. Marcus Ε Swan, nee Ferren, has
Were not aware it was getting very
ju*t been here to get a dog into the
news came that the fire
un'il
the
dry,
house th*t wax out of doors because he
while burning brush had g't beyond conAs soon as she called
w:«8 homesick.
trol at Bryant P.'iid and the mill crew
him he came to her in a happy mood and
was called out to fight it down.
l^t her hitch him in the Maple and Pine
Another froRt Monday morning killing
Farm house where now is to be his
all the strawberry blossoms in some
homo. He came from Bethel village
place-, but not here.
aud Mrs. Swan raised him from a pup.
Scott Merrill of Norway came up the
What loyalty and faithfulness in the
Nelat
the
looked
first of the week and
lower order of creation! Why not always
view
to
a
with
fsrm
buying
s in Jackson
find it in what is called the higher order?
it. Not long ago Mr. Merrill rau Daniel
a human frisud may fail us, a
Though
if
be
and
two
buys
farm
years,
Bryan'*®
dog will not.
the farm in question he will again be
Mr block from Norway was here the
come a neighbor, and one worth having,
inst. with a fine assortment of imma- 19th
will
the
trade
so here's
hoping
ported goods for sale.
terialize.
A letter from our dear brother, S. G
There was a meeting at the City last
of Elm ira, Ν. T.. says in part, "The
Sabbath afternoon, sermon by Rev. D. P.,
commenced here early but tbe
R. Ford of West Paris from the text, spring
weather continues cool with frequent
"What hast thou don*?" He produced
frosts. The winter was the coldest I
several interesting point*, and was listhave known, often it was fine, ten and
ened tobv a good congregation for that
fifteen below zero with almost steady
place. Intends to be there again in two sleighing from Christmas to March, wheu
weeks.
the weather changed to very mild, but
It was previously mentioned that Marlater has been cooler. I am working
tin Higgins had taken a job of Koval
hard all the while. It seems good to
Martin peeling pulp wood, and wa«
have Sundav come to get some rest.
building a camp near his work. He now Fifteeen houses means considerable
alone,
buying
entirely
it,
living
occupies
doing. Have just completed over two
his food in its raw state and doing his
hundred feet in length of uew cement
Mr. Higgios is a middleown cooking.
walk for the last house I built."
aged man, was never married, knowing
A Miss Raymond from Upton is a
of course, that while in a state of
guest at the old Russell place with the
celibacy there will be no occasion to ap- Smith family.
ply for a divorce on the ground of "cruel
The Temple Review,
published in
and abusive trea'ment." And as to that
brings us a sermon each
Philadelphia,
for
would
be
it
a
fiue
what
matter
thing
w. ek by
Russell H. Conwell, pastor of
many others to live in the same way aud the
largest Protestant church in America.
thus in some measure remove the disI)r Twaddle was here recently to see
lor.

AT WOOD

Bethel.

|

Mr^and

BLUE STORES.

Jog* the Memory. Dandruff Cured In Two Week·
Eugene Wood'·
or Money Back.
Μ1β· Louise Blsbee of Ram ford «pent
have not read all the
Home"
"Back
Wednesyou
oocurred
death
whose
The above it the guarantee 7. A.
No
Sunday with her couiln, Mise Ellen Cole. Mmi.,
afforda.
world
thia
of Emerson good book· that
Shurtleff & Co., the druggist·, are offer·
Old Pat, the boll dog, belonging to day, wh the only daughter
and matter bow far back to year· tbat borne
of all
Ben and Barrett Spanning, wm acci- Q. and Uantha Cummings Curtis,nntii
log for Parisian Sage, tlie greatest
there
take
by
will
book
you
this
may be
and reared in this village
hair restorers.
bird
dentally run over and killed by the was born of
than
and
route
aborteat
qaioker
age; when the death of the
If you have dandruff take advantage
family automobile Wednesday afternoon nine years
is fleet of foot and
Mrs. Curtis twenty-three years ago, ever flew. Memory
kill the little dandruff
out of of this offer and
just above the High Street crossing,
wireleaa
the
that
has
oared
to
be
put
Bertha
wloga
advisable for
will surely steal your bair If
Pat waa a general favorite and will be made it
of its seven germs that
The
subject*
commission.
John
Mrs.
her
of
home
in
aunt,
the
for
allowed to continue to persistently burThe Old Red School
are:
their families Hooper, of Lynnfield, where as Mr. and chapters
row into (be bair roots.
"The Irish boya with West
RevolvThe
Sabbath Sobool,
Paris and Mrs. Hooper had no living children she House, The
Parisian Sage is also guaranteed to
gathered from Rumford,
Hole, The
The
Swimming
Miss
of
a
Year,
ing
the
was
daughter.
place
given
falling hair and itohiog of tbe scalp.
stop
Bath to spend Sunday with their parente,
The
Devouring
Curtis had recently submitted to an Firemen's Tournament,
Don't accept any substitute from
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Irish.
The
Pair,
County
Circus
Day,
for a bad case of appendicitis Element,
Parisian 8age is the
MlM Alice Nulty returned from Por^ operation
If you are any druggist.
con- and Chriatmas Back Home.
of one of tbe
land Saturday. She baa been employed and was supposed to be doing well,was a
prescription
original
make
will
extract
this
life
middle
past
sequently the news of her death
world's greatest scientists, and is manuIn a millinery establishment there.
of
th'ink
who
went
thinga:
to her father,
you
factured only in this country by Giroux
Mr. and Mrs. George Twltchell were terrible shock
John
to Lynnfield Thursday. The funeral
Mfg. Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jamea Packard
of
our
Mr.
secret
the
home
late
learn
lier
Friday,
was held at
"If yon would
Parisian Sage is an exhilarating and
Wednesday.
some
stand
Satremains
the
witb
take
your
nation's greatness,
Miss Iva Gardner returned from Port- Curtis returning
plraNant bair dressing; it is not sticky
nine
the
in
before
interment
for
afternoon
winter's
morn'ng just
or gieasv and it makes tbe bair soft,
land Thursday. She Is just recovering urday
family lot in West Paris Cemetery. Be- o'clock, where yon can overlook a circle beautiful and luxuriant.
from an operation for appendicitis.
one of some two or three miles' radius, the
survived
is
she
father
her
by
the
sides
The high school ball team defeated
of Boston, her center being the Old Red School House.
South Paris High team Saturday by a brother, Percy Curtis,
For the Best Varieties of
tbeir
The Pans boys had aunt, Mrs. AnstU Cummings Hooper, You will see little figures picking
Hcore of six to one.
she lived, and two uncles, way along the miry roads or ploughing
hard luck in the sixth Inning when the with whom
Mass
through deep drifts, cutting across the
Buckfields made four runs which ollncb- Geo. Cummings of Dorchester,
aud Henry Cummings of Lewie:on. Miss fields, all drawing to the school house,
ed the game.
and Bub in bis cow-bide boots, bis cap with
An old fashioned bee was held on the Curtis was an entimable young lady
felt by thoee to whom ear-laps,<a knitted comforter about hie
ichool campus Friday when about twen- her loss is keenly
Come to the Greenhouse.
(the was near and dear, who bave the neck, and hia bands glowing in scarlet
ty teams with men to man them and
thick
in
a
Plants
shawl,
of
Sis
the
little
and
ready May 28th.
either
community.
sympathy
mittens;
many ineu to work shoveling on
The body of Edwin Richardson, who trudging along behind him, stepping in
end of the route, worked all day fl'Mng
was brought bis tracks.
They chirrup, 'Good morn- Also Bedding Plants in
the gully near the town house, htone died at Paris town farm,
for burial. He was the ing, Sir!" As far as you can see tbem
wall, rubbish of all kinds and gravel here Tuesday
aod Mrs. Joshua R'chardson you bave to watch them, and something
Geraniums, Lopoured In a steady stream all day and an sou of Mr.
Paris for many yearn. riees in your throat. Lord, love 'emI boxes,
amount of work that any crew might be and lived at Ν irtb
of West Lord, love the children! And then it
Heliproud of was accomplished. A bount Two sons, Alfred and Herbert,
of comes to you, and it makes you catch belias,
ful dinner was served at Nezlnecot Hall Paris, and one daughter, Florence,
survive hiui. The deceased was a your broath to think of it, tbat every
at noon by the girls of the school with a Peru,
otropes, Annual Vines,
miles all over this land
sufferer from rheumatism and for
Aa Extract That

West Part·.

Bvckfteld.

MIm Berth» A. Curt»·

_

of

If you have never reed

Lynnfield,

To be

then to

'thj

wis

early

A. waterspout was seeu Saturday on
The Grand Lodge of Knights of Py thiai
Pleasant Pond by some men who were at met in Bangor last week.
The report!
work near by. A loud cracking, roaring show a net increase in the membership
visiting
Maine,
was heard and the spout was seen for the
of mem
sound
number
roving?
year of 178, the
L
Never was greater mistake than to hateFred
to rise 40 or 50 feet in the air near the bers Dec. 31, 1900, being 10,853
Try loving.
and C. Bridge of Berlin
south shore of the poud and gradually L. Tower of Portland was elected Grand
were in town peddling the past week.
Oool and cloudy weather continues.
growing larger it rapidly advanced to Chancellor.
Mr Fernald of Bethel has been testing
Mrs. L. Ε Bean baa Hold her automo- the center of the pond, burst and disapwere
found
three
bile.
tlie cat'le in town; only
Joseph P. A. Powell, a young mar
peared. An old resident, who was an
diseased
FIhIj are becoming very scarce in tlie eye witness t<> the singular phenomenon. employed as a driver for the George C.
Mrs. George Cleveland and son ot brook- and rivers of Bethel and Mason. Kaid had I been the only person present Shaw Co. in Portland, was killed in the
Colebrook were at the Azscoos
Dea. E. P. Grover and eon Adrian are 1 should never have dared to tell of It. freight elevator of the Congress Streel
of the company Tuesday. He was
Sunday to see Mr. Clevetaud, who i« builling a large now hen house.
I have lived near the pond many years store
and it is not known just bow the
visited
Elmer C. Allen and sister
working at the dam.
yet never saw anything of the kind be- alone,
accident occurred.
several friends in South Paris Wednes- fore.
North Buckfield.
dayιι· vi'i
ιυη η ντ
υ*
τ iu. xx. υ·>ι
ιιαο
A cat belonging to a Biddeford mac
Mrs. A. F Mason, Mrs. W. Heald, and
While a few have their planting done ceived and accepted an invitation to dine has
produced a litter of freak kittens
in
Lewiatou
Mrs M A Sturtevant were
others have not begun plowing.
with Uuion Grange on Memorial Day.
Biddeford Journal
to the
According
Wednesday.
Alacson Tvler has moved his funiily
Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Barrett and Mrs. tbero were six kittens, two of which died
A tribe of gypses recently passed and picture frame business to Bethel Effie Robinson attended tbe Rebekah
Two were perfectlj
soon after birth.
through h. re on their way to Watervil e Hill.
lodge at West Parie Tuesday evening.
formed and but one of these is now
hen
Work has been delayed at lleald s
his
F.
has
Mason
Alden
large
Tbe Misses Jenno of South Paris will living. One that died had no leg*. One
naw mill on account of a broken saw.
house on Main Street nearly completed open a millinery parlor at Mrs. Prank has but two
legs, and two have three,
Ross Varney of Haverhill, Mass., is
A telephone wire is being put up to Young's Tuesday, May 24.
two being in front and the third a hind
the camp on the summit of Caribou
stopping at Wash Heald s.
The many friends of Mrs. Hiram Howe leg. All the kittens are naturally form'
Mis Lester Ricker is spending a week Mountain.
and Mrs. Clemeutia Abbott will be glad ed except as to the legs, and are ap.
with her mother, Mrs F. Ε Hea.o.
Miss Ethel L Allen is at home from to hear that they are both oonvaleecent
pareutly as healthy as any kittens. The
Hazel Warren spent last week with Urookline, Mass., to spend the summer and able to be about the housr*. Mrs
kittens that had no limbs died four dayt
At·
at
Hotel
her uncle. Frank Turner,
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs L. E. Howe expects to return from Rumford
after tbe birth.
wood, Lewiston.
Allen.
soon and Mrs. Abbott will accompany
Ernestine Townsend, the 12 year-old
J C. Heald, who has been on the sick
has
that
D.
Morrill
G
It is reported
her.
and Mrs. Enoch Town
list, is better at this writing.
bought of A. M. Stahl of Berlin, Ν. H.,
Ε. E. Field was iu town Thursday cir- daughter of Mr.
send of Saco, was fatally shot at 7:30
Rob e Sturtevant and Howard Glover the large farm with the hotel and other
culating a paper to raise a fund to help o'clock
w.-re at Β F Heald's Sunday.
Tuesday evening while sitting
buildings thereou, formerly owned by defray the expenses of Mrs. Carl Peter
Mr and Mrs. E. F. Bicknell of Norway the late A. S. Bean.
by the window, a stray bullet evidently
son of North Paris who is at the Centra)
from a high power rifle hitting her in
were calling on friends recently.
The publisher of the Oxford County Maine General Hospital.
of the bead just above tlx
Citizen offered six prizes last year for
Snow Bound Reading Club was enter- the left side
Locke's Mills.
the best poetical selections for a depart- tained by Mrs. R. H. Ryerson Thursday ear. The bullet penetrated the skull
and brain and death resulted soon after.
Mr. Addison Bryant and Miss Anna ment of "Heart Thrilling Gems." Las' afternoon. Roll call answered
by quotaBillings of Milton spent Suuday at David we<*k Ε. Κ Briggs was awarded the first tions from Susan Cooledge. When tbe It is said that a number of Albanians
who live at the brick yard a few hundred
Foster's.
and only cash prize.
question box was opened someone wantTownsond house h.ivo
All roads led to the auction at W. f.
ed to know why Sharon Robinson was yards from the
Oxford.
with rifles at a target of late,
K'ttredgo's last Tuesday. There was a
called Slocum. In current events it was hern firing
and it is thought the bullet came from
big crowd, and everything was sold
Mrs. Emma Knight, wife of Mr. F. F.
reported that the latest scheme for
and Mrs
Mr
Kittredge have made Knight, died suddenly Monday, May 9, money making among the doctors was there. One of the Albanians has admit
red under questioning that he was firing
many friends during their three years of heart disease. Her funeral was held selling comet
pills. Refreshments were
stay here. They will return to Portland, on Wednesday at her late residence, served of fruit and a drink made of un a: a mark, and it was probably he whu
shot. This affair is partheir former home, about the first 01 Uev. Mr.
Newport officiating. Mrs. fermented grape juice.
The next meet- fired the fatal
ticularly sad from the fact that this is
Knight was much beloved by all who ing will be June 2d.
has lost
Memorial Day will be observed here knew her and will be greatly missed.
One morning last week when Dea. the third child Mr. Townsend
by appropriate exercises.
She leaves a husband, a son, a sister and Moses Dow arose and was lighting the by sudden or accidental death. One boy
Mrs Lizzie Tibbetts returned to her other relatives. She was buried in the tire he
bad bis neck broken in a football game
glanced out tbe back kitchen
home in Auburn Thursday.
Knight family lot in the old Bell Hill window and there grazing complacently nine years ago. When tbe little girl,
named ber an
Mrs. Howard Maxim has been very ill Cemetery at Otisfield.
in the flnld was a tine looking doe. When Ernestine, was born they
with diphtheria.
A Urge delegation from T. A. Roberts be opened the back door the deer cleared near the name of the buy (whose name
Mr Azel Bryant was at Upton Friday W. R. C. visited Dwinal Corps at Me- tbe fence at a bound and was soon out was Ernest) as they oould, be being an
and Saturday.
especial favorite. Another boy was
chanic Falls May lOili. and report a very of sight in the woods.
Mrs Dannie Bryant and Mrs. Newton
found dead in the telegraph station at
pleasant time. An excellent dinner was
Wost Biddeford.
Urvant visited frieuds in town last week. served.
Albany.
Mr. and Mrs
Frauk Reed were at
Charles Durell and Frank Hawkes are
Mrs. Frank Manley of Auburn visited
Here and There.
and
here for a short time.
Camp Comfort Monday
Tuesday.
her aunt, Mrs. F. G. Sloan, a few days
T. A. Roberts W. R. C. had a supper l.ist week.
Hebron.
Ou the basis of an "estimate" of tbe
and entertainment, "Festival of Mother
Josiab Kimball of Stark, N. H.t was in
Ζ L. Packard W. R. C. held their Goose," last week, with a good attendcensus now In progress—which estimate
town recently.
to
usual meeting Friday afternoon.
ance.
Charlie Conners, Geo. Conner· and F. it would undoubtedly be more proper
Mrs A M. Richardson got home from
a
The Hersey Guild met with Mrs. G. Sloan's mares each have
"guesstimate"—showing a very
foals. call
young
theC. M G. Hospital Tuesday of last Frank Keene Monday evening.
At the present price of horse* it seems small increase in Maine's population,
week «1th every prospect of a perfect reare beginning to
some of our own
Mrs. Cyrus Chaplin has been quite ill as
though it might pay to raise our own "knock" tbe state.papers
COΥΘΓ V·
But they are Demsince the death of her husband.
horses as well as our own grain.
Mis·» Grace Bumpus and Miss Columocratic papers, and as it is done purely
Mr. Robbins, the Methodist minister,
bia Bumpue were in South Parie and has moved into the Estes rent at Welchfor political purpose·, It must be forgiven
Brown Held.
Norway Tuesday.
ville.
Cole <& Robinson's Chautauqua Min- tbem.
The road machine is out doing good
strels gave an amusing and interesting
East Bethel.
*
The young man who stole the whole
eutertainment to a large and appreciaare expected back to the
Farmers are busy working their land tive audience at town ball May 17.
bank in Cambridge, aud the man who
Academy Friday and the term will go ana more than the usual acreage will be
Mr. John Stewaft has purchased a helped him carry it off, will have plenty
<.n as usual.
All precaution has been
of time to reflect upon the matter duriug
house lot of S. Warren on Main Street.
planted.
taken, and no more oases of scarlet fever,
Mrs F. B. Howe passed last week
Mrs. Bradeen has sold her house on their respective sentences of fifteen and
so danger is past.
with her aunt, Mrs. Agnes S'raw, at Main Street to Mrs. Sarah Harnden.
twelve to fifteen years in prison which
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Glover bave a Beihel.
Mrs. Greenlaugh is visiting her sister, have been imposed upou them.
baby boy born May 7th.
Mis* Elsie Bartlett, who is teaching at Mrs. Blake, who is seriously ill.
Mrs. Alton Hibbs is gaining, and it is Shelburne, New Hampshire, visited her
Dr. Fitch has a new auto.
That Is, unless they should go scot
will
come
home
in
health.
good
hopvd
home here last week.
Alvin Perkins is at home from Massafree on aocount of the most technical
Mrs. H. E. Bartlett visited her son at chusetts.
West Lovell.
kind of a I "gal technicality, which will
Bot bel last week and attended "The
be invoked on their behalf. It is said
Mexico.
Misses Evelyn and Nellie Lord atarted
King of Tramps."
After closing tbe envelope containing that Charles W. Morse may also be reThursday for Augusta, where they have
Mr. and Mrs. G Ν. Sanborn of Grover
leased ou the same technicality, which
positions as stenographers.
Hill visited at C. M. Kimball'· last week. !ast week's locals we had more callers,
had evaded discovery by bis able counThe selectmen sold the school house
Enoch
Wm.
J.
Wheeler
West
Bethel
to
move
will
soon
Foster,
Judge
They
sel
It might perhaps be a good thing
in the old Foxboro District that was, on where they have recently purchased a and Ronello Barrows.
for a few bank looters to be let off on
Û»y 19th. This house was bought of farm.
Ellphalet Goodwin and wife reached this
technical point, because their oases
the district by the town when the disThe writer recently set 13 eggs and borne from their North Carolina winter
so well known to the public, and the
trict system was done away witn for had 13 chickens hatch, one ahead.
home last week. Tbey are to remain are
value of them would be so
three hundred dollar·. It was bid off
here but a few days before going to educational
The day would thus be hastened
by Alexander Lvoque for seventy-live
North Waterford.
Harpswell to spend tbe summer at the great.
when our legal procedure will be freed
dollars.
Will Rice's hand is slowly improving. seashore.
its present absurdities, and
E. R. Stevens, who is in ill health, has from some of
Harrv Morey caught two chipmunks
the law will be used to promote justice,
Hartford.
and sold them to Linwood Flint, the sold his stock of general merohandlae to not to defeat it as Is too often the case
his son, Thos. M., who will continue the
The house owned and oooupled by animal man.
liv- now.
George G. Spaulding in this town was
W. H. Kilgore has returned from the business. Thomas M. has sold hie
burned last Tuesday. The family were west with more horses to sell.
ery business to Goorgo Russell.
Maine Political Notes.
Herbert B. Corkum, who sold his
away from the house at the time the fire
Mrs. Don Smith of Norway was the
out, and nothing was saved from guest of her mother, Mra. Fred Hazelton, farm in this town to Henry Holt three
The Democratic convention in tbe
1
She has gone years ago and moved to Wilton, bas
a few days last week.
e on Tuesday burned over back to her home now.
bought the farm again and moved back Secoud Congressional District will be
moved to held In Lewiston City Hall Tuesday,
■s of
land belonging to
Mrs. Martha Flint is gaining and can to Mexico. Mr. Holt has
The basis of repreJune 14, at 1 p. m.
Rldlonville.
Mrs. Nellie Bonney and move the arm that was paralyzed.
O. P. Smith has bought a nioe bay sentation is (he Democratic vote of 1908,
railroad in the north
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bickford of Stonefor eaoh seventy-eve vo'es
A large force of men ham are visiting at Rice'a Hotel. Ida mare of George Russell—a sprightly, one delegate
'> or
roader.
majority traction thereof.
under ooatrol.
f
Hudgklna I· there also.

J1 R'ifener

IJouse

_

"student·

~

■

A

three
wherever there are children at all, there
At this
is the Old Red School House.
the
very hour a living tide, upbearing
hopes and prayers of God alone knows
how many loving hearts, the tide on
which all of our longed-for ships are to
10 Porter Street,
come in, is setting to the school hoflee.
is con- South Paris,
what
Maine
martial
is
what
glory,
Oh,
quest of an empire, what is state-craft
alongside of this? Happy is the people
tbat is in such a case!
"The city schools are now the pattern
a Pleasant
for the couutry schools; but in my day, Quickly Cured
although a little they were pouring the
Antiseptic.
Germ-Killing
new wiue of frothing educational reform
The little Hyomei (pronounced High
into the old bottles, they had not quite
o-me) inhaler is made of hard rubbe:
attained the full distention of the presand can easily be carried in pockot o;
a good
of
kind
some
had
still
ent.
We
purse. It will last a lifetime.
times
the
like
but
good
nothing
time,
Into this inhaler you pour a few dropi
near graodschool
the
had
out
at
they
of magical Hyomei.
There
visited.
sometimes
I
where
pap's
This is absorbed by tbe antiseptic
could
you could whisper. Yes, sir, you
gauze within and now >ou are ready t<
as you didn't talk
So
long
whisper.
breathe it in over the germ infeste<
out loud, it was all right. And there membrane where it will
xpeedily begii
was no rising at the tap of the bell, fallits work of killing catarrh germs. Hy
ing in line and walking in lock-step.
omei is made of Australian eucalyptu
Seemingly it never entered the beads of combined with other antiseptics and i
the school board tbat anybody would
very pleasant to breathe.
ever be sent tu state prison. They left
It in guaranteed to cure catarrh, bron
such
for
any
the scholars unprepared
sure throat, croup, coughs aui
chitis,
in
all
that
remedied
career.
They have
It cleans out
colds or money back.
a
wheu
grows
boy
city schools. Now,
stuffed up head in two minut.es.
knows
be
to
Sing Sing,
up and goes
Sold by druggists everywhere and b
exactly what to do and how to behave. F. A. Shurtleff «fc Co. Complete outfl
bim.
to
back
all
comes
It
including inhaler and one bottle of Hj
"But what I call the finest part of
And remember that extr
that omei, $1 00.
the
In
was,
to
school
country
going
bottles if afterward needed coet onl
Granddinner.
to
home
didn't
go
you
0c5
ma had a boy only a few years older
than I was, and when I went a visiting
LIFE IS A BLANK
she fixed us up a 'pieco'—they call it
'luncheon' now. What made this parWHEN SIGHT IS
ticular 'piece' taste so wonderfully good
was that it was in a round bottomed
GONE.
basket, woven of splints, dyed blue and
black and red, and all in such funny
· · ·
TOO
pattern. It was an Indian basket.
"I was out at grandpap'e one time
GRIEVE
LATE
TO
when tliey butchered.
And, say! Did
tails
roast
ever
pigs'
THEN!
your grandma
And—and the
in the ashes for you?
crullers. No, I don't mean doughnuts.
Now is the time for action,— non
I mean crullers, all twisted up. They when you can come to us for
go good with cider. Sometimes my
of
CONSULTATION
grandma cut out thin pallid little menInto
cruller dough, and dropped tbem
and get our advice and informatio
and
the hot lard for my Uncle Jimmy
about your eyes.
And when she fished tbem out
me.
and
and
all
swelled
were
'pussy'
up
they
THERE
golden brown. And there was pie.
Neither at the school nooning nor at the
IS DANGER IN
table did one put a piece of pie upon a
DELAYS.
plate and haggle at it with a fork. You
took the piece of pie in your hand and
and
pointed the sharp end toward you,
S.
gently crowded it into your face. It
didn't require much pressure either.
"And there were apples, real apples.
I think they must r.iake apples in factories nowadays. They taste like It.
These were real ones, picked off the
Out at grandpap'e they had Belltrees.
flowers, and Winesap*, and Seek-no-furtheis, and, I think, Sheep-noses, and one
SOUTH PARIS.
kind of apple that I can't find any more,
though I have sought for it carefully.
It was the finest apple I ever set tooth
in. It had α sort of rollicking flavor, if
name
you know what I mean, and the
OR
of it was the Rarnbo. Dear me, how
rather
would
I
think
was!
I
good it
have one right now than great riches.
They had a big re I apple in those days
I will either hire a first-class black
that 1 forget the name of. Oh, it was a
smith or rent my shop in South Pari
whopper. You'd nibble at it, and nibble
at it before you co'ild get a purchase on to such a one fo* the horse-shoeing
it. Then after you got your teeth in,
Shop centrally located and doing
you'd pull and pull, and all of a sudden
business.
the apple would go 'tock,' and your
head would fly back from the recoil, and
H. P.
you had a bite about the size of your
hand. You 'chomped' on it with your

supply those

needs.

SOME OF THE NEW THINGS WE HAVE:

Spring Suits, Rain Coats,
Top Coats, Fancy Vests,

Derby Hats, Soft Hats, Caps rc,1
Shirts
New Hathaway

Shirte to
from the factory.
with white collars and Shirte with
New Neckwear, New
the collars all on.
Hosiery, New Belts, a large variety of
Summer Underwear, union and two piece.

just received
wear

Straw and Panama Hats.

F.

Begonias,

or

You Need

Our stores will l>e closed that day as has been our custom
for several years, but there m plenty of opportunity until

Τ0ΠΑΤ0Ε5

two

Something

There must be

_

fuw older ladles to aseist. Dinner was great
many years was in a crippled condition
served to about 100.
work.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy 0. Gardner were and unable to
Mr. Chas. Field of Massachusetts is at
here over Sunday from Dixfield.
Tucker's.
R.
J.
John Willis of Waterford has been a
Bryant's Pond.
In
recent guest at L. F. Willis'.
Planting has hardly commenced
Mrs. Clara Ridlon was in Norway,
this section. The ground on most farms
has been too wet to plant or sow crops Friday.
The teachers of the village school atGrass is coming well.
in NorThe Billings cottage at Twltchell Pond tended the teachers' convention
Many way last week.
was dedicated Thursday evening.
Friday night the grammar school held
attended from this village and report an
Mueic
a sociable in Centennial Hall.
ecioyable time.
Gerald B. Whitman, one of the pros- wan furnished by Tuell and Martin,
cream and cake were on sale.^
perous business men of Haverhill, Mass., leu
Miss Jennie Pierce of New Vork arm 4de a brief visit to the old Whitman
rived here Friday.
homestead this w<?ok.
Mr. Geo. D. Robertson of South Paris
Lesmore Currier has a crew putting In
new
was in town last week to superintend
his
for
foundation and cellar
late Geo.
house on the Day lot. Having moved the removal of the body of the
to
from the Morse house, be and his family W. Bryant from West Paris Cemetery
a-e tenting out until his new houso ι» South Paris.
Walter thicker has returned from Otiscompleted.
S·*wall W. Brooks, aged about 46 years, field where he has been visiting friends
found dead in his house Tuesday for the past two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Emery, Mrs. Maud
forenoon. He was la*t seen late Monday
afternoon. Mr. Brooks was a native of Pratt Farwell and daughter of Bethel
Lnvell aud was unmarried. The funeral wire in town recently.
Mrs. Dorcas Churchill is uu se for
was held here Thursday forenoon at the
his
r.-Hidenco of
brother, Seymour Mrs. S. W. Dunham.
Mrs. Clarence Curtis and children of
Brooks. Rev. C. D. McKenzie conducted
the service. The burial was at North Dorchester, Mass., are visiting at A. R
fiovell, his former home. He is> sl"- Bucknam's.
Mrs. Flora Widder and little son Paul
vived by an aged father, Capt. W. C.
Brooks of North Lovell, Clifford of Har- of Chelsea, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
rison, Charles of Norway, and Seymour Widder's father, Henry B. Duuham.
of this village.
East Sumner.
West Sumner.
Geo. Maxim, who is at the C. M. HosThe comet has come and gone and still pital at Lewiston, is reported as comthe earth joge on. There were many out fortable and in a fair way to recovery.
last night star gazing and all were doomA. L. Palmer attended a meeting of
ed to disappointment for a heavy bank the postmasters at Lewistou on Thursof clouds obscured the comet from view. day, going via Turner electrics.
One man went so far as to say he believThe comet on the night of the 18th
ed the comet was only "newspaper talk." seemed to leak and also left quite a
W. E. Lotbrop, who has been serving breeze the next day. The world still
the jury, returned from Ruinford moves and farmers are doing their planton
'Γ tioed ay.
ing as usual. Probably seed time and
Herschel Libby and W. E. Doble, both harvest will continue until after election.
teachers in thistowQ, attended the teachSumner.
ers' convention at Norway Friday.
Minot Doble of Norway visited his
Ο L. Varney has bought him a new
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Doble, horse.
a few davs last week.
Π. Stetson met with a very painful
L. P. Merrill and son Ralph of Rum- accident Monday. His boree became
ford were in town Tuesday.
frightened at an auto and tipped him and
Wallace Chandler has covered the roof his wife out, breaking both bones in
of his house with the new asbeetos roof- his leg below the knee. Mrs. Stetson
ing and thinks he shall in time replace was not hurt of any amount.'
the clapboards on the sides of the house
Harry Tibbetts' mother from Massawith the same non combustible material. chusettH is visiting him for a short time.
Herbert Barrows, who sliced off a
Martha McPherson is working for Mrs.
piece of his left thumb last week on a W. L. Dyer.
saw while at work in the planing mill, is
Maine News Notes.
Dr. Caldwell has
more comfortable.
been called to consult with Dr. Atwood.
The doctors fear the thumb will havo to
Gen. Charles P. Mattocks, one of the
be amputated at the first j «int.
citizens of Maine,
Everett Robbine, who in suffering from most distinguished
bueiness and
the eff· cts of the grippe, is about the with η brilliant military,
died at his home in PortThe doctor says Mr. Robbine will official record,
same.
land last Monday, at a little less than 7U
not be able to do any work this spring
years of age.
summer.
or

Properly Clothed Memorial

Norway.

CLOTHIERS.

South Paris.

etc., in pots.

CO.,

NOYES

H.

E. P. Crockett,

CATARRH

0

by

RICHARDS,

to Rent.

good

MILLETT,

cheek all bulged oat, and blame near South Paris,
drowned yourself in the juice of it."
Death of Ε. Ο.

I

I

Dr. Goo. M. Whibley of Portland, Me.,
a graduate of the American School of
Osteopathy, Kirksville, Mo., under the
founder of the science, Dr. A. T. Still,
will bo at rooms over Noyes' Drug
Store, Norway, every Tuesday and FriChronic

Q.Kire, 10

to

diseases

12; 2 to β; 7

to

a

specialty.

0 p. u.

tf

strike against the International
has been settled, aud the men
are ordered back to work at all the mills
of the company In Maine and elsewhere.
The

Paper Co.

Whan Your Shoe· Pinch

Shake Into your ohoe* Allen's Foot-Rase, the
antiseptic powler for the feet It cures uainfu1,
swollen, smarting, sweating feet, and takes the
sting out of the corns and bunion». Just the
thing for Breaking In New Shoes. Sol I every,
19-22
where, 25c.
FERRY DAVIS* PAINKILLER
Summer complaint, bowel trouble, cramps have
terrors In the household where this dependable medicine Is kept on band. SSc, 35c, and Me
19-22
bottles.
no

This Will Interest Mothers.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children
core Fevetlsbne-s,
Headache, Bad Stomach,
Teething Disorders, move and régula tu the
They break up
BuWtU and di-strny worms.
Colds In 24 hours. They never fail. All Druggists,
1D-2J
25c. Alt to-day.

NOTICE.

The snbscriber hereby gives notice that he has
administrator of the
been duly
estste of
THEODORE I. LOWELL late of Denmark,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands s gal net the estate of said deceated are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.

appointed

May 17th, 1910.

PERCY D. LOWELL.

23, 1910.

Paris

left that

ANNUAL MKITIMQ.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of tl;
Parle Hill Water Company for the electl' η <
ofllccre ami an ν other business that may legall
come iiefore said meeting will bu bel·! at tl)
Hubbard House. I'«rls lllll, Maine, on Saturday
June 13, 1910, at 8 o'clock P. M.
U. If. HEALD, Clerk.
1UI

Bankrupt's

requirements

of said Acts and of the orders

<

touching hie bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may lie di
creed by the Court to have a full discharge froi
all debts provable against his elate under sal
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ei
oepted by !nw from such discharge.
Dated this 12th day of Mav, A. D. 1910.
JOSEPH H. SOUVINEY, Bankrupt.
Court

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
district of Maine, se.
On thi* 21st day of May, A. D. 1910, oc rea<
Ing the foregoing jietltlon, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be ha
upon the came on the 10th day of June, Α. Γ
1910, Itefore said Court at Portland, In said Dti
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and thi
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Den
ocrât, a newspaper printed In said District, an
that all known creditors, and other persons 1
Interest, may appear at the said time and plaei
and show cause, If anv thev have, why the ρ raj
er of said |>etltloner ehoulu not be granted.
And it 1h further ordered by the Court, Thi
the C'erk shall send by mall to all known cre<
Itors copies of said petition and this order, ac
dressed to them at their places of residence a

Oated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judg
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
land, In said District, on the 31st day of May
A. D. 1910.

JAMES E.
A true ropy of petition and
Attest:—IAMKS E.

[L. e.J

HEWEY, Clerk.
order thereon.
HEWEY, Clerk.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that h<
has boon duly appointed executor of the las
will and testament of
QEORUE K. BUCK late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and give·
bonds aa the law directs.
All persons havtn,
demands against the estate of said deceasei
for settle
are desired to present the same
inent, and all Indebted thereto are requested U
ouke onyment Immediately

May 17th. W0.

few of the

we

South
bonds

will sell at PAR and

in these BONDS before

they

are

all gone.

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,
PARIS.

SOUTH

MAINE.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Out Door Goods.
You will find most everything needed
for enjoyment of out-door life.
HAMMOCKS—The most complete line we have ever shown, $1.00 to $7 50.
CROQUET SETS—11.00 to «5.00
BASE BALL QOODS—Everything needed to play the game—Spalding cuke.
TENNIS GOODS—Rackets, Halls aod Nets.
KODAKS AND SUPPLIES—Everything Deeded for the amateur.

A.:-nts

Eastman Kodak C'o.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

If.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

a. Shurtleff & Co.

Men's
THAT

heavy Shoes

ARE MADE OF LEATHER.

I We have several lines of Men's Heavy Shoes that will wear.
Russet Viscol Bals, plain toe, fine, soft stock, heavy soles.
$3*5°
I leather, for
$3 00
Russet Grain Creedmoor, cap toe, solid every part, for
Oil Grain Creedmoor, also Congress and Bale, solid in every way,
$2 5°
I for
^---5
Vcn's Oil Grain Seamless Ripper, for

I The lines are the best on

surely

the market
say so.

to-day,

and if you buy

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO,,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINS.
Toloplioiio HQ.3.

Petition for Discharge.

of
)
JOSBl'U 11. SOUVINBY, S In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the 1)1
trlct Court of the United Stated for the Dl&trU
of Maine:
JOSEPH H. SOUVINEY, of Rumford, In th
»J County of Oxford, and State of Malm
In ea!d District, respectfully represents, thi
he wi
on the 2nd day of April, last past,
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acta <
that
he ha
to
Bankruptcy;
Congress relating
duly t-urrendered ull hi* property and rights <
all
tb
with
has
aud
compiled
fully
property,
In the matter

a

interest If you want your money
to earn you 4 per cent, invest it

them you will

Paris Hill Water Company.

Stickney.

Edward Ο. Stickney died at bis home
live miles went of Merced Monday, May
12, after an illness of several months'
duration. His death, was, therefore, not
unexpected, but it is deeply deplored by
hosts of friends and id a severe blow tc
his family. Mr. Stickney was 00 years
of age, be was born in Maine, and camc
to Merced county in early manhood,
He hap
about thirty-five yearn ago.
since resided hero, reared a family, sue·
.cpssfuliy engaged in farming, and left an
estate estimated to amount to $75,000,
He was a man of strength and independence of character, frank and genial,
sagacious in business affairs, companionable and generous, and of sterling
honesty and integrity. A wife, three
'daughters and aeon survive him. The
funeral wil! take place to day (Thursday]
at 1 o'clock, from the Stickney borne,
Rev. J;imcs Miles Webb conducting the
religions service. The Interment will bt
in the Κ of P. cemetery, the last rites
being un'er (be auspices of Yosemit*
Lo lge, No. 30, K. of P.—Merced (Calif.)
[ Star.
Edward Osgood Stickney was born in
Brownfield, Maine, Jan. 28, 1850. He
was the only son of John L. and Sarah
Thorn* Stickney. The house in which
he was born is still standing, the hom«
place being a part of the old Stickney
farm which has been in the family more
than a hundred years.
Mr. Stickney married Sarah Bean,
daughter of David E. and Mary Bean of
Brownfield. After her mother's death
she lived with a married sister, Mrs.
Ursina Bean Gray, and when a young
girl went with her sister to California.
Mr. Stickney leaves two sisters, Mrs.
Ann Parringion of West Fryeburg, and
Mrs. Susan Wakefield of Stockton, Calif.

day.

May

$100
Village Corporation

We have

Blacksmith Wantec

Shop

FOR YOUR MONEY.

A store where you can buy
the best and newest ideas in men's wear at all times.
You need

a store

like this.

productions.
quality, the newe&i
value, you'll find what

This store is well filled with this season's
You

men

who want style and good

fabrics and money's worth of
you want in our showing of the

new

Hart, Schaffher & Marx Clothes.

You want these clothes of special excellence.
make comes up to our

highest demands

as

the

This
one

best make.

B· nAifpf
HD
rOSlCl,
•

one Price

Clothier,

Norway,
Maine.

Special Sale
Saturday, May 21.

JAMES S. WRIGHT.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be bai
of
tb<
executor
been
duly
appointed
last will and testament of

β dozen

Regular

JOHN STEVENS late of Paris,

In the County of Oxford, deoeased, and glvei
bonilt as the law directs. All persons hav
in? demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the * ime for settle
ment, ami all Indebted thereto are requested tt
make payment Imimwilately.
May 17th, 1910. Ν ΑΤΗ \KIEL Ο. FRXNCI1

Night Robes at 39 cents.

β dozen

50 cent

goods.

Night Robes at 79 cents.
Regular $1.00 goods.

NOTICE.

The subscriber b reby gives notice that hi
has been duly appulnted cxeeuior of the laai
will and testament of
LILLIAN Q. BUCK late o' BuckBeld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and gives
nondsasthe law directs. AU persons havln|
demands against the estate of said deceased art
•leslred to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment immediately.
JAMBS S. WBIOHT.
May 17tb, 1910.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice thai she
has been duly appointed executrix of the lui
will and testament of
ISAAC H. BBRRY late of Denmark,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persona
having demands against the estate of said deoeased are desired to present the sane for settle·
nient, and all Indebted thereto an rsqueeUd M

make payment Immediately.
MART A Β BIB BBRRY.
May 17th, 19X0.

Remember this Sale is
DAY
FOR
ONE
ONLY.
Sincerely Yours,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
NORWAY,.^

MAINE.

Î

λ MEMORIAL DAY

STATE OF MAINE.

REFLECT^,,

By ROBERTUS LOVE.

stry
»

1861.

days

of sixty-one I

wr

the shrll c! the L·
—to stnie oi swoui
and gun I
t\nd "Come, oh, come !
was the call ol the
drum—come iato th:
crowding racks
And march away t thr
martial fray by the
Rappshanr ock'»

or

banks!

was also given
which in Itself would nut attract attention in a region where pine
is plenty. The captain took bis little
emissary as fur as he dared, then set
him down to proceed without attracting attention, gave him a hug and bade
him goodby with a fervent "God bless
Then the officer reyou, my boy!"
turned to the hilltop and watched.
him

away.

hi-t "Come. oh. comei"
i« the call of the
drum -come into the
eras ryaid lone
An Jthe blossomui/.«pray
as a tnbute lay on the

An hour later a light utnoke cloud rose
from the bridge.
"By Jingo," he exclaimed, "the lit-

soldier's crumbling

(tone

tle rascal has started it anyway."
"You mean the little hero," said the
"All now depends upon
lieutenant.
their not discovering the tire till it is

as
in

the days of our nation's peace.
And we drram no more
<■{ the cannuo s roar,
but of strife's and
li!«' surcease.

too late."

THE LITTLE
BRIDGE BURKED.1

flame rose from the bridge and floated
Then figures, minute
from a distance, were seen trying to

slowly away.

But they had nothing
to work with. The bridge burned on,
broke in the middle aud fell into the

quench the tire.

stream.
The work accomplished, the captain
sent his force back under command
of the lieutenant
to report the fact
to his superior,

Story.

By F. A. MITCHEL.

1910. by American l'ress Areo

elation.J

H

A tongue of flame flushed up and
Then there
was followed by another.
was a Imrrylng in one of the camps,
and in a few minutes a dozen men
mouuted and rode to the bridge. Meanwhile a volume of smoke mingled with

'ELI.O! You Itoy, there!"
A boy about twelve years
old hoeing in a lield dropped

for him.
; lece of artillery was waiting
It was he
.it the head their captain.
who had called the boy. The little fel
w climbed the fence, sittiug ou tho
:> rail with a leg on eaeh side of it.
trousers were rolled above the
es, his browu legs were covered
! tîeorjrla clay, his forehead pro;ii#'d from a reut iu a dingy straw
no coat covered his galluses, aud
Due thiUK
ι<· was not much shirt.
coutrasted with
the rest—au in-

telligent

cou η

tenauce and a
pair of earnest,
restless eyes.
"Seeu any Confederates arouud
"
here today ?
asked the oflieer.
"I? Seen any
rebels? No."
"Why do you
call them reb-

rJ^^Îr4 Π
rl

"Punno, ouloss
,hat's UÎiat I»0!'
tal!s '«»·"
"Your ρ ο μ 'β
Uulon?"
"Yes; so 'm I.'*
It

was

η

suui

afternoon. A
mild breeze was
blowing over the

mer
"sep\ an γ (όμ KtiKiiAlts AUOl'.NL» llfc.ICK

yet disturbed by

war

plaututlon.

η ot

Tli»· officer. un

luiudfui of the |>eaceful scene, sat on
Ills horse thiuking of some matter evi
tIjr of great liu|H>rtuu<e to biiu.
"flow far is it to the bridge?" he

asked the boy.

'Bout flve uii!e."
"Straight road?"
"Waal, to go thar from hyer you an λ
I have to foller this road that a-way'
|H>intlng—"to' a matter o* ten min
nit's, then cross the branch by the ford
tlie left aud through a smart si retch
—

timber. Thon you"—
"Come along and show us the way
<;>-t up here behind me."
^e officer lifted the boy to η seat
behind him and gave the order. "For-

ο

ward!"
Haven't beard of any soldiers be
ing at the bridge, have you?**

"No."

How long since you h:ive heard
fn»tu it?"
I'ap must 'a* come across it yistidaj
He
"ti his way from the poet office.
didn't say notbin' al»ont sogers thar."
I'hese bluecoats were the tip of the
rfcht flank of Sherman's foremost advance.
They had beeu ordered to dfr

bridge provided the ConfederIf they were
ates had uot guarded it.
there the captain had orders to drive
them away to effect his purpose.
stroy

a

"Can we see the bridge." be asked
the boy, "before we get to It?"
"Yes; from the top of a hill a couple
of mliee this side."
When they reached the crest Indicated there beneath them in the distance was a wooden bridge. The captain brought his fleldglasses to bear
and saw that it
was not guarded.
But scattered
about on the un-

dulating

ground

between him and
It were clusters
of white teuts.
He uttered an exclamation of dis-

appointment.
"They would
*»t

up our little

force," he said to

of bis lieutenants.
"1 see no art 11
kry. and we've
eot a gun," reone

Piled the other.
"The gun will
only hinder us.
Η we attack

gipHi

Hhf
1m

^11

we'll have to "THE LITTLE KASCAL
wa*
8TABTED IT."
make a dash."
"What y' want to dor asked the

boy.

The captain made no reply. He was
absorbed in thinking of some way to
carry out his object even if he loet
every man in his command. The lieutenant told the boy that they wished to
burn the bridge.
"I wonder," said

spot api>eared

down the road.
moved but
It
slowly. Suddenly the captain
started to meet

|

It. The boy bridge
burner staggered
toward him and
his
fell i η to
Then he
arms.
uoticed that the
'little fellow's

But

It

was

one

his

own

word—"Union."

is written in eternal

now

He

dream.

to write

sought

On the future's

light

height

ÎAFHATEVER stress of madness or of crime
* *
Shall rack the world, that covenant sublime
Is

now secure

AND

one

storms of time.

through all the

who sits

tod&.y

ΠΡΗΕ

new

of union yet

time

over

more
more

Wettve the word "Union" out of

flower, for the same reason
that an English sliv er piece is vailed
a crown or certain gold pieces In
rone.

or

the little fellow
France indifferently a napoleon or a
"if J could do it"
i be captain turned sharply to the louis or the ten dollar gold piece in
Two countries,
A America an eagle.
proposer of this remarkable plan.
boy to de what armed troops dare not Austria and Holland, have retained
the florin as a unit of monetary value,
try to do!
How the urchin succeeded in win- taking it at a time when It was very
Its usage having
cousent to his plan the captain universal in Europe,
the financial
^self, who teiia the story, cannot been rendered general by
states of northa satisfactory account
*
Combus- supremacy of the tttle
ern Italy and thA imperfect coinage
hiee had been brought along, and
countries of the
fiJo»t flery and compact of thee· were system of the
concealed about the bo/*· parson. 4

jdûfc

othk

without re-enforcement*

^ ^ de

should
understand
the situation, be
ordered a formel
member of his
staff, General M.
D.
Leggett of
Ohio, then commanding one ol

brigades, to
proceed to Washington and lay

his

the whole mattei
before Mr. Lincoln and the secretary of war.

General Leggett
had a personal aclistened with the qualntance with
closest attention. Secretary Stanton
there was little hope ot
changing his mind when once made
up and accordingly decided to gain access

to the

tary of

president

war

before the secreshould forestall him by

in the morning of the day afte
to him: "Mr Stentt».
I wish you would take me to Mr. Uu
coin. Introduce me to him and e
do the talking. I don't want you to
ruin my case with objections.
right," was the response, and

SrÎval and said
"Al^

the c*llwae made. General Leg*»
was
permitted to present General
Grant s idea as fully and clearly aa

possible,

while Mr. ^Incoln Ustened.
When be had concluded the presl
flput took him lu hand and gave him
the most severe and critical cross exanimation ho had ever
the situation In tbe west, Grant s pur
Mr. Stanton added several
coses etc.
of bis own. and when he bad

andewjneto

Questions

S

the president quietly remarked.
"Well, he must have the troop»·
«But where will you get them? art
ed the secretary.
Turning to General Leggett, the pr
Ideut said, "How many men must he
have?"
"Sixteen tnousana," uenerai L,eggen

responded.

Turning to the secretary, the president asked a series of questions as to
the disposition of certain forces not
then In the field—how many were at
Cleveland, how many at Detroit, bow
many

here

and

how

many

there-

until he had gone over the available
force In the west and bad demonstrated that 12,000 or 10,000 troops could be

sent to Grant
Then Mr. Lincoln asked General Leggett when he Intended to leave Wash-

ington.

"At 5 p. m.," the general answered.
"Well, I want you until then," eald
Mr. Lincoln.
A carriage was ordered and the two
entered It and were driven to the Soldiers' home, where the president was
Of all the questioning
then living.

grandpa
NOWknee

tells

About the great big
nation free,

a

story

war

to

that

the child

helped

And while she dreams of future

upon his

t3 make the

days (they'll

comf

fast!)
of '61 is dreaming of the past

so soon, so

The veteran

MORE "YOUNGEST VETERANS."

Blemly, and "served throughout the
Atlanta campaign under General Sherman."

and close examinations General Leggett bad ever experienced those of that
day were the most severe.
It must be borne in mind that the

Grant who was then planning
and Important a
move

as

so

great

the re-

duction of Ticksburg was not tbe
Grant of Appomattox, but only
of Don els on
and Henry, and

known then to
neither Mr. LinFrom New Jersey came the claim of
coln nor fame, as
W.
David
Ryan,
fifty-nine
years
only
Thnt highly Interesting hero, the!
in the later days.
served as bugler In Company
"youngest veteran" of the elvi] war, old, who
But the president
continues to bob up serenely now and H, Second New Jersey cavalry. Youngthe wai determined
He seems to be almost if not est Veteran Ryan seemed to have
then.
all be
but Michael Donoho of Au- to learn
quite as numerous as the last survivor pennant,
could from the
and
assaulted
his
Ν.
position
Y.,
burn,
of the charge of the Light brigade
then
un- witness
The surprisingly largt captured the standard, being still
at Kalaklava.
and as
present,
Born
1861,
27,
der
May
fifty-nine.
number of men still living who enlistzouaves General Leggett
ed when mere lads helps to uphold the Donoho joiDed D'Eppenvoll's
QUESTIONING GENin heart
went to the front In 1861. After- was loyal
ERAL LEGGETT.
statement frequently made by Indi- and
as In
well
as
ward he served with the One Hundred
viduals and proved by the records oi
and
bad already
chief
to
bis
and Forty-ninth New York regiment, speech
the war department that the great
bad a dawning realization of tbe great
at
out
mustered
Aug.
Syracuse
conflict was fought and won by boys- being
was to play in tbe civil
19, 1865. Youngest Veteran Donoho, figure Grant
young fellows who enlisted In their
were clear and to
to this record, was only a war bis responses
according
teens. The records shuw a preponder
Mr.
when he joined the zou- the point and visibly impressed
ten-year-old
ance of such early enlistments.
as being as true as they were
aves and began to wear the baggy Lincoln
Last March a New York paper printbreeches and the soft sash belt of that complimentary.
ed a brief obituary of the "youngest
General Leggett returned to th·
branch of the service.
veteran," who had just died at the
It Is highly probable that If this west, and when tbe Union troop·
age of elxty-two. The editor received
th·
friendly controversy had extended to marched into Vlcksburg he bad
a flood of communications from claimwest there would have been sever· honor, although suffering from severe
the
ants to that distinction. One modest
tb·
al youthful veterans somewhere around wounds, to ride into that city at
veteran from Brooklyn, signing himto lay claim to the head of the First brigade, which was
of
the
sixty
edges
self simply "Cavalry," wrote, "I served :
granted the privilege of being tbe first
honor.
two years and six months and am not
to enter, receive the surrender and
livF.
Then
Bletnly,
yet elxty-two."
raise the Union flag.
Swift Thinker.
New
another
of
Greater
ing In
part
Barker—Tou seem in a deep study
Tork, giving his birth date as Jan. 31,
Rallied by General 8teedman.
A penny for your thoughts, old man.
1849. came forward with this stateWhen the line of General SteedBlufTwood-Oh. I'm a rapid thinker
ment: "I served under Sheridan and
and have 600 thoughts at once! Pass man's division of the reserve corps
Custer In the Shenandoah valley until
was wavering in the face of the leaden
me over a five spot—Exchange.
the close of the war, and I have a
hall at Chlckamauga be rode out and
beon
to
the
saddle
to
hang
year yet
took the flag from tbe color bearer.
A Cheap Hat
fore I reach sixty-two."
dreamed last olght that you "Go back, boys—go back," be exShe—I
was
checkYoungest Veteran Blemly
had bought me a hat for a present. claimed, "but the flag can't go with
mated by Charles Carr of Brooklyn,
He—Well, that's the first dream of s you." He was a man of powerful flgw
formerly of Company C, Fourth Ohio hat
you «ver had that didn't cost me ure. Th· Un· was strengthened and
waa
bora
March
he
said
who
cavalry,
•wipt on against th· to»
Recent

10AB,

Discussion
Brings
Two Under Sixty.

Forward

4s jmki iltV tfc|A

|

15 acres,
northwest corner. Deforest Connor
70 acres, more
less; south part, Elmer Stowell
more
Total acreage one hundred fifty acres,

being lot 6 in
FRYEBURY ACADEMY GRANT, part of,
said grant, reputed to be
the seventh range of lots In
west
half, Mrs.
Stowell;
naif, Elmer
East
owned:
Total acreage one hundred acres,
Lucinda E. Bean.
more or less
lot 9 In
of
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part and .being
7 in the eighth
the seventh range of lots; lots 6, 6,
of
range
and 4 In the ninth
range of lots; lots 1. 2, 3
be
Said lots are reputed to
lots, all in said grant.
undivided,
and
In common
owned by Hastings Brothers,
more
hundred twenty-one acres,
and contain seven
or less
of, being lot 1 in
FRYEBURG, ACADEMY GRANT, part
reputed to be owned:
the southeast corner of said grant,
River on northwest. Mrs.
Pleasant
to
southeast part
tract west of Pleasor less;
C. L Abbott 16 acres, more
30 acres,
River to land of C. F. Brown

more or

less.

ant
more or less
mand. In response to th!s Grant InTotal acreage fifty five acres,
lot 2
ACADEMY GRANT, part of,lotbeing
not
he
could
FRYEBURG
that
is reputed
fo,.^ the president
Said
said
of
grant.
southeast part

2E5L

a

The Florin.
The florin, one of the most famous of
modern coins, originated In Florence.
Some say that It gave the name to the
city, while others assert that It was
flrst so called because It bad on it a
flower de luce, from the Italian flo-

he

that he must go ahead
already under his com-

fragrant bloom.

"Why

he and his rider were oue. rising and
clearing it with a magnificent hound
The leap la still recorded at the academy as "Grant's upon York."—St Nlcb
olas.

the force

blue and gray strew flowers with love's perfume
And for a wreath to strew on Lincoln's tomb

persons.
On one of the marches of the Army
of the Cumberland the soldiers had
orders not to forage, but as their ra
tions were rather low It took shariJ
watching on the part of the officers tc
prevent the men from foraging whenOu
ever the chance preseuted Itself.
one occasion the bass drummer of out
of the regimental bauds managed to
secure two turkeys and six chickens,
which he secreted in the interior ol
When they reached
his bass drum.
camp that evening the band was ordered out to play for a review that
had been arranged on the spur of tht
moment for a distinguished officer who
All this haphad arrived on a visit.
pened before the bass drummer had
time to remove his live poultry from
the inside of his drum, and. of course,
when he struck it it gave forth u<i
sound whatever. This exasperated tht
colonel, who shouted repeatedly tc
drum harder. Finally, In a great rage
he came down to where the lattei
stood pounding for dear life and sweat

tirant in tne Saddle.
Qrant was at his best In the saddle.
The one real record that he made for
himtt»if at the academy, the one time
that he excelled all his fellows, was
at the final mounted exercises of his
graduating class, when, riding a famous horse uamed York, he w as called
upon to clear the leaping bar that the
gruff old riding master had placed
higher than a man's head. lie dashed
out from his place In the ranks, a
smooth faced, slender young fellow
on a powerful chestnut sorrel, and
galloped down the opposite side of the
hail, turned aud weut directly at the
bar, the great horse Increasing his
pace as he neared It, and then, as if

answer came

{X'ER
^

this the men were constantly devising
ways and means of obtaining, secret
ing and transporting food about their

and go back to your quarters."
matter of course the colonei
a
subsequently shared tu the repast.

X

morn.

Share Hi»

As

imperative that

have 8.000 or 10.000 more. His plan
had been sent to Washington and approval· but to his request for men the

&.11 the taoid is born;

Prize With the Colonel.
During the latter years of the war
the armies were frequently obliged to
make rapid marches without their provision trains and at other times were
obliged to pass through devastated regions, where there was not the slight
est prospect of obtaining anything lu
the way of food. As a result of all

once

tlldld

that U was

less

or
less;
more or
or less.
or less

for tbe capture of tliat city,
aot bavo . sufficient n«mber of men to command success and

fully

POULTRY IN HIS BASS DRUM.

Held hand.
in blank, blank, blank dou'i
you beat that drum louder?" he shout
ed.
"Colonel," said the drummer in »
voice husky with anguish, "there's twi
turkeys and six chickens Inside thi*
drum, and half of them are for you."
"Well, why In blazes didn't you sa;
§0?" the colonel replied. "Fall out al

t

make a movement by land
reach the rear of Vlcksburg, In
accordance with the plan, he hadmade

partment

The little bridge burner recovered.
He was too young to enter the Union
army, but the goveruiueut educated
him to command men in its uext war.

lug like

part of ι8β2,
General Grant was preparing

sweet

work.

to

Press Asso-

the latter

less

the

clothing was covered with blood. A Confederate had
shot him, uot knowing that he was a
child, just as he was disappearing In
some bushes after accomplishing his

Unlucky Drummer Had

By J. H. ROCKWELL.

ÏH

less

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 8 In
is reputed
the sixth range of lots in said grant. Said lot
hundred
to be owned by Henry F. Stiles and contains one
less..
or
fifty acres, more
lot 1 In
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being
Said lot is
the seventh range of lots in said grant.
and contains
reputed to be owned by Fred Edwards
or less
more
acres,
eighty-eight
lot 3 In
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being
Said lot is
the seventh range of lots In said grant.
contains
and
Connor
Deforest
reputed to be owned by
one hundred acres, more or lees
4 in
lot
being
of,
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part
to be
the seventh range of lots in said grant reputed
southeast
quarter,
Connor;
owned: North half. Deforest
W. Bennett.
Charles Valentine; southwest quarter, orJ. less
Total acreage one hundred acres, more
lot 5 in
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being
reputed to be
the seventh range of lots In said grant, 15
acres, more
owned: Northeast corner, Allison Brown,

be

complete,

Over the cotton's snow &nd silken corn
The north &nd south cl&sp hands aoid face the

or

An Incident of the Late War Be*
|
tween the States.

in Lincoln's seat

Has made the bonds of union
naone

or

tCopyr^xm^lcan

or

FHYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part, of. being lots 2 and
Said lots
3 in the sixth range of lots in said grant.
are reputed to be owned by Ralph Bean and contain
lece
twii hui ilre«! ncri'O, η.ο·ν or
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 5 In
the sixth range of lots in said grant. Said lot is reputed
to be owned by F. B. Brooks, et al, in common and undivided, and contains one hundred fifty acres, more

owned by E. Morrill

more

fell into uis ΛΚΜ3.

thoughtfully,

Ill

that

lj*OR

Has m&de the

a

A«aoolation.]

And the last clouds of section disappear.

getting

tidings

Pre··

EDCERÈQN

TT was most meet that in that selfsame year
The skies above his land should wholly clear

"

little
the
bridge burner.
was
Darkness
setting in when

ABIMESA

Τ AST year saw Lincoln's triumph. O'er his tomb
The century plant of fame burst into bloom,
And all the earth was filled with its perfume.

lie remained
with a view of

from

his hut· and «'auto to the rail
fence thai divided the Held froui the
ad. Λ company uf cavalry with one)

TOMB
[Copyright, 1910, by American

1864.

THON GRANT BEFORE
VICKSBURG.

bundle of pitch pine

the music melts

VIRGINIA,

CAMP OF FBEHCH'S BBIQADE,

1910.

Ah. there is dirge in the
fumral note oi this
Memorial dav I
And "Denth, oh, death!"
is the bugle's breath

CCopyrtght.

less

acres, more

GHAUT AT THE FROM. 1863.

A Civil War

OXFORD COUNTY WILD LANDa

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 8 and
Said lots are
9 in the flfth range of lots in said grant.
reputed to be owned by C. S. Edwards and contain two
hundred ten acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1 In
the sixth range of lots In said grant, reputed to be
owned:
North half, W. A. Farwell, 60 acres, more or
or
less; southeast part, Artemus Mason 32 acres more
less; southwest part, Mrs. Ada Farwell, 18 acres, more
more
acres,
hundred
one
fifty
Total acreage
or less.

applause.

We are old and ben»
we m.t:shal now

iS*?

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 7 In
the fifth range of lots and lot 7 in the sixth range of
Said lots are reputed to be owned
lots in said grant.
by Allison Brown ,et al, and contain one hundred fifty

We were youn·} a^d crect
as we manhaled then
for the yeat re pal)
lie's cause.
And we dmni' d of f cx·
and a deathless name
and the hero's hi^ii

as

..

Stato County District
T·.*
φλπγχτοτ,,™
Tm.
Tu.
TOWNSHIPS,
•"RYEBURO ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1 In
Said lot Is reputed
the fifth range of lots in Bald grant.
to be owned by Mrs. Lucinda E. Bean, and contains one
S3 10 13 00
>10 00
hundred acres, more or less
TRYEBURO ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 2, 3.
4. 6, and 6 in the fifth range of lote; lots 4, β and 9 In
the sixth range of lots; lots 2. 7 and 8 in the seventh
range of lots: lot 4 In the eighth range of lots, all in
Said lots are reputed to be owned by Mrs.
said grant.
Lucinda E. Bean and contain one thousand one hundred9 90
33 00 10 23
less
more or
acres.
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lots, 1, 2,
3, and the gore easterly of lot 1 In the seventh range
Said described land is reputed to
of lots In eaid grant.
ne owned by Hastings Brothers, et al, in common and
two hundred four acres, more
and
contains
undivided,
1 84
1 go
β 12

Ah, there was thrill in
the bugle note of ths
"ToJtnic, to stiife!"

Treaaurer'e Office, Augusta, May 4. 1910

or tracts of land In Oxford County not liable
,n any town· the following assessments for State, County and forDistrict Taxes have been made for the year 1910:

Upon the following township·
ττ

or

less

in
to
acres,
twenty-one
contains
and
'1
.·····« V 'i* V i"and
of, being lots 1, 2, 3, 4. 5

so

1 40

1

35

β 30

1 95

1

89

4

1 40

1 35

β 00

1 86

1 M

4 50

1 40

1

35

4 50

1 40

1

35

2 64

82

79

00

93

90

3 00

93

90

4 60

1 40

3

1 35

93

90

21 63

6 71

β 49

1 65

51

50

3 00

T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part
of the height of land
that part of lot 6 lying easterly
said township; lots 1, 2, 3,
in the second range of lots6 in
lying easterly of the height
4, 6 and that part of lot
lots In said township; lots
of land in the third range of of lot 7 lying easterly of
part
1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, and thatthe
range of lots in said
fourth
in
land
the height of
8
that part of lots 7 and
township; lots 5 and 6 and
height of land in
the
of
southerly
and
lying easterly
6, 6, 7,
4.
lots
3.
township;
said
the fifth range of lots in
of the height of
and that part of lot 8 lying easterly
in said township; lots
land In the sixth range of lots
of lot 1 lying south and west
3. 4. 5. 6. 7. and that part of lots 8 and 9 lying easterly
of the river and that part
of land in the seventh
and southerly of the height lot 1. west half of lot 3,
range of lots in said township;
in the Public Lot, and
that part of lot 6 not included
said
range of lots in
lots 7, 8, and 9 in the eighth
of lots 4, 6 and β not
that
and
part
In
township; lots 1 and 2
9
and
8
lots
7,
and
Included within the Public Lot,
5,
said township: lots 1, 2, 3. 4,
the ninth range of lots in
said
townof lots in
6, 7. 8. and 9 in the tenth range
eleventh
the
In
9
and
8
7.
6,
5„
ship; lots 1. 2. 3. 4,
lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8,
range of lots in said township;
of lots In said township;
and 9 in the twelfth range
in the thirteenth range of
lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8
4, 6, C, 7, 8. and 9 in
lots In said township; lots 1, 2, 3,
said township; the west
In
the fourteenth range of lots
and 9 In the fifteenth
half of lot 2 and lots 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8according to a survey
range of lots in said township,
made by E. McC. Macy, in
and plan of said township
are reputed to be owned by
1905, Said described lots
twenty-three thouthe Umbagog Paper Co., and contain
577 90 179 15 173 37
more or less
sand one hundred sixteen acres,
lots 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 In
being
of,
NO.
(Riley),
1,
part
A.
T.
said township; the west half
the first range of lots in
of lots in said township;
of lot 2 In the sixth range
in the State Lot In the eighth
included
4
lot
of
that part
that part of lot 4 inrange of lots In said township;
ninth range of lots in
cluded In the State Lot in the
and plan of said
a
survey
to
said township, according
In 1905. Said described
township made by E. McC. Macy, the International Paper
owned
by
be
land is reputed to
and contains one
14 77
16 26
49 23
Co., et al, in common and undivided,
acres, more or less..
thousand nine hundred sixty-ninelots 6. 7, 8 and 9 in the
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of. being
and
lots 7, 8 and 9
first range of lots in sa'd township;
of the height of
that part of lot 6 that lies westerly
said township; lots
In
lots
of
range
second
land in the
6
lot
lying westerly of the
7. 8 and 9 and that part of
townrange of lots In said
height of land in the third
7 that lies westerly
lot
part of
ship; lots 8, 9 and that in
range of lots in
fourth
the
land
of
of the height
of lots 7 and 8 lying
said township; lot 9 and that part
of land In the
westerly and northerly of the height
lot 9 and that part
fifth range of lots In said township;
of land In the sixth
of lot 8 lying westerly of the height
that part of lots 8 and 9
range of lots In said township;
of the height of land in
lying northerly and westerly said township, according
the seventh range of lots in
made by L.
to a survey and plan of said township Is
land
reputed to
McC. Macy, In 1905. Said described
Co., and
&
Son
Blanchard
W.
lo 3be owned by the Geo.
15 83
51 06
or less..
more
acres,
contains four thousand eighty-four
lot 2 In the fourth
being
of,
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part
across
20-acre
strip
a
range of lots in said township;
lot 3 lying east
tho w..nt Bide of lot 2 and that part of
mm
ui
of the river in the tmru range
east of the river In the
ship; that part of lot 2 lyingtownship, according to a
said
fifth range of lots In
township made by E. McC.
survey and plan of said
to be
Said described lots are reputed
Macy, in 1905.
and contain five hunowned by Charles O. Demerritt
more or less
acres,
dred twenty-one
lots 1 and 3 In the
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
lot 1 in the sixth
fifth range of lots in said township;
quarter of
southwest
the
range of lots In said township; 3 In the eighth runge of
lot 2 and the east half of lot
a survey and plan
to
according
lots in said township,
Said
12. McC. Macy, in 1905.
of said township made by
be owned by the Alonzo
described land Is reputed to
forty-tlve
hundred
Fitleld estate and contains eight
v.

acres, more or less
being that part of lot 2 lying
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of,
range of lots in said
west of the river An the fourth
of lots in said towntownship; lot 2 In The flfth rang»
and the
1 lying west of the river
ship; that part of lot
uf lots In said
sixth
range
the
in
2
east half of lot
of
range
the
eighth
in
township; the east half of lot 2 to α survey and plan
lots in said township, according
Said
1905.
In
McC.
Macy,
E.
of said township made by
S. N. Littlehale and
lots are reputed to be owned by more or less
acres,
contain four hundred eighty
being lot 4 In the flfth
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of,
to a survey
range of lots In said township,
made by E. McC. Macy, In
and plan of said township
common and
In
owned,
be
to
is
1905. Siald lot
estate, et al, and conundivided, by the Alonzo Fifleld more or less
tains two hundred eighteen acres,that
part of lot 1 lying
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of. being
range of lots In said
east of the river In the seventh
and
plan of said towntownship, according to a surveyin 190Û.
Said described
Macy,
ship made by E. McC.
F. Littlehale and
Q.
owned
by
be
to
land is reputed
less
contains sixty acres, more or
lot 2 in the seventh
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
township and the northwest
range of lots In said
range of lots in said townQuarter of lot 2 In the eighth and
plan of said township
snip, according to a survey
Said described land is
mude by E. McC. Macy, In 1905.
and contains two
A.
Twaddle
J.
owned
by
be
reputed to
or less
hundred eighty-one acres, more
3 in the ninth
lot
of,
being
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part
according to a survey
range of lots In said towr.ship,
E. McC. Macy, in
made
by
said
township
of
and plan
one Mason and
1905. Said lot is reputed to be owned by more or less...
contains two hundred twenty-two acres,north half of lot
the
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being In said township, ac9 in the thirteenth range of lots
said township made by
cording to a survey and plan of
.Said described land Is reputed
E. McC. Macy, In 1906.
contains one hundred
and
Estes
E.
T.
to be owned by
nineteen acres, more or less
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according

reputed

the south half of lot
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
lots In said township; the
9 In the thirteenth range of
range of lots in said
fifteenth
the
2
In
lot
of
half
east
and plan of said towntownship, according to a surveyIn 1905.
Said described
Macy,
ship made by E. McC.owned
and
by Hastings Brothers
be

land is reputed to
acres, more or lees....
contains one hundred sixty-nine
lot 1 In the fifteenth
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
township, according to a survey
in
range of lots in said
made by E. McC. Macy,
township
said
of
und plan
owned by one Chapman
1905. Said lot is reputed to be
less.
or
more
acres,
and contains one hundred forty-fiveof, being lots 40, 41,
part
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS,
of and adjoina lot of 104 acres north
and
49,
48,
47,
42,
Lot in said surplus, according lot 49 and the Public of said surplus made by E.
ing to a survey and
to be owned
McC. Ma y, in 1905. bald lots are reputed
Co., and contain seven hunby the International Paper or less
more
acres,
dred fifty-eight
lots 22, 23
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18

of, being
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part to
a survey and plan
and 32 In said surplus, according
Macy, In 1905. Said
McC.

Abbott and con-

or

less

of. being lots 30 and
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part
a survey and plan of
31 in said surplus, according to
McC. Macy, in 1905. Said lota
said surplus made by E.
P. Bartlett and
to be owned by Mrs. C.
are reputed
more or less
contains two hundred six acres,
an
being
of,
SURPLUS,
part easterly of andIrregular
ANDOVER NORTH
adjoinlot of land In said surplus lying
bounded on all
being
called
,and
so
brook,
ing the Moody
Paper
Umbagog
the
owned by
sides by land said to be
Charles and
Said lot Is reputed to be owned by acres, more
Co.
eighty-one
George Smith and contains

or less
of, being a lot of
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part
of said surplus, bounded
land in the northwesterly corner
Beginning at the northeast
and described as follows:
Grafton; thence running southcorner of the town of
said Grafton to the northof
erly along the eust Une
Lot that lies in the north·
west corner of the Public
North
Surplus; thence easterly
west part of said Andover
Lot 160 rods, more or
along the north line of said Public
said Public Lot; thence
of
corner
northeast
less, to the
84
rods, more or less;
easterly In the same directionthe road leading to the
to
thence northerly 25 rods
along suld road to
town of Upton; thence northwesterly
so called; thence westerly
the south line of C. Surplus,
to the point of
C.
surplus
said
of
along the south line
and plan of said surbeginning, according to a survey
Said described
1905.
in
Macy,
E.
McC.
made by
plus
Mill» Co. and
land Is reputed to be owned by the Berlinmore or less..
acres,
seventy-four
contains one hundred
.being lot 24 In
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of and
of aald
said surplus, according to a survey 1965 plan
Said lot Is
Macy, In
surplus made by E. McC.
and contains on·
to be owned by D. A. Marston

reputed

hundred fifteen acres, more or less
part of, being an irregular
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, west
part of said surplus,
tract of land lying in the
Beginning at a point
bounded as described as follows: about
375 rods southroad
and
on the Andover
Upton
ro^J cruedea the
said
easterly from the point at which
thence
North
Surplus;
Andover
said
of
line
north
225 rods
northerly 35 rods, more or less; thence oasterly
96 rols, more or lessmore or less; thence southerly
Andover
(hence westerly 180 rode to the east side of said
and Upton road; therce northwesterly along said road to
In
said
7
lot
surplus
the point of beginning, being
made
according to a survey and plan of said surplus
to be
9*
Is
Said
1905.
In
reputed
by E. McC Macy.
\Ins one hundred
owned by Charles Chase and c
\
thirty-si* acres, more or le«a

/

ion
fh<

\

more

or

less

ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of land
in the west part of said surplus bounded and described
as follows:
Beginning at tbe northwest corner of land
said to be owned by 1L H. Hutchins; thence easterly
along the north line oi said Hutchin's land across the
Andover and Upton road and the west branch of the
Eilis river -tOO rods, mure or less, to the northeast corner
of said Hutchins' land; thence northwesterly 87 rods,
utore or less, to the southeast corner of land said to be
owned by Charles Cha&e; thence westerly across tbe
Andover and Upton road and tbe west branch of the
Ellis river 400 rods, more or less, to the southwest corner of said Chases land; thence southeasterly 87 roda,
more or less, to the point of beginning, according to a
survey and plan of said surplus made by E. McC. Macy,
tiaid described laud Is reputed to be owned
In 190ό.
by John Glbbs and contains two iiundred eighteen
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6 45
acres, more or less
Andover NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of laud
and
described
bounded
in the west part of said surplus
as follows:
Beginning at a point on the south line of
said surplus 320 rods, more or less, from the southwest
corner of said surplus; thence easterly along the south
line of said surplus across the Andover and Upton road
and the west branch of the Ellis river 400 rods, more
100 rods, more or less;
or less; thence northwesterly
thence westerly across the west branch of the Ellis
river and the Andover and Upton road 400 rods, more
thence southeasterly 100 rods, more or less,
or less;
to the point of beginning according to a survey and plan
Said
of said surplus made by E. McC. Macy, lb 1905.
described lund Is reputed to be owned by H. W. Dunn
or
less..
6 30
and contains two hundred fifty-two acres, more
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being a tract of
as
follows:
described
land In said surplus bounded and
Beginning at the northwest corner of the town of
Byron; thence south along the west line of said town of
Byron 640 rods, more or less, to the northeast corner of
lot numbered 45 In said surplus; thence west along the
north line of lots «5, 46, 47 and 48 in said surplus to the
northwest corner of lot 48; thence north 60 rods, more
or less; thence west 272 rods, more or less, to the northeast corner of lot 30; thence west along the north line of
lots 30, 31 and 32 to the northwest corner of lot 32;
thence south on the west line of lots 32 and 24 to the
north Une of the town of Andover; thence west along
the north line of the town of Andover to the southeast corner of land said to be owned by H. W. Dunn;
thence northerly along the east lines' of said Dunn's
land, land said to be owned by H. H. Hutchins,, land
said to be owned by John Gibbs and lands said to be
owned by Charles Chase 441 rods, more or less, to the
northeast corner of said Chase's land; thence west along
said Chase's land 400 rods, more or less; thence southerly along the west lines of said Chase's land, said Gibb's
land, said Hutchins' land and said Dunn's land 448 rods,
more or less, to the north line of Andover West Surthence west on the north line of said Andover
plus;
west Surplus 320 rods, more or less, to the east line
of the town of Grafton; thence northerly along the east
Une of the town of Grafton to the southwest corner of
the Public Lot that lies In the west part of said Andover North Surplus; thence easterly along the south line
of the Public Lot, 172 rods, more or less, to the southeast
corner of said Public Lot; thence northerly along the
east line of the Public Lot 320 rods, more or less, to the
northeast corner of the Public Lot; thence easterly
along the south Une of land said to be owned by the
Berlin Mills Co., 84 rods, more or less; thence northerly
along the east line of land of the said Berlin Mills Co.
26 rods, more or lees, to the Andover and Upton road:
thence northerly along said road to the south line of C
surplus; thence easterly along the south line of said C
Surplus and Township C to the point of beginning; exhowever, from said description a lot of 81 acres
said to be owned by Charles and George Smith, on the
east side of the Moody brook; also excepting a lot of
136 acres lying on the east side of the Ando/er and
Upton road in the northwest part of said surplus, and
said to be owned by Charles Chase, according to a survey and plan of si*ld surplus made by E. McC. Macy ,ln
1905. Said described land Is reputed to be owned by tho
Umbagog Paper Co., and contains twelve thousand two
305 35
hundred fourteen acres, more or less
ANDOVER WEST
purt of, being the entire surplus with the exception of the north part of lots 1, 2 and
3 and the northeast part of lot 4 In the ilrst range of
lots In said surplus, (known as the Stoddard Lots), according to a survey und plan of said surplus made by
bald described land, with the
E. McC. Macy ,ln 1905.
exception noted, is reputed to be owned by the Umbagog Paper Co., and contains six thousand two hundred
156 30
tifty-two acres, more or less
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ANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of, being the north
4
In
of
lot
northeast
2
3
and
the
und
of
lots
1,
part
part
the ilrst range of lots In said surplus, and known as the
Stoddard Lots, according td a survey and plan of said
In
Said described
1905.
McC.
Macy,
surplus made by E.
land is reputed to be owned by H .W. Dunn and contains
1 23
1 27
4 10
or
less
more
acres,
one hundred sixty-four
TOWNSHIP C, In common and undivided, according to
a survey and plan of said township made by Jobn Peabody, in 1792. Said township Is reputed to be owned by
D. Plngree, et als, and contains, exclusive of Public
Lot, twenty-six thousand eight hundred tifty-one acres,
1611 06 499 43 181 32
more or less
C SURPLUS, In common and undivided, according to a surIn
vey and plan of said township made by F. G. Qulncy
1894. Said surplus is reputed to be owned by D. Plngree, et als., and contains exclusive of Public Lot, ten
721 00 223 51 216 30
thousand three hundred acres, more or less
T. NO. 4, R. 1, W. Β. K. P., (ltlchardeontown), in common
said
of
und
plan
and undivided, according to a survey
township made by J. W. Sewull, in 1886. Said townowned by Coe & Plngree and conship is reputed toofbePublic
Lot. twenty-three thousand
tains, exclusive
1408 80 436 78 422 64
four hundred eighty acres, more or less
MAGALLOWAY PLANTATION, (formerly T. No. 5, R. 1.
W. Β. K. P.), containing thirty thousand eeven hundred
322 67
1076 66
thirty acres, more or less
a
T. NO. 4, It. 2, W. Β. K. P., (Adamatown), according to
Ktirvcv

und

nlan

of

said

townslilD

made

and

returned

thë Lunil Office of the mate or Maine by fepnraini
Ballard, et al. In 1794. Said township la reputed to be
owned by the Berlin Mills Co.. et als. In common and
undivided .and contains, exclusive of Public Lot, twenty1766 40 647 68 629 92
two thousand eighty acres, more or less
LINCOLN PLANTATION, (formerly T. No. 6, It. 2, W. B.
said
of
and
planK. P.) .according to a survey
plan
Said plantation
tation made by Daniel Barker, In 18*5.
contains twenty-one thousand four hundred fifty-three
tu

more

or

less

common
4, R. 3, W. Β. K. P.. (Lower Cupsuptlc), In
undivided, according to a survey and plan of said
Said townIn I860.
Noah
Barker,
made
by
township
Coe & Pingree and
ship Is reputed to be owned by
thousand
contains, exclusive of Public Lot, twenty-one

T. NO.
and

241 35

804 49

945 00 292 95 283
acres, more or less
being the enT. NO. 5, It. 3, W. Β. K. P., tParkertown),
Public Lot and
the
of
with
the
exception
tire townsliip,
number 3
the Slate Lot, so called, said State Lot being
of the lots set off by John M. Wilson, et als, CommissionOxford
for
the Supreme Judicial Court
ers applnted by
Said township, with the exceptions
County, In 1849.
Mills
Co..
Berlin
the
noted, is reputed to be owned by
hundred
three
thousand
twenty-two
contains
and
896 88 277 72 268
less
or
more
ninety-seven acres,
T. NO. 5, It. 3. W. Β. K. P., (Parkertown), part of, being the
and
common
being
in
undivided,
so
calltd,
State Lot.
lot number 3 of the lots set oft by John M. Wilson, et
als, Commissioners appointed by the Supreme Judicial
Court for Oxford County, In 1849, according to the survey and plan of said lot recorded in the Oxford County
Registry of Deeds. Said lot Is reputed to be owned by
Coe & Plngree and contains three hundred twenty acres,
3 97
I
12 80
more or le»·
T. NO. 4, It. 4, W. Β. K. P., (Upper Cupsuptlc), In common
said
of
and
a
to
survey
plan
and undivided, according
township made by Ephralm Ballard, et al. Said township is reputed to be owned by Coe & Plngree and connine
tains, exclusive of Public Lot, twenty-five thousand
909 65 281 96 272
hundred eighty-seven acres, more or less
the enΓ. NO. 5, H. 4, W. Β. K. P.. (Lynchtown), being
tire township with the exception of the Public Lot and
the State Lot. so called, said State Lot being number
2 of the lots set off by John M. Wilson ,et als, Commissioners appointed by the Supreme Judicial Court for
Said township, with the exOxford County, In 1849.
Berlin
ceptions noted, is reputed to be owned by the
contains
twenty-three thousand one hunMills Co., and
694 68 216 36 208
dred fifty-six acres, more or less
'Γ. NO. 5, K. 4, W. Β. K. P., (Lynchtown), part of. being
the State Lot, so called, in common and undivided,
being lot number 2 of the lots set off by John M. Wilson,
et als, Commissioners appointed by the Supreme Judicial
Court for Oxford County .in 1849, according to a survey and plan of said lot recorded In the Oxford Count/
Said lot is reputed to be owned
Kegistry of Deeds.
by Coe & Plngree and contains three hundred twenty

acres, more or less
T. NO. 4. H. 6, W. Β. K. P., (Oxbow), In common and undivided. Said township is reputed to be owned by the
American ltealty Co., et als, and contains, exclusive of

9 60

2 98

50

76

84

86

40

2 ··«

Public Lot .nineteen thousand eight hundred forty496 20 163 82 148 86
eight acres, more or lese
NO. 4, K. 6, W. Β. K. P., (Bowmantown), In common
Said township is reputed to be owned
and undivided.
by the American Realty Co., et als, and contains, exclusive of Public Lot, twenty-four thousand acre·,
600 00 186 00 180 00
more or less
T. NO. 6. R. 6, W. Β. K. P., (Parmachenee), accardlng to
a survey and plan of said township made by Ephralm
Ballard, et al, In 1794. Said township is reputed to be
owned by the Berlin Mills Co. and containe, exclusive
of
Public Lot, twenty-one thousand five hundred
863 96 267 83 259 19
ninety-nine acres, more or less
BATCHELDEltS GRANT, part of, being lots 5, 6. 17, 18, 26,
27 and 28, In what Is known as the First Division of
said grant. Said lots are reputed to be owned by Mrs.
Luclnda E. Bean and contain seven hundred acres, more
6 78
6 97
I» 26
or less
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part of, being the First Division
of
lots
6,
17,
the
5,
exception
of Batchelder's Grant, with
18, 26, 27 and 28, said to be owned by Mrs. L. E. Bean.
Said land is reputed to be owned by Hastings Brothers
and contains, with the exception noted, two thousand
T.

plan

of said surplus made by E.
S. A.
lots are reputed to be owned by more
acres,
tain three hundred sixteen

less

twenty-three acres,
lot of
ANDOVER NORTH SUKPLLS. part of, being a and
deland in the west part of said surplus bounded
corner
northwest
the
at
follows:
Beginning
scribed as
easterly
of land said to be owned by H. W. Dunn; thence
the
along the north line of said Dunn's land across
of the
Andover and Upton road and the west branch
corEllis river 400 roda, more or less, to the northwest
86 rods,
ner of said Dunn's laud; thence northwesterly
to be
mote or less, to the southeast corner of land said
John Glbbs, thence westerly across the
owned by
the
of
branch
Andover and Upton road and the west
Ellis river 400 rods, more or less, to the southeast corner
more
86
rods,
οt said Glbb's land; thence southeasterly
or less, to the point oi beginning, uccording to a survey
and pian of said surplus made by E. McC. Macy, in
1905.
bald land is reputed to be owned by H. IL Hutchins and contains two hundred fourteen acres, more

acres,

20

leas

more or

a lot of land
A-NDOVER NORTH SURPLU8, part of, being and
described
In the west part of said surplus bounded
of lajid
corner
as follows:
Beginning at the northwest eaat along
tbe
aald to be owned by John Glbbs; thence
or less;
more
400
rods,
land
north lino of said Qlbb's
thence westerly
thence northerly 109 rods, more or less;
104 rods,
400 rods, more or less; thence southerly
more
less; thence southwesterly 12 rods, to a
more or
according
of
beginning,
to
tUe
or
point
less,
made
by
survey and plan ο I said Andover North Surplua
to
E. McC. Macy, in 1905. Said described land is reputed
hundred
four
contains
be owned by Charles Chase and

or
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more

BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part of, being certain lot· In
what i· known as the Second Division of said grant as
follows: Lot 1 In the tenth range; lot 3 in the thirteenth range: lot 1 in the seventeenth range; also the following lots In the south part of said Second Division.
and not included In any range, lots 10. 21 and 22. Said
lots are reputed to be owned by Sarah J. Bradley and
contain Ave hundred ninety acres, more or less
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I 40

acres,

BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part of, being certain lots In
as
what Is known as the Second Division of said grant,
the
follows: Lots 1 to 5, Inclusive, In the first range;
fractional lots 1 to 5, Inclusive, lying northerly of said
first range; lots 1 to 5 inclusive. In the second range;
Inlots 1 to 6, Inclusive. In the third range; lots 1 to 6.
In the
clusive, in the fourth range; lots 1 to 5 Inclusive,
sixth
In
the
range;
fifth range; lots 1 to 5, Inclusive,
lots 1 to 6, inclusive, in the seventh range; lots 1 to 6,
inclusive, in the eighth range; lots 1 to 6. Inclusive, In
the ninth range; lots 2 to 6, inclusive, in the tenth
range; lots 1 to S, Inclusive, In the eleventh range; lots
1 to 6 .Inclusive, in the twelfth range; lots 1, 2, 4, and
S in the thirteenth range; lots 1 to 5, inclusive, In the
fourteenth range; lots 1 to 6, Inclusive, In the fifteenth
range; lots 1 to 5, inclusive, In the sixteenth range;
lots 2, 8, 4 and 6 in the seventeenth range; lots 1 to 6,
inclusive, in the eighteenth range; also the following
lots In the south part of said Second Division, and not
Included In any range, lot 6, gore south of lot 5, lots 6,
7. 8, 9. 19, 20, 23, 24, 26. 26, 27, 29, 30, 23 and 34. Said
described lots are reputed to be owned by the Hastings
Brothers and contain ten thousand two hundred sTz
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PASCAL P. GILMORE,
Treasurer of Stat·.
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A

Living Monument.

Around my cot. In stately «race.
Their branche· towering big ti.
Through nun and storm the maple· stand
And wintry blasts i'.efy.

linger In their quiet «hade
When summer days are here;
I watch their leave· grow bright and fade
With every pacing year.
I

But one, more dear than all the rest,
Stand· by the grassy lane,
Whose whfspertn* le ives a «tory tell
That'» filled with grief and pain.

story that shall bring to mind
A season long gone by.
And stir In many a heart some sad
And tender memory.
▲

When war cloud* hovered o'er the
And d ingers threat nlng lay,
Twas planted by a soldiers hand
Before he marched away.

land,

No braver heart than hie e'er beat
Beneath the loyal blue;
In all that worthy ho»t no lite
More worthy, grand and trueHe march· d away In all the strength
Of manhood's early years.

Leaving the friends he dearly loved
in

saunes·

and in

tears.

An * In that strugle ben e and long,
R'er heeding duty's call,
lie shared, with patient fortitude.
The buden and the toll.
But when a remnant of that band
Took up their homeward way.

They left htm In the flowerv land
W here rest the 'blue and gray."
The soldier sleeps : The tree Uvee oo,
Its perfume tills the air;
Sweet tribute to the memory
Of hint who placed It theiel
A few more years Its form s-hall wave
Above the daisied turf,
A faithful sentluel to guard
The home which gave blm birth.
Then, like all lieauty born of earth,
I>ecllne and pass away.
Its moMv trunk and time se irred limbs

1\ιφ>Ίΐ

a sure

decay.

The soldier sleeps' But that «Id
Kor wheh be gave his life,
i loats o'er a nation undisturbed
By dread of civil strife;

flag,

Whose loval sons like brothers meet
Keueath Its folds ag itn,
Assurance that our patriot blood
lias not beeu shed lu vain.

Long may the beauteous ensign wave!
Its colors ever bright
With all that speaks for human weal,
For liberty and light.
Though mingling with the silent dust
Its brave defender» lie.

Their memory, chert-lied In our heart*.
Can never, never die.
αμλμ>λ Maxim Vising.
Strong, Maine.

A Little Memorial

Day

Talk.

What would our lives bo worth were
memory paralyzed; if all the past of our
live» were blotted from the bi ok of re
msmbrance and should be to us an if it
bad never been; if all the prints and tbe
pictures on the magic mirror were shattered and broken and lost? Cau you
conceive of a condition more deplorable?
Each and all of us have our own private collection of prints and pictures,
hanging at differet angles »n the frescoed walls of our own little art galleries—
so to speak—differing as our individualities differ, differing as our experiences
Some were not of our own
differ.
chooaiug; some were furced upon us,
and some of our own choosiug are but

daubs, showiog, surely, an uncultivated taste. Such we would be
mere

glad to turn face to the wall and
forget. But they are fixed, tixea as the
proper

Possibly
walls on which they hang.
they may fade away a:>d disappear
altogether in the light that is coming;
and possibly they may be touched up,
freshened, brightened, beautified aud
renovated in the Higher Grade, in the
Renovating Rooms where the ('OUI
Masters" are, iu the House of Mao>
It wouldn't be at all surMansions.

prising.

without savine. that you who
the blue, bave your own
special collection, jour own select as
sortaient of prints and pictures, thr
differ widely from ours. It gees with
It

inuM

bave

».

saying, ÙMÉ tbey are aun highly
colored than our little blue-tinted tilms-

out

■

I
I
Γ
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I

worn

>

crimson >unrise and a bloody sunset,
with unspeakable things in the middle
distance. Hut they are not on exhibi
tion, aud cannot be, neitber can they b.
duplicated, for the negatives were
smashed <>u battlefields that have been
washed by the rains and have been swept
by the winds of nearly half a hundred
Mellowed by distance and toned
years.
down by the softening touch of time,
although retaining uupleasant features,
turn them
yet you would not willingly
face to the wall aud forget. You du not
regret, you never bave regretted, that
names when Duty
you auswered to your
called you, trumpets tongued. No man
ever regretted because of a duty don»
when well done as yours was done. You
do not regret that you went marching on
in that trial of ''John Brown's Soul,"
that you kept step to the music of the
Union, to the martial music of "Billy
and I'hon," aud such a« they, that you
followed the Hag through evil report
and through good report, through »uu
■hine and shadow, through bitter defea'
on tp final victory, wheu ynu could say
with a glow at the heart, and with a
shout: "The stripes are all there, aud
Ou till silence
the stars nudimmed!"
fell ou sea, ou laud, and the birds of
their nestpeace were left fret· to build
·
·
in the cannou's mouth.
Κ >ur long year» of agony. A uation'.1
judgment day for a nation's sins.
of it.
gu· ss that is ab ut the dimensions
I fancy that they whose lot ».n c is
within the storm center, within the (ί Ia
go'ha of perpetual lire, received pre ty
absrrac
practical idea of heli in the
And as you looked upou it in the rough,
perhaps you too might have caught 01·
Well, the judgment,
tu a similar idea.
like a blood-dropping cloud, was litied
at last and drifted away as such things
will; but Time held a slow glaso aud
Death mowed a broad swath, aud—the
"Cause" was <ost ; aud both the North
and the South have every reason to thank
God that it was lost aud eternally lost.
His judgments are true and righteou*
altogether, ami good follows after every
time, without exception. There are no
exceptions; there uever have been and
there never will be. O, you can take my
word for it all right, for 1 never tell a
lie—or hardly ever.
The New South is already richer, abler
And
and more joyous than the Old.
tbey do say that, of late, sbe has quite
largely cut whiskey out of her bill ot
fare
They do say that quite a repart of her territory has beλ

spectable

dry territory—parched, drouthy
•*a. the "Great American Desert" before

oome

set io. That's all right. Glad
Sbe has awakened from her
intury-long, Rip Yan Winkle slumber,
fad has developed her many resourcewonderfully since the storm cloud»
She has opened up h«r
rolled away.
immense coal fields and ironbeds ami

IK «at loo

Mt.

has become, in manufacture, commerce
and literature, a fresh and vital force.
And nothing but the dull thunders of
Sinai could have shattered her crazy
dream of empire. The still, small voic·could not enter into ears that were deaf
as the ears of the dead.
The swiftness with which the wounds
of war were healed has strengthened
confidence iu American government aud
American character. But we are not to
be hoodwinked into the idea, into the
belief that our people have crossed over
Jordan into the land of Canaan, into a
land flowing with milk and honey; that
our nation has come to its own, into a
state of perfection; that it is a nation
whose God is the Lord, not yet, and not
quite, and it may not get there until it
haa drunk deep of the cup of bitterness,
or—untd we have "turced the rascals
turned them inside out, too.
out"
Can you do it?
There's a job for you.
Can >t be done? I think so, unless the
interest
in us as a
lost
all
Almighty has
nation and has left us to our own blind
devices, and I don't think he has, exThere has
cept perhaps temporarily.
been divine rescue-work in times of
deadly peril all down the long highway of the past, even down to the days
of the Pilgrim Fathers.
Sometimes the thought com as home to
as in the gloaming, when al! around is
still, that your (Jncie Sam, since his
bead has begun to swell some, has taken
altogether too much credit to himselr
for rescue-work, and has given altogether
too little credit to Uim who rules the
world. It does not detract me lota from
your successful *'tempta along that line,
was your shield
that the God of arm
and buckler in the day of tattle, that he
•tood with you behind tffia^guns, and
took ir
gave you the victorv, and
and were glad.
Your defe.ttç were Hi#
a forvictories, every one of which
ward movement along the liue marked
out oo the divine chart, the ult/mate end
of which was liberty for His people.
**ery «ound, from bullets that whistled
to cannon that thundered all
alo^g the
—

y^|u

battle line of the loyal I» giona—and th«
disloyal a· well—from 'ttl to '65, vu a

the road leading from Bui Bethel In name, plaoe of realdeooe and addreca of
said town of Bethel to Looke'a Mill·, ao- tbe vendee.
(Section 18 provides that any manucalled, id the town of Greenwood, and
wheo traveling on the road leading from facturer of or dealer in antomobilee, In·
the town of Mason In said Oxford Coun- stead of registering each vehicle sepacertifity to West Bethel Tillage, and when rately, may be granted a general
doltraveling on any of the streets or roads cate of registration, for a fee of ten
in said Bethel village; and no team lars.)
Ltoenaea for operating
Section 19.
drawn by more than six horses, oxen or
This sec- aatomobilea and motor veblclea shall be
mules shall travel thereon.
Aption is not applioable to stage or pleasure issued by the secretary of state.
carriages, or to those owned by the state plication shall be made npon blanks preor the United States, or to any cart or pared by the secretary of state for this
issued shall be
wagon owned by the settlers in the purpose, and the licenses
each provicinity and used for farming purposes. in such form and shall contain
The owner or driver of a team violating visions as said secretary of state may
this section, forfeits twenty dollara and determine. To sucb licensee shall be asor
one dollar more for each mile of road signed some distinguishing number
of all applicapassed, to be recovered by complaint be- mark, and a proper record
fore a municipal or police court or trial tions for license and of all licensee issued
at
justice in the county where the offense shall be kept by the secretary of state
inwas committed, and on a libel or com- liis office, and shall be open to tbe
plaint, he may issue his warrant to seize spection of any person during reasonable
and detain such team to respond to such business hours. Each license shall state
the time, place of residence of tbe litine and cost.
All automobiles and censee and tbe distinguishing number or
Section 17.
motor vehicles shall be registered by the mark assigned to him. The fee for each
two dollars.
owner or person in control thereof in ac- license to opesate shall be

concentrated voice of command saying:
"Let my people go!'* It «vu a command
that muat be obeyed, and waa obeyed at
last to the saving of the u nion.
Aud now it is up to the redeemed
nation to make good, to treat hie people
white and right, holding in everlasting
remembrance the fact that, though delaying long, justice is neither dead nor
asleep, but is very much alive, and Is in
the babit of getting there on time, on
schedule time, not necessarily on our
time, our schedule time, you understand.
As be does his will in the armies of
heaven and among the children of men,
it is easy to believe that his will wan
done when he gave you Appomatoz and
victury, and it is easy to believe that he
was very much pleased with the way and
manner in which you acted the part assigned you in the great tragedy, and that
he dismissed you with a benediction,
with a:' Well done, good and faithful
servam !"
Faithful?
Yes.
Set vanta?
Yes, in
that you shot straight and shot to kill.
Wi bout the «bedding of blood there is cordance with the provisions of this act. All fees shall be deposited at the time of
no remission of sins.
Without the shed- Application for such registration ma; making the application. The secretary
or reding of blood there was no remission of be made, by mail or otherwise, to the of state may at any time suspend
this
the sin of slavery, and so the blood was secretary of state upon blanks prepared voke any license for any violation of
·
·
and with act or regulation made thereunder. Beshed. And that's all right, but rough. under his authority
Is granted, the
Perhaps you may have noticed that such application shall be deposited a fore a license to operate
as
several things have arisen above the registration fee of two dollars. The said applicant shall present such evidence
horizon since "Time" was in his teens, secretary shall then register, in a book to his qualifications as may be required
that are open to the objection of rough- ' to be kept for the purpose, the automo- ; by the secretary of state.
Section 20. Except as otherwise probile or motor vehicle described in the
nes- ; one of which you shot full of hole*
till il collapsed and disappeared alto- application, giving to such automobile vided herein no automobile or motor
nine'■r motor vehicle a distinguishing num- J vehicle after the first day of June,
gether, never to come back any more.
Aud now sit up and take notice ot ber or other mark, and shall thereupon teen hundred five, shall be operated upon
another that has uot disappeared, but issue to the applicant a certificate of any highway, town way, public street,
shows up in spots, rough and ragged and registration. Said certifie ite shall con-1 avenue, driveway, park or parkway, unvile. A white slavery where girls «lis tain the name, place of residence and ; less registered as heretofore provided,
shall on or after tbe first
appear under the lure, into a compelled address of the applicant, and the regis-! and no person
hunbondage, never to come back any more, tered number or mark, shall prescribe] day of June in the year nineteen
that the dealers in lust may clutch a the manner iu which said registered dred five, operate an automobile or
towndirty damnable dollar, aud the heavens, number or mark shall be inscribed or. motor vehicle upon any highway,
as yet, have not rained down tire and displtved upon the automobile or motor! way, public street, avenue, driveway,
to do
licensed
unless
brimstone on our Sodom by the lake, on vehicle, and shall be in such form as the j park or parkway,
:
our Sodom by the sea.
O, the shedding secretary may determine. The secretary so under the provisions of this act.
Automobiles or motor
Section 21.
of blood is a pleasant pastime, a genuine of state shall also furnish the applicant
this
two enameled iron plates containing the vehiclos owned by non-residente of
joy in comparison.
talk that brother word "Maine" in letters not less than state and driven by a person licensed in
common
It is
Pharoah led a strenuous life and an evil one inch in height and the number of this or in some other state may be
on the roads and highways of
overtook him at
iu Arabic numerals not less
but

j

oue,

justice
caught it

operated

last, registration

The num- this state unless prohibited by special
than four inches iu height.
ber ulates must be attached to the front Ian or town ordinance duly autborzed
and back of automobiles and one num- by the legislature, subject, however, to
ber plato must be attached to the back tbe provisions of sections seven, eight,)
of motor cycles. On both automobiles nine, ton, eleven and twelve, and proand motor cycles the numbers must be vided that such person shall show in
A front and at the back of his automobile
so placed to be always plainly visible
the back of his motor cycle the
proper record of all applications and of and at
all certificates issued shall be kept by registration number granted him in such
the secretary of state in his offico ami other state and the name of the other
shall be open to the inspection of any state in Arabic letters at least one inch
of this and tbe
The Law of the Road.
person during reasonable business hours. high. The provisions
(Some of the reliera of the Democrat have ei- The certificate of registration shall preceding sections shall not prevent the
of
the
laws
have
publl-hcl
l>rv**e<l *'le-lre to
be carricd in some easily acces- operating of automobiles by unlicensed
the i-Utr relating to the u»e of th-3 roals, with always
if riding with or accompanied by
which all who use the r >a<U ought to l>e familiar. sible place in the automobile, or motor persons
the a licensed operator.
Itelow Is given the principal part of the general vehicle described therein.
Upon
Innot
of
some
la*», omiUltig univ
portions
Section g2. Whoever violates any prosale of any automobile or motor vehicle
terest In thU paît of the state.)
its registration shall expire, and the vision of the five preceding sections
Section 1. As used in this chapter,
vender shall immediately return the cer- «hall be punished by fine not exceeding
iho word "way" includes all kiuds of
extificate of registration to the secretary tifiy dollars, or by imprisonment not
public ways. And the word "team" all Dt state, with notice of sale, and of the ceeding ten days.
for
kmds of conveyances on such ways
persons and property.
Wheir persons traveliug
Section 2.
TALE OF A TRAMP, A CAMP, \ND A WHOLE LOT OF DAMP.
with a team are approaching to meet on
for the other
To start with, there are various w-tvs which whs worse than ever
t way, they shall seasonably turu to the
wo hours of the journey.
of getting to Shagg Pond. One way it
traveled
of
the
middle
the
of
part
right
This touching tale will include no deif it so far that they can pass each other per automobile. Another lees expeusive
of the scenery along the road.
without interference. When it is uusafe, wav is to walk. Also there are other scription
else to do
varieties of procedure. The only form The Tramp bad something
>r difficult on accouut of weight of load
besides Raze at Rcenery. Also, there
a
:o do so, a person about to be met or over- A public conveyance in the vicinity,
wasu't much that day, for the mist and
taken if requested, shall stop a reason- itaiie, stop's a mile short of the pond,
rain were too dense.
ible time, at a convenient place, to en- uid even that isn't available unless you
Rest assured tbat a clean, dry little
Happen to be coming from the direction
ible the other to pass.
waterto a
camp looked pretty good
Section 3. When a person with a team w here the stage starts.
about 3:30 that aftersoaked
of
a
touch
sojourner
the
a
Now
on
having
or
Tramp,
s stationary,
traveling slowly
fever and two or three days which noon. Even though its limited outfit
way at a place uut-afe or inconvenient for ipring
into comparative did not include a fireplace where the
be
if
rehe
a
interpreted
him
with
team,
shall,
night
>assiug
his eye* in the direction creat fire could up the chimney roar, it
eisure,
ve to the right or left, or
dr
pointed
vested,
and beif Shagg, and allowed the rest of hie did include a good cooking-stove,
ttop a reasonable time at a convenient
t be most hind was a woodboz heaped with dry
in itoiuy to follow the eyes, by
>lace, to allow the other to pass.
No person shall leave his h··'mimical rout··, namely, leaving the wood.
Sectiuu 4.
Just at the end of the journey the
:rain at West Paris and "hiking" the
earn stationary on a way so as to obit really
:we!ve miles of highway to hie destiua clouds almost broke away, and
itruct the free passage of other teams;
looked as if the sun would come out.
lion.
ir allow bid team to be ou a way without
reminded
With accommodations available at the And the Tramp was somehow
idriver.
a character In a book
ar end of the road, as well as at least of the remark of
uree or more oimis muai
diction a
is recently read, "It's hell to live all winit
to
secure
chance
horse*
foremost
supplies,
of
the
one
to
fasteued
partial
>e
will ter and die in the spring 1" But there
lraw;ng teams ou snow without wheels. really surprising how small a pack
was more rain later, to add to the comSection t).
Any persou injured by vio- io for a three days1 vacation. A canvas
fort within.
ation of either of the previous sections, 3ag of only a few pounds' weight, slung
The Tramp unpacked his bundle, got
includes everything that is
>n the back,
na·. recover damages in au actiou 011 the
and into
As for apparel, there is a his boat out of winter quarters
:ase, commenced within one year, Such •ssential.
the water, brought two or three pails of
riolator forfeits no less than one, nor :hance for the oxercise of taste and good
the
tense.
In this case the Tramp followed water from the pond and a pail from
nore than twenty dollars, to be recoverand made everything snug. By
>d on complaint made within sixty days. the plan prescribed for a trip over the spring,
was
full
the tank on tbe stove
No automobile or motor IVhite Mountains. Inquiring of one of the time
Section 7.
of hot water an outfit of dry clothes, a
vehicle shall be driven or operated upon 1 >xperieuce with regard to taking waterof
and in iittle out
style for the city but entire( iny
highway, townway, public street, proof clothing, it was negatived,
been got together
inswer to the inquiry, "But if it rains?" ; ly comfortable, had
; iveuue, driveway, park or parkway, at a
1
matter-of-fact reply, from about the camp, and in a aboit
{reater rate of speed than Of teen miles :arae the entirely
time, while a hot bath was in progress,
wet."
in hour, or upon any highway, townway,. Oh, if it rains, you get
of the soaked clothing was banging around
public stroet, avenue, driveway, park or , And that'e the way it worked—but
and above the stove,
beginning the
parkway, within the compact or built-up :hat later.
"gloomy" process of drying out.
portions of auy city, town or village, the j For several dave it had been
A good hot supper with a steaming
limits of which shall be fixed by the weather. No sunshine, no rain except
then an easy chair, a pipe
of
municipal officers thereof, at a greater tn occasional almost imperceptible mist, cup coffee,
rate of speed than eight miles an hour,
•xcept where su;h city or towu may by ;
ml;nance or by law permit a greater
rat·· of speed.
No person driving or in
Section S.
diarge of an automobile or motor vehicle
in the neck and was
hustled out of existence in short order,
And
for an offense similar to our own.
that's all right, too. O, there is no safety
whatever in trampling on the image of
tiud in the hearts and the lives of men,
white, black or brown. There is sure to
be a recoil some time, somewhere, somehow. And that's all right, too.
John.
and he

j

>

m

an>

highw ay, townway, public

street.

park or parkway, shall
speed greater than
s reasonable and proper, Laviug re·.: ird
:o tlie traffic in I use of the way by
>th» rs, <»i so as to endanger the life or

!

ing

ten

days.

poses

blmeelf.
the girl preferred uuother to
to the
The pique be felt be attributed
9 By SARAH J. ATWATER Τ
danger of lotting his revenge.
The spring was fading into summer,
I Copyright, 1810. by American Pr··· X
Association.
and
ί
yet the count was not engaged.
γ
Indeed, be was beginning to think that
he would go back to France to remain,
The center of art Id Europe is FlorThe
a time at least, a bachelor.
The town le ulway· foil of for
ence.
to whom be was devoting himlady
are
there
and
usually
Americans,
self openly had lutlmated her willingAmerican art students there. One day
to accept him, but he did not proAmerican girl. In rich apparel, ness
an
The lady whom he was endeavwhile gazlug at the paintings bung In pose.
to punish was punishing him.
the Pittl palace In that artistic city oring
were times when he was temptstopped at the easel of a copylst^-a There
commit the folly of throwing
to
ed
wae
own
her
copyage—who
girl about
his position and bis name
himself,
and
work
her
ing a Titian, admired
on her—that Is, if she would acaway
her.
with
entered into conversation
a matter of which he could
The artist was u Miss May Monroe of cept him,
form any opinion.
St Louis, the other Miss Margaret De not
One eveniilfe he was standing on thai
The acquaintForest of New York.
old bridge, the Ponte Vecchlo, looking
ance thus begun was continued, and
Arno to the westward. The
In time Miss De Forest engaged Miss over the
sun had set, but the day lingered. The
Monroe to paint her portrait
reflected the bouses and
"1 am going to tnke you Into my con- placid river
a long chain of
fidence." said Miss De Forest to Miss the quays, bordered by
The old stone
Monroe one day while sitting for the lights on either side.
were reflected, too, the refleca favor.
me
bridges
do
to
ask
"anil
you
picture,
under the one
1 possess an Immense fortune and tion of one appearing
and the image
have come abroad for the purpose of next beyond, the stone
The uoblea circle.
meeting a suitor who has never seen together forming
American
Mutual friends have made an ar- man was thinking of the
me.
a soft voice behind
rangement by which Count Desmond protegee. Suddenly
de l'Amoureux, descended from one him called :
"Count!"
of the oldest families in France, Is to

Q

τ

visit me. and if we are both agreed
we are to marry. 1 am not to be taken
in by any adventurer and have investigated the count's position thoroughly,
lie possesses valuable estates which
with my fortune would enable us to
take a very prominent position in Eu-

rçojH'an society.

"But 1 will mnrry no man who does
not love me.
My wish Is that you
shall Impersonate me to the count I
Impersonating you, a protegee of my
real self. If I like him I will endeavor
to win him away from you. In that
way I shall know that be loves me for

myself."

"That would make a very pretty romauee," said Miss Monroe.
"Unless you fall in love with him

yourself."

I'm engaged to
"No fear of that
be married."
"Indeed!"
"Yes: to a young American, a struggling artist like myself."
We can take
"That Is fortunate.

Into the secret and. forming a
party of four, go about together, thus
enabling me to carry out my plan."
"And enjoy ourselves as well."
Count Desmond de l'Amoureux arrived and was Introduced to the two
irirls. the.v occupying reversed positions. Bernard Wright was introduced
to the count as the fiance of the real
htm

Margaret De Forest. The four visited
together the gillcries. the mediaeval
buildings and the environs of Florence,
enjoying every moment. The party
filled a carriage, and many were the
drives they took over the beautiful
hills and dales about the city in the
delicious Florentine sunshine.
Young Wright, devoted to his art
and. with the usual artistic temperament. careless as to material possessions. entered upon his part of the deception reluctantly and merely to
Miss Monroe. He paid his de

please

to the heiress, but
bored at doing so
was
His real mistress was his brush. Miss
Monroe seemed to enjoy immensely
personating an heiress and was very
patronizing to the real Miss De Forest.
voirs

perfunctorily
by no means

de l'Amoureux was evidently
from the first very much pleased with
the girl whom he supposed to be Miss
De Forest, anil Miss Monroe knew
with a woman's quick intuition that
it was not interest alone that moved

Count

him.

Miss De Forest soon began to prac
lice artful means to draw the nobleMarman away from her substitute.
garet was an attractive girl aud knew
how to win a man. Nevertheless the
One daj
rouiit was constant to May.
while sitting with her on the Piazza

.juavevl

;

banks aud under its old fash-

ioned Sridues. he said:
"Where did you pick up your protegee':"

;

Section 13. No foam shall travel faster
than a walk on a bridge erected wholly
or partly by the state, or on any bridge
covered with plank and fifty feet long
composing part of a way, or on any
bridge owned by a corporation, if a board
with the words ''three dollars fiue for
riding or driving oo this bridge faster
than a walk," legibly painted in black
letters on a white ground, ie kept exposed in some conspicuous place at each
end thereof.
Section 14. Whoever willfully violates
the preceding section, forfeits three dol
iars, to be recovered oil complaint made
by any owner of said bridge, or by any
municipal officer of the town ia which it
is located, to the owners of the bridge,
or to the town required to keep it in repair; but no person passing after sunset
and before sunrise is so liable without
proof that he previously had knowledge
of such prohibition.
Section 13. If the driver of a team
having passengers therein conveyed for
hire, leaves it without any person in
charge and without fastening it securely,
he may bo fined not exceeding thirty
dollars or imprisoned not exceeding one
mouth.
Teams with wheels, if
Section 16.
drawn by more thau two horses, oxen or
mules, must have the rims of their
wheels at least four inches wide, and if
drawn by more than four horses, oxen
or mules, at least five inches wide, when
· · the road
ieadiug from
traveliug on ·
Newry Corner in the town of Newry, in
Oxford County, to the Grand Trunk
railway station in Bethel village in the
town of Bethel, and when traveling on

American Heiress ImUpon Her Titled
Suitor.

An

"1

a

met her here in Florence.

her."
•I will grant that there was a time
when I might have done this, when we
first met, though I fancied you In prefBut now that I
erence immediately.
have known you a transfer would be

jUHt gray cloud*. If it should bold that
way, while not ideal weather for a hike,
it would be at least comfortable, and after
camp wan reached, let it rain if it wanted

book, with the rain making mueic
< in the shingles overhead—
Say, it was worth while gettlog soak·

to.

md

a

id!
At early daylight the next morning
I he Tramp awoke and from bis cot looked out across the pond. The olouds
<

impossible."
"Suppose you try."
"Try! What do you mean?"
"I think May cares for you. Before
entering upon any contract to become
your wife I should prefer that you

remain for a time under her Influence.
She and I are bosom friends and shall
always be much together. 1 don't care
to have an affair between my husband
I prefer to trust his
and my friend.
constancy before marriage."
"But you must have seen that Miss
Monroe hue not been averse to my
attentions and that I have not given

Now the rain that day exemplified a
bad habit—or a good one, either, for
that matter. When the Tramp started vere breaking overhead, and against the
from West Paris, there was a little fine I ace of the mountains opposite were
mist, so little of it that, though it never ι loating masses of mist, touched by the
for a moment ceased, a day's journey in ι ■ising sun and transformed into amber
it would uot soak the clothing or mud ind gold. But it's beet not to try a dethe road. After two or three miles of icription of the scene, for it must be them."
"Devote yourself to her for two
the road bad been covered, it began to woefully lacking. Shagg Pond is not
rain, gently, then gradually and almost ! imong real mountains, it's only big bills weeks."
see
many
imperceptibly increased, until, in the :hat are around It; but yoa
"It would seem an age."
course of an hour, it was a downpour.
sights such as belong to real mountains,
Miss Monroe flatly refused to exis
a
at
of
to
and
tnd
one
those
then
back out,
It was too late
mornings
Shagg
her suitor from the test, and he
cuse
habit.
water
was
to
remember.
the
The
off
br*<ak
thing
the
course
Of
at
was
the
beautiful.
consented, the period being reThe
finally
clothing
many
day
soaking through
points, the feet were parboiled, the road Tramp went fishing. But there can't be duced from two weeks to two days.
bad turned from gravel and loam to pea I much said about the results, for they He attempted to make a beginning tho
soup. And still the rain drove, never for were as unsubstantial as a comet's tail. next afternoon when the four wero
but
a minute stopping,
occasionally And the water was too higb, and the walking together in the Plttl gardens.
slacking a little, with a lightening of the Tramp isn't a fisherman by instinct, but He
joined Miss Do Forest
ciouds, only to set in with renewed vigor enjoys the song of the thrush almost a»
She turned away from him.
after two or three minutes. But there well as the purr of the reel. So the
Now. it is not pleasing to the amour
was nothing to do but to put it through flowers, and the green leaves of spring,
and the spicy cbeckerberries, almost an propre of a nobleman who has deand flnisb the journey.
Half way, a good friend appeared at large as cherries, and the views of rook scended from one of the proudest
tho door of his house and compelled the and stream and cliff and lake, got fully as bouses In France to bo snubbed by an
traveler to come in, rest and take a much attention as did the fish.
American girl of ordinary lineage, and
And when the next morning the Tramp
lunch. So the lunch in the pack was let
The count was
a protegee at that.
be
alone, and a civilized repast and an hour Btarted out on the hike for home,
that he had
He
furious.
regretted
to
of rest and refreshment, while the rain knew that it had been bis privilege
two weeks' period of
the
not
fact
the
accepted
of
poured, reuewed the spirits exceedingly. furnish an exemplification
It would give him
A deceptive lightening of (be clouds at that, if you want to enjoy the good irial offered, since
whom
the end of the hour raised a hope that a things of life, it helps you sometimes t<> time to leach this youug woman
for a lie did not like that she could uot with
change was coming, but the only chaoge have a little of the discomforts,
from
was a lit' le more vigor to the storm. contrast.
impunity turu away an attention
He found
the Count de l'Amoureux.
Is the grain elevator, red against the eel
himself in an equivocal position. Miss
A Fascinating Drama.
sun, and the waiting wheat train of Monroe had not seen the snub he had
ting
The peopling of the great Canadian Grand Trunk cars. Our drama oloses
received, and he was too proud to
West in a fascinating drain ι, whether we with the loaf of bread clutched In the
confess it to her. And yet for two
view it from the large or the email end
some
In
child
eager grasp of the little
he was expected to devote himof the telescope—i.e., from the point of crowded
days
old
world.—"Manof
the
city
to the girl who would not accept
self
the great railroad builder throwing a cheater
March
10,
(Bng ) City News,"
done?
steel spine across the continent, or from 1910.
l,is attentions. What was to be
'
oft
the point of one little family unit finding
He begged Miss Monroe to let him
its tree farm under the tegis of this
Hotel Clerk—Do you want a room with from the balance of his trial on the
to him.
transportation line.
a bath?
ground that It was obnoxious
The line of the Orand Trunk Pacific
Uncle Hiram—Wa'all, noo; I don't She refused, lie passed a weary time
across Canada Is essentially the belt of
his
calculate I'll be here Saturday night.
till the period had passed nursing
homes. Who is it that answers the call
Then the lady who hud snubwrath.
of the wheat? The young, the brave, the
BOY
TOM
A REGULAR
hopeful, the helpful, says Miss Agne*' was Susie—climbing trees and fenoes, bed him relented.
bit
1
Dean in the March issue ot tue
The temptation to give her a
ditches, whistling, always getfor the count
rine of Commerce." The writing toolV jumping
too
was
great
ting scratches, cuts, sprains, bruises, pnulshment
from this
to write the drama are the strung arms"
burns or scalds. But laws! Her to resist A little side play
of men and of faith possessed women. ! jfcunips,
Bucklen's Arnica time went on all the while which Miss
applied
just
watch,
It is a good play for the world to
S;5ke and cured her quick. Heals every- Monroe was not supposed to notice
The first rceue is enacted on the praW\
heal able—Bells, Ulcers, Eczema, The count was really making love tc
IUIUO"
U IS
is turntwf
f ojBg
farm where the virgin sod
Corna or Pilea. Try it. 26c
JM
to tossing
Sores,
Miss Deforest with a view
der to a crop of wheat forr the f
A. Shurtleff à Co.'·.
foe?.
w<M* 1e
ie ι
•ince creation'· dawn. The
ber away wh«o he should h*ys

j 'hither

'J

ί

jà

/

He turned and saw Margaret.
"Where did you come from'/" he
asked.
"Visiting the palace of the king. 1
Isn't It a
am on my way to the hotel.

lovely sight?"
"Ravishing."

"And to think that I must leave it!

I go tomorrow."

lay,

move, with not a .friend in sight.
One man, as he walked along,
thought of poor Ma* lying there on
his face in the dust, with the hot sun
beating down upon bis faded red coat,
and he almost wished he bad stopped
He could not go hack,
to help him.
because he was In a hurry, but by and

by. after he had walked a long way
and saw a carriage standing empty

under a tree, with Beda reading on η
bench and the little captain playing
on the ground, he suddenly thought
again of Mas and said: "Madam, 1
wonder If the little boy has lost a doll.
I noticed a rod dressed doll lying on

the crossing back here."
Then there was a great search and
no little soldier to be found, and the
little captain began to cry. because br
was very fond of Max. and Beda put
him quickly Into the carriage.and began to run back along the walk as fast

as she could go, with the carriage
bumping and jumping and thumping.

All this time the little red soldier bad
Iain where he fell, unable to breathe,
with his face in the dust and his head
And a car which bad
on the track.
started very far away had been com
ing nearer and nearer until the rum

loud that Max could not
and the rail began
to slug ami tremble, so that his head
shook up and down.
It seemed as if nothing could sav<
him, when suddenly he felt himself
lifted up and up. high in the air, and
the dust was brushed from his face
and the sun shone once more in his
Hue eyes. Then lie was thrust straight
Into the pocket of the jumper of the
i»le was
hear

so

anything else,

who had rescued
lilm. and only his head and shoulders
Muck out. And the workingman laugh-

Mg workingman

ed all to himself and strode away with

long steps.
"Tomorrow!"
And all at once there were the little
to
America."
home
"Yes; 1 am called
still crying, and Beda and the
captain,
this
"Then If 1 must part from you
And the workiugman laughcarriage.
is a lit scene to remember as fhe last
ed again and put Max into the capwe saw together in this unique city."
And everybody said it
tain's arms.
on the stone

She rested her anus
coping, uud they looked at the beautiful sight together. Presently he said:

"I, too, go tomorrow."

"Ah!"

"Yes; I return to France."

"Engaged?"

"No; 1 came with a view to enhance
my position by a favorable marriage
I have given that up."
"Why?"

"Because I

purpose."
Wright and

have been turned from

my

Miss Monroe came up as
he spoke the last words. The four en
joyed the view for awhile, then walk-

ed on together.
The next morning the count left
Florence by an early train and Miss
De Forest by a la'ter one.
The count went to Parle, where at
a hotel overlooking the garden of the
Tuileries he strove to turn from his
mind the girl with whom he had parted on the Ponte Vecchlo In Florence.
Hoping for better success at his home,
he was about to take a train when he
received a card on one elde of which
was the name "Margaret De Forest"
and ou the other: "I am about to start

for America. Should be pleased to see
you once more before I go. Call this

evening."

L'Amoureux hesitated whether to exA desire
cuse himself or to accept.
to see one connected with May Monroe

in so many

pleasant

rambles con-

quered, and he determined to accept.
The lady who entered the reception
room surprised him.
"Why," he said, "I received Miss De
Forest's card."
"I sent you Miss De Forest's card."
"Why so?"

"Because I am Miss De Forçat."
The count stood stupelkd.
She told him the story of the deception. A Frenchman, he could not un
derstand the ways of a Yankee woman. I»ui his delight at the denouement
of the llt'le comedy In whl' li he hnii
played Hie fool was unbounded.
"And now." he said, "we will beglii
what u-e meant to begin In Florence."

Max, die Little

Red Soldier

She's

lovely girl."
"11 m ! 1 don't fancy her."
Miss Monroe laughed.
"Why are you merry?" asked the

count.
"1 was thinking, supposing 1 wero
to turn over my fortune to her, how
long would It be before you would
transfer your attentions from me to

WHAT TOE TRAMP 8EES FROM TUB VERANDA.

Young Wright

of Bernard Wright.
did not appear to be especially desirous
A to give It. but this did nut make any
Τ difference to the count. He saw that

Michelangelo, a hill overlooking tbt
ity and the Λ mo flowing through its

ivenu»·, driveway,
Irive the same at any

mb tif any person; a-id racing any xucîi :
itehicîe ou any *uch ways or parks is j
jeroby forbidden.
Section l>.
Kve-y person driviug or j
>j erat«ng ai a'it «mobile or m -tor vehicle
iha l at rt quest ami signal by putting up :
:iie haud, or by other visible signal, from
person riding or driving a horse or
lorses or other domestic an'ioals, causi
iucIi v'Phiclo Ό come to a stop as soon as
issible and t<> remain stationary .is
oui as may be necessary to allow such
inini.il or animals to pass.
Section 10. Every such automobile or
have attached
vehicle shall
moior
thereto a suitable bed or other appliance,
for giving notice of its approach, which,
whi-orungor otherwise operated, may
t>e heard at a distance of three hundred
feet; and shall also carry a lighted lamp
between ««ue hour after sunset and one
liour before sunrise.
Section 11.
Municipal officers of any
;ity or town may designate places on any
«treets or ways therein, where, in their
judgment, by reason of cliffs, embankments or other exceptional uatural conditions, the meeting of automobiles or
motor vehicles and horses would be atSuch
tended with unusual danger.
lesiguation shall be made by causing the
words "automobiles—go slow" to be conspicuously displayed on sign-boards at
'he right hand side of each approach to
the place to be designated, and not more
than one hundred and fifty feet distant
'herefrom; and an automobile or motor
vehicle, before meeting any hone between such limits, shall be brought to a
standstill, and shall not proceed, unless
by request of the rider or driver of the
horse, uutil such horse shall have passed;
and no such vehicle shall pass any place
so designated at a greater speed than
four miles an hoar.
Section 13. Whoever violates any provision of the five preceding sections shall
be punished by hue not exceeding fifty
dollars, or by imprisonment not exceed-

I

Y

Deception j

before be ! kind* of wounds and erery sort of
the game. It was not long
wuk a girl
pain without a whimper.
tlie
that
protegee
!
(Uncovered
The sound of the carriage wheel*
ι
endowlucnts
uud
of superior judgment
fainter and fainter.
to
was
it
grew
believed
he
to the one whoui
The little captain bad been looking
the time
his Interest to marry. About
this .Mi.1-'* the other wny and bad not seen the
he bad made up his mind to
atteutiou accident, so Max was left where he
the
court
to
Forest
begau
De
bruised, wounded and powerless to

Tlio little rod so!d!er stood up so
straight and lilt· expression of his face
fierce and warlike that jot;
would hardly believe he was only nine
inches tall. You could nee tit once thai
lie wax a Hessian soldier. bora la far
••if Germany, where they make th··
tinest soldiers in the wor.d. The inoment you looked Into his beady blue
eyes and noticed his Urinly ilosci·
mouth you felt sure that be won!»,
was

so

be one to answer back when hi·
ordered to do anything, bui would
stay just where he was paired said be
always a silent and faithful fellow.
The little captain to whose company
the red soldier belonged was very fond
of him, but he was not always care/u'
He cailed him Max
of his comfort.
and kept him on duty uearly all the
time, and sometimes when he had
never
was

very narrow escape and that
iiicse foreign soldiers ought to be more
i-areful abort the street crossings.
Max had not whimpered or cried out.
for a little red soldier, nine inches tall,
rying for help would have seemed
«tich a strange thing.
The little captain was very glad, and
he did not put Max on duty at all that
night, but let hlru have a nice long
sleep where it was warm and dry and
was

a

?oay.—Youth's Companion.
Reputations.

"The autocrat," remarked the recon
dite person, "made a remark the lin
port of which escaped me until the
other day. He said, 'Many a man has
a reputation because of the reputation

he expects to have

some

day.'

"

"That's not a half bad remark," suk
gested the practical person, "but my
son—Just out of college, you know,
and in the habit of thinking humpbacked thoughts, as it were—said
something only this morning that appealed to me. 'Some men,' he said,
'get a reputation and keep it; other
men get a reputation and make it keep
them.'
Philadelphia Ledger.
Rare Self Control.
"He's a remarkable man. When he
lees an unfamiliar word he looks it up
lu the dictionary and tlnds out what

it means."

remarkable about that."
"Yes, but he doesn't try to lug It
Into conversation right away."—Louisville Courier-Journal.

"Nothing

so

Her

"How could he have married that
termagant wife of his? I don't see
what she was made of."
"That is the answer. She was maid
American.

Court House In the Town of Paris In said Countv
of Oxford, to the highest bidder, on the eight
eenthday of June, A. D. 1910, at ten o'clock and
Ave minutes In the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title an *
Interest which the said Herman Mason has and
bad in and to the same on the seventh day of
August, A. D. 1909, at twelve o'clock and ilvr
minutes In the afternoon, the time wh?n the
same was attached on the writ in the same suU,
to wit:
The following dccribed pieces and paresis oi
land, situate In the Town of Bethel, County of
Oxlord and State of Maine, Inherited as heir of
the late Wlldam W. Mason of said Iiethel, de
ceased, vlx:
A11 the land described in » dee J from Eunlcc
II. Mason and Aynrs Mason to William w
Mas m, dated May Uth, It*», recorded In Oxford
County records. Book 136, Page 380, to which
di ed and record reference Is made for if more

particular description.

Ail that land described In a deed from Betsey
6ih.
Κ Swlit to William W. Mason, dated
1875, recorded In said records, Book 172. Page
200; also same property described In deed from
Betsey K. Swift, Guardian, to said Mason, dated
Sept. 6th, 1875, recorded in said records, Book
189, Pages 527 and 528, to which deed and record
of same reference is made for a more partlcular

S.-pt.

deed and record reference la made for

particular description.

?h

a more

si

"iiînsjga"

st": ïïa&ft&i
r»;
ûP^ ff°,m
dated%V,»L

if

n

.·
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SHERIFF'S SALE.

possessed.

STATE OF MAINE.

COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.

May Sr.I, A. D. 1910.
Taken this third day of May, A. D. 1910, on
execution dated the fourteenth dav of April, 1
A. D. 1910, ls-ued on a judgment rendered by t
Superior Court for the County of Cumberland,
at the term thereof begun and held on the flr-t
the1
Tuesday of March. A. D. 1910, to wit, on Th
fourth day of April. A. D. 1910, In favor of
asChapman National Bank, a national banking the
sociation legally existing under the lawn of
In
sal·
at
Portland,
located
United State",
County of Cumberland, against ^arah M Byrd
of Gorham in the County of Coos and State of
New Hampshire, for the sum of Five Thousam!
Three Humlre'l and Seventy-four dollar-» and
nloe-one cents, dcl>t or damage, and will be sold
at public auction, at the County < ourt Home In
the Town of Paris In sal'l County of Oxfonl, t<>
the highest bidder, on the eighteenth da. o;
June, A. D 1910, at ten o'clock ar.d ten minute·
In the forenoon, the following de-cribed real
estate and all the right, title and Interest which
the sal I Sarah E. Byrd has and had In and t<·
1>.
the same.on the sixteenth «lay of August, A.
1909, at ten o'clock In the forenoon, the time
same was attached on the writ In the
suit, to wit
The following described pieces and parcel» o<
ol
land, situate In the Town of Bethel, County
Oxford ami State of Main·», Inherited a- heir ol
de
said
of
Mason
Bethel,
W.
William
the late
ceased, viz:—
All the land described In α deed from Runlet
H. Mason and Ayers Mason to William W.
Ma-on, dated May Uth. 1885, recorded in Ox
ford County records, Bo'k 136, Page 386. to
which dee 1 and record reft rence Is made

when the

same

more

fora|

particular description.

All that land described In a deed from Betsev
Κ ftwltt to William W. Mason, dated Sept. 6th.
1875, r corde l In »ald records. Boole 172, Psg
200; aloo name property described In deed from
Betsey K. Swift. Guanlltn, to said Mason,
dated Sept 6 h, 1875, recorled In said r -cords,
Book 16». Pages 527 and 528, to which deed and
record of same, reference Is made for a mor··

particular description.
described

lu a deed from
Also all the land
Mlghlll Mason to William W. Mason, dated
24th, 1873, recorded lu said records.
Hook 167, Page 168, to whlrh deed and record

January

is

reference

scription.

made for

a

particular

more

iaii't

mwovi

oflnnd In Newry, In *a1d Oxford'County';
z:-I»°ed from An.irnwN. «t .we and Melvln
St>.we to William W Manon, dated .June ]1*74
recorded In Hook 172, Page 144, to whl. h de.'.l
and reconl reference Is made for a more particulardesolptlon; re<erving tie pHreels -toll t<>
Α. V Stowe an.I Francl* t\ Stowe by deeds
dated Aug. 13th. 1885, a».I April ΙβιΙι, 1«85.
All the lam! described In a deed fr >m Calvin
deed

fcliu

HI

iuc·

v

Also all the lands In the Town of Byron Ir
•aid County, desc-lbed In the following deed*
from Abigail J. Hod-don to wi n .π
W Mason dated June 12th, 1.-88. recorded ti
Book 217. Page 804; deed from Charles P. liait
ettto William W. Ma-on dated January Dili
I'M), recorded In said records, Hook «1 Paw
•IJn; deed from Charles P. Barilett to William
W. Maeon dated August i()th, M*t, recorded in
•aid recorde, Hook 2ltf, Page 404. Reserving all
ln sal'1 ,,ce«,s. «όΜ bv sal· I
? W. Mason, to which deeds an I record*
William
of same, référencé l-< m ide lor a more partlcuUr

ylz:-l)eed

x

Voss eald land.
Also another piece or parcel of lan 1 I.
·,,
In the warranty deed of i.uclus A. til...
Israel W. Mason, dated Oecemlier 12th, 1·
reconied In Oxfoni Retfetry of Deede, II..
I'ag s 4:15, subject to the Uht of way of tbe i. I
ford Kalie and Kangelev i.akes Rjillroa·,
reserving one acre of land sold to eaM Rn,
A leo a certain piece or parcel of lan.l
bv warranty deed from one J. F. Kane to IW. Maeon and Henry O. Kolfe, dated tbe iw
:
day of December, Inm, a<)d recorded,'s In Oj
t
Itexleiry of Deeds, Bo<jk 23a, Page 4, ii.
to reservation of right of way sold to the it...
ford Falls A RanuOley Lakes Railroad.
A so another piece or parcel of lan I full
scribed In warrauty deed of .1. F Kane t.. 1
r
W. Mason and llenry O. Rolfe date.l Dec
12th, 1K»4, and ricontcd In Oxford KecMr
tr
warr.
and
also
by
Deeds, Hook 23a, l'âge 503,
deed of F. A. Richarde to lerael W. Μ -..ή
lr;
dated Decitnber 14th, lem, and reconb
Oxford IteKlstry or Deede. Hook 2:19, Pace
Aiso cerulu parcels of lan.l e tuau-1 l· it.
Town of Mexico, descilbed In a deed fn>m
O. Rolfe to I W Mason, .lated Sept. lVtli, ι-·3
:
i'
Hook 201, Page 18, of tbe
re.-or led,
Couuty Records.
.a
(i!
from
In
deed
described
land
Also
: Φ·
Chapman of Bethel to Willi ;Πι W. Μ ι-οη
Decern bur i'Jrd l«;5, recoriel in Oxfort ·...···.
try. April l.tb, lu7«, Hook 174, Page 225
.i
Also laud described In a .lu.t.clalm
Andrew N. Stowe to Wtllla n W. M anon .litct
I
J
.i,
Rook
recoi
led,
iltb,
1*«5,
Vugus',
1

I
1

I

I1

w®'1

IK!

jn
Al-o lot 1 In Kan#·: 12. and lot 5, IUoki
tbe Town of Roxbury In eald Oxford Com,;.
Tbe above described lots or parcels ot
sltoate In the Town of Roxbury, are her.
clii'ied whether described In othcrclai!-.
Al-o two parcels of land situated In the 1
of Roxbury, < ountv of oxford ami >ι·.ι
Maine, beln^ lots So. G and 7 In the I
Range of lots in aald town, the same d.-e·;.·
1er el vf. Mason by William W. Ma»ur,
dee«l of warranty dated Sept. Snl, lyju
••■ordel In Oxfoni County records, Bo
Page Ρ ·>.
Also certain parcele of lan.l eltuate I In
Town of Mexico, State and Countv afor·
l:
de-crllwd In a w.irrantv deed of Lurv
arde to Israel W. Mason, dated November
I>.
of
ΙΛΜ. and rec mled In Oxford Regletrr
Rook £{'.*, Page 4.14, eubj.-ct to the rl^M t tn.·
Rum for. I Falls and Range ey Lakes lUllr n to

\.no lease from Ali.lrew Ν Stowe to 'Λ
W. Mason, dated June l!*h. 1875, unrx or le
·.
Also certain real estate situate·» tn said uxt
:· !
County, being lot one (1 In liange iliinil
.,·.··. ,r
eleven (11, οι tue lots and ranges lu ii..,·
Roxoury tn eald Couuty.
U- L. KLi.IOTT,
Dep. ^berifT, Oxford Couut;

de-

Also certain parcels of land situated lu th.·
town of Albany, In said Oxfonl County, viz:Ml the land described In a deed from .lohu Λ.
I'lneri'fc ίο William W Ma*on, dated •icptcmnei
3rd, 1873, recorded in said recoi ls, Book 168.
Pago 6.

particular .lesct-lptlon.

STATE OK MAINE.

COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.:
Miy 3rd, A D. 1.110.
Taken this third day of Mav, A. D. 1910, on
execution dated the fourteenth day of April, A.
D.1910, Issued ou a judgment rendered by the·
Superior Court for the County of Cumber ami
at the term thereof begun and held on the llrM
Tuesday of March, A. D. li»10, to wit, on thi·
fouith day of April, A. D.1910 In favor of Thi
Chapman National Bank, a national banking
association 1-gally existing under the laws υ
the United States, locateil at Pottland, In said
County of Cumber'and, against Herman Mason
of iiethel In our County of Oxford, for the sum
of Klve Thou-and Three Hundred seventy fou»
did are and rdnety-one cints, debt or dainag
and will be sold at public auction, at the count

Siow/^
.J?

u£!i

BUbee to William W. Mason of land In Bll.
lltli
Plantation, In said County, dated Nov
lN-<>, recorded In Book 1-9, Page lie, to whlel
deed «ad record reference Is made for a more

SHERIFF'S SALE.

him on guard by the big gate descriptlou.
Also all the land described In a deed from
he forgot to recall him before he went
Mlghlll Mason to William W. Mason, dited
be
would
M.ix
that
so
to bed,
poor
January 24th, 1873, recorded In said rocords,
l'âge 168, to which deed and record
found the next morning still standing Book 167, Is
made for a more particular descrlp
reference
at his post cold and wet, und the tlon.
certain
Also
parcels of land situated In the
coachman would bring him In to break- Town of
Albany, In said Oxford County, viz
All the land described In a deed from John A.
fast.
dated September
to William W.
Then one afternoon It was decided Plngree recorded In Mason,
said rccurds, Book 168,
3rd, 1873,
that the captain should go to ride. Page 6.
Also all the land described In the following
The carriage, with Beda to push It, deed of land In Newry, in said Oxford Countv
Deed from Andrew N. Stowe and Melvln
was made ready, and Max was placed viz
Stowe to William W. Mason, dated Jane 19,1875.
In front at the captain's feet. There recorded In Book 172, Page 144, to which deed
he stood, straight and silent, looking and record reference Is made for a more particular description ; reserving the parcels sold to
A. N. Stowe ami Francis C. Stowe by deeds
dated Aug. 13th, 1885, and April 16th, 1885.
All the land described in a deed from Calvin
Blsbee to William W. Muson of land In Blley
Plantation, In said County, dated Nov. 11th,
1886, recorded In Book 181», Page 110, to which

placed

,Ί

l/nTle Vor WJ'ih

Λ ISO

Composition.

it money."—Baltimore

in.
eiAW0 to William W, M ft# <·ρ
AIMoeml* tond situatetafteTown of Me· 1878. recorded in Book 172 Paeeiu
®.
m tbê MMQ
loo, lu Mid Oxford County, known
and reconl refmccé
dee,
.
same
Farm, and being the
premlaea
g'"*·'®'1
Ï
the
ω?
description;
reeervlrg
particular
Ιο I. Wallace M mod et al byLydto A. Baed.by
an" Γ«"><·Ιβ C
deed dated August 15t h, 1WÏ, recorded In laid
λ\8,owe
Α'
in.)
13th.
18W,
1Mb
Aog.
April
Oxford Registry, Book 230. Pl« 454.
d®fd«datod
Ail tbe land described In a <ieed from r.ifr'
Also a certain parcel of tond *ltuate 'η the Biiboet ) William W. Mason of
land ?n ulTβ
Town of Grafton, Id Mid Oxford County, being
Plantation, in said Connty, dated Nov l
the Mme premltea of which William W. Maaon recorded
In
Book
to
which S
189,
lie,
Page
deMme
the
died Mixed and poeeeaMd, and
"m·"· *» * »«
scribed lu a deed to Mid William W.Mason from
reeore'ed
W. W. Edward·,dated Aug 1W», 1W,
In Mid Oxford County BeAtW, Bcok ÎS, Pw
88, and H. A. Edwards, dated June 19th, ltW,
Abigail J. Ho.le.lon 1, VinW
recorded in Mid Oxford County Begtotry, Bcok W
June 1-,h· '*W· reeorb■ ! ιΐ
223 P|m 32
¥ί??η,\,late(1
Β
i
VA
Book
; <lee«i from Charl.·- r η»*
217, age
Alio Tou 8,9 and 10 In Bange 4, lott 8 and 9 In
ettto Wilium W.' Ma».,η
In
1,
11
lot
ana
Bange
5
In
Range 8,
Bange 3, lot
recorded In said η conls. Book η A
all In the Town of Boxbury In Mid Oxford 1K<0,
Ch®r|ee P. Hartlett to William
of which
.fromAugust
County, and being the Mme lota of land
dated
Mason
·»), 1890, reconied in «m
the Mid William W. Mason died Mlzed and
recortJe, Book 216, Fftge 4β4. Reecrrloir a'! Ian·!»
possessed.
In
by eaM W'litlau, w
<iee<*e»1,01,1
In
Also lot 1 In Bange l'i. and lot 5, Range «,
ΐί1*
Maaon, to which deeds ami reconle of aanV
the Town of Boxbury In said Oxford County.
reference la made for a more particular «le-, rip!
land
of
or
The above described lots
parcel»
situate In the Town of Boxbury, are hereby inAlso all the lands in the Town of Roxbury in
cluded whether described In other clauses or said
County, described In the following ,|,:.'i.
not.
viz
Deed from William O. Mitchell to W riam
Also two parcels of tond situated in the Town
W.
dated February 17th, 1890, γοόρΙμ
Maeon,
of
of Boxbury, County of Oxford and State
in eald record·, Book «21, I'sge 388; .iee<l f'.,m
Fouitb
the
in
7
β
and
No.
lots
Maine, being
Kdmunde to William VV. Ma-on
'·
to
V^Tw
Bange of lots In said town, the same deeded
dated May loth, 1«<0, reconied In esll
Israel W. Mason by William W. Mason by dçîd
Pare
Book
i
575; deed from P. M Kdmun.N
221,
j
of warranty dated Sept. 3rd, 1890, and record
to William W. M.von, date<l May 16th, V«i re
In Oxford County records, Book 216,1 age 466.
Book til, Pair.· 574 'i/m
In
said
corded
record»,
In
tae
Also certain parcels of land situated
Pbllbrook to William W m.
Town of Mexico, State and County ®'<>resald. from Charlee II.
dated
10th,
1890, reconied In »,m
May
eon,
KirnS.
described In a warranty deed of Lucy
Hook 2ΙΛ, Pa<re 334; de:d from Jo* J
anls to Israel W. Mason, dated November 24th records,
Goodbout to William W. Manon, date I \ /.t
of
Deed*,
1891. and recorded In Oxford Registry
1889, recorded In «aid recopie, Book "l
Book 239, Page 434, subject to the right to the 2Ut,
vv'
I "ge <5; deed from Sewall Guff to Wll I ■,
Rumfort Falls and Bangeley Lakes Railroad to
dated May Soth, 1892, reconle-l In .*id
Maeon,
cress said land.
records, Bwk230,Page 326; deed from iiir»,
Also another piece or parcel of land fully ue
t
M. Cox to W llllatn W. Maeon, dated M.ty
scribed In the warranty deed of Lucius Λ
'n *«'d recor le, Book 223, l'a*e
Glover to Israel W. Mason, dated December 12tti, ίΓΪ4' ^cor',le'1
recoris
of
these
and
*ame
To
ad
of
deeds
tu.
of
Deeds,
1894, and recorded In Oxford Beglstry
reference le made fora more particular tewrlp!
Book 23». Page 435, eut.j·** to the right of wav
of the Bum ford kails Λ Rangeley Lake* RailΛ parcel of land eituated In the Town of Rot
road, ami reserving one acre of laud sold to said
bury deeded to I. W. Maaon, Herman M
Railroad.
and Sarah Maaon, by C. I' I: t ett
Also a certain piece or parcel of land deeded Frank Mason
-r
his dred of warranty dated Auitu.r
by warranty deed from one J. F. Kane to Israel by
In Oxford Registry of Dee,·,'
recorded
'·
W. Mason and He nry O. Bolfe, dated the twelfth 189.',
Rook 230, Pa«e 480.
day of December, 1894, an'l recorded In Oxford
In the Town of Ποτ
land
eituated
of
A
Ιί
parcel
Registry of Deeds, Hook 239, Page .'>04, subjert
bury, deeded to I. W. Maeon, Frank M.t
reservation of right of wav sol'l to the Rum for
11
Herman Ma-on and Sarah W. Maeon by <
Falls Λ Rangele. Lakes Railroad.
l'hllbrook et ale by their deed of warrmty
Also another piece or parcel of land fully de
In <>χfrI
reconied
•ated
ls>2,
Augustath,
J·
F.
Kane
to
deed
of
scribed In warranty
44S or 44 (.
Israel W. Mason and Henry O. Rolfe, .late ι1 Istrv of I'cede. Book 230, Page
Also certain parcels of land eltuate In th»
December 12th, 1894, and recorded in Oxforl
an ! >t.tt·· f
Oxford
of
of Andover, County
Registry of Deeds, Book 219. Pege 50.'t, ami also town known as tbe llowanl and \bl,.;tt
Maine,
by warranty deed of K. A. Richards to Israel W
rendues
same
the
conveyed to Wi ®
ρ
Mason, dated Oecember 14th, 18.M, and recorded being
Preston C. Howard and llenrv M
In Oxfonl Registry of Dec Κ Hook 239. Page 507. W. Mas .n bv
i
October
dated
7, 1K«2, r.
deed
Abbott
In
tlie
Also certain parctU of land situated
by
Hook 202, P
Town of Mexico, described In a deed from In Oxford County Regl-try, the
of v.\
In
Town
situate
land
Also
certain
'late·!
frcpt. 19th,
Henfy O. Bolfe to I. W. Mason,
said Oxford County, known u- tl. u
1890, recorded. Hook 261, Page Î8, of the Oxford Ico, In and
premises couv.·..
belnir the
Farm,
County Records.
Ma^on <>t al by I.yilla A. Bee!
I.
Wallace
Also land described In deed from GUnntn
deed dated August 15th. ft>2. recorded in'«··
dateil
W.
William
Mason,
to
Bethel
of
Chapman
454
2Λ).
December 23rd, 1875. recorded In 1 >xford Reg- Oxford Bt'iflstry, Hook of I'agu
land situate lr. th.»
Alsoarertaln parcel
istry, April 11th, 1»76, Book 174, Page 225.
Oxford
said
in
County,
Grafton,
of
Town
from
Also land described In a quit-claim deed
of which William W ν
Andrew N. Stowe to William W. Mason date^· tbe same pre mlsee
the ..
and
and
seized
died
posseted
397
August 13th, 1880, recorded. Book 203, Page
scribed in a deed to said Wl llani W M
Also lease from Andrew N. stowe to William V\
lath 1·
dated
Κ
AukW.
W.
Iwurd·,
from
Mason, dateil June 19th. 1875, unrecorded.
^
Also certain real estate situated In «aid Oxford rorded In said Oxford County IUgl-ir i
.l»t.
,|u e
Α.
II.
ΚΊwards,
and
PaiteKi,
In
223,
Rang.'
County, being lot numbered one (1)
.·
oxford
said
in
numbered eleven (II) of the lot* ami ranges in lath, IhBI, reconied
Retrlitry, B<M;k .'il, Pa^eSl.
the Town of Roxbury In said Oxford County.
A !eo lots 8, a and It) in Range 4, lots 8 an·!
H. L. ELLIOTT,
lot 5 In lUngcC an.1 lot 11 lu I, ,...
Oxford
Rtr.ge3,
County.
Sheriff,
Dep.
"
ι
1, all η the Town of Roxbury In sal t
County, and beluir the eame lots of Ian 1 of >
tbe eald William W. Maton died eel/e

SHERIFF'S SALE.
STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTV OK OXFORD, se.:
May Sri, A D. I I
t
I «ken thl* thirl -lay of May, A. I) l!>lo,
ecutlon dated the fourteenth -ley of Λ prll, \ 11
ic
lnio. l»*ne·I ou a judgment rendered ii
->u|>erlor Court for the county of Cumber, -t
*t the te> m rm-rcof begun rind held on th.
o:
Tuesday of March, a. I). 1910. to wit ■,(
f 'Urth :ay of A;.rll, Λ. I), lull), In fa or
I,
'luprwin National Hank, a national l..w
f
association legally exisilng under th··
i
the Unite·! M .tee, loeate·! at Portland, In
u
M.i
Frank
of
Cumberland,
against
County
of Ito'ton, In the County of Suffolk an>l (
wealth of Massachusetts. for the sum of "uThou* ιιιΊ Three llun<l.e<t Sjventy four
»··.;
an·! ninety -one cents, debt or damage,
:rt
h sold at publie auction, at the Coin,tν
House In the Town of Paris In «aid c

f

.·,; ».

<)* lor I, to the hlgluM bidder, on the
ί
:
•lay of June, A. l>. 1910, at ten o'clork
·.·
A I-to all the lands In the Town of Roxbury In I teen minutes In the forenoon, the t
deed»
ln
the
.».
following
described
said County,
described realestate rind all the right, t'.t
to William
Interest which the said Frank M, a ->< 11 has and
'\7,)cu'' fro,n William <). Mitchell
VrZ
f
W Mason, dated February 17th, Irtw, record e: ha·I In and to the name on the sevent:
from
:..·
an
η-aid records. Hoik 221, Page 384; deed
August, A.D. la·», at twelve o'clock
Ortavla I. Edmunds to William W. Mason, dated minutes In the afternoon, the time u
In "aid records, (took
.:t,
same was attached on the writ tu the
•:i?>'..l6lh,.1.Kyo· 'econle·!
K.liuu.id-. tu

description.

>

P.

M.

|

ttKe,5,<5;deed
f
William W. Mason, dated May Kith, 18!t0 re
Trie following described pieces and part■'•orded in said record*, Hook 221. I'age Λ74 ,ι0..., I land, situate In the Town of Bethel, c.rir.t·. f
W.
û,
NÏ»s
William
to
Phllbrook
of
11.
r
Charles
from
Oxford and State of Malue, Inherited adated May 16th, 1890, recorded In sai l Records' the lite William W. Mason of said Betlie.,
Joseph Goo.lb-.ut ceased, viz
1881)
il
to William W.Mason, dated Aug 21
All the laud described In a deed from Kun!
corded ln said records, it .ok 221, Page' 75· d. e'i Mason and A yers Mason to William IV. M.i
from Sewall Uoffto William W. Mason, dated
lrvtf. recorded In Oxford
11th,
Utted
May
I
I
May 30, lsiti, recorded In said reconls, Hook 2K. r. cor Is, Hook 1:1»», Γ ago 3ΛΙ, to which
Page1236; deed from lllram Si. Cox to Wtlilaui record reference Is made for a more ι·.ΐ'!'
W Mason dated May ,W, I8W, recorded In
de<crl pttou.
t·· y
records, Book 223, Page 257. To all of theAll that laud describe In a deed fr··:»>
deeds and records of same reference Is made foi Κ. 8wlft to William W. Mason, dated Sept ;"i,
Γ
wo
a more particular description.
I(i75, recorded In oatd records, Book 17:,;
A parcel of land situated In the Town of Box
also same property described In
^ Ma*0". Hcrmon Mason,! 2o0;
10
Κ. .·:νιΛ, Guardian, to sail Ma- a,
Betsey
i
IJart
Frank Mason and Sarah Mason, by C. i'.
date I Sept 6th, l!<63, recorded In said record·,
»<·!
leU by bis deed of warranty, dated Augu-t 15
Hook 16», Pages 527 and ftfci. to which des!
Oxfor.t Reglolry, Book 23ο,
record of same reference Is made for a m :u
Pige
particular description.
A parcel of land situate 1 In the Town of Rox
Al-o all the land described In a deed from
dit 1
bury, deeded to I W. Ma-on, Frank M
Mlghlll Mason to William W. Mason,
-,
Hei man Manon an·! Sar.ih Manon by C. 11. I'm I
24th, 1»;:{, record».! In said r·
>r t
brook et ale, by their deed of warranty dated •January
ilook 187,Page 10S, to which deed an I r..
* "·>·
WW. recorded ln Oxford Registry,1
descripmore
reference Is made for a
particular
Book 230, Page 448 or 443.
tion.
Also all the pine trees now standing audi
Also certain parcels of land situated In the
In
a deed from Λ1
described
land
on
growing
In said Oxford County, viz
»'·
an.l ! Town of Albany,
from

to wit:

I

f-gea^deeilirom

■

Bvlnliuii

ÏhTJ

|

«m*

■

S
tL
«vim
·γ
W. Mason, dated July 25,1890, reconle.ι
William
Plrigree to William W. Mason, dated Septem i
η said reconls, Book 188, Page -202; raid Ι.ιη.ι
3rd, 1K73, recorded in said records, Hook
being situate ln Andover In said County; to Page β.
which deed aud record reference Is made for a
Also all the land deecrll)ed In the folio*'· <
more particular description.
Iced of land In Newry, In said Oxford t onnty,
Also ccrtaln real estate situated In said Oxford viz .-Deed from Andrew N. Stowe and Mc.vla
County and being lot numbered one (1) in Stowe to William W. Mason, dated Jure· 1»,
and
Range numiiered eleven rii) of the lots
W75, recorded In Hook 172, I'age 144, to which
ο χ fori
ranges in the Town of Roxbury ln said
deed and rec >rl reference le made for a more
County.
particular description; reserving the parrels
H. L. ELLIOTT,
sold to A.N. Stowe aud Francis C. stow·.· l»y
!"·'>·
Dep. Sheriff, Oxford County.
deeds dated Aug. 13th, IfW, and April lUtb,
All the land described In a deed from Calvin
*

Hartlett

cl,arllili

Ail the lun<l described in

a

deed from Jubii

to William W. Mason
jtlsbee
I lantatlon, In said County,

SHERIFF'S SALE.

A.

of land Iti HI oy
dated Nov. Hit),

l&W, recorded ln Book 16», Page lie, to wnli-h

deed and record reference Is made for

particular description.

8ΤΛΤΕ OF MAINE.

a

nwre

Also all the lands In the Town of Byron, In
COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
said County, describe I in the following deeds,
::..m
A· D· 1910.
3nl·
viz:- Deed from Abigail J. Ho ls ion to Wl
ΐ1."1'
T.won
this >ki
third day of May, A. U. lulo, on W. Mason, dated June 12th, 1088, record. la
Taken .ht.
of April, a
1 β
504: deed from Ciitrlei* Γ. liArt·
day
Book
i<}ur.Uîeuth
nXe?»i..°ni
l>.
19lo, issued on a Judgment rendered by th·
"» «β William W. Mason dated Januar· '.th,
of Cumberlann
18-JO, recorded in said records, Book 221, I'azc
•Superior Court for the County
and
held
on
the
at the term thereof begun
320; deed from Charles I*. Hartlett to Wll.lae
Tuesday of March, A. D. 1910, to wit on tbe W. Mason dated Aug. 20th, Ιβϋο, recorded In faM
Keacrvlr.g All
fourth day of April, A. D. lulu, in favo.·' of The records, Book 21tJ, Page 464.
ln "1" deeds, sold by «Μ
Chapman .National Bank, a national banking >»"«}·
.M ieun, to which deeds and πχόγΊ·
association legally existing under the laws of William
the United States, located at Poitlaud, In sal t of eame reference ie made for a more pari!'U«ar
County of Cumberland against I. W. Mason uf description.
lo
Hale In our County of Oxford, for the sum of
Also ad the lands In the Town of Boxbarr,
Five Thousand Three Hundred Seventy fou. said Countv, described In the following dee·!»·
WioUu.
debt
or
damage
one
to
cents,
Mitchell
doltrsand ninety
viz:—Dee·! from William O.
and Thirty do are and sixty -eight ents, cost» W. Mason, dated February 17th, lsO recorded
of suit, and will be sold at public auction, at the ln said records, Book 221, Page 383: dee<l from
Parla
In
al
Octavla I. Edmunds to William W. Ma*oo,
County Court House ln the town or
County of Oxford, to the highest bidder, on tin- dated May 16th, ls9D, recorded In said n-. orl·,
o'clock
u.
A.
at
ten
lulu,
deed from P. M. Eu: jo Is
eighteenth .lay of June,
7. ·1 age 575;
If»),
ln the forenoon, the following described real es. to Wldlam «. Mason, dated Mav 16th,
the
Interest
which
ll"u
nnd
recorded ln said lecords, Hook fil. l'a/'· X*·
»'
V"·'..8".)'1® ^Kht,
said I. W Mason has πη.Ι had ln and to the same deed from Charles K. Pbllbrook to William
î*1J
on the seventh day of August, A. I>. 1.·0!ΐ, at one
Mason, dated May 16th, lsyo, recorded lu
ο clock In the afternoon, the time when the earn··
records, Hock 21β, Page 334 ; deed from .low'l'h
was attached on the writ lu the same suit, to wit. boodbout to William W. Mason, dated Aukw'
parcels of 21, les», recorded In said rec <rds. Ilook -Ά
The following described pieces an
*·
land, situate ln the Town of iiethe!, county ol I age <5; deed from Sewail Ooff ω William »»ld
Maine, Inherited as heir of Mason, dated May SO, 18U2, recorded lu
w-Mason of said Bethel, de· recorls, Book 2»), Page 23rt; deed from Hiram
the lite
i'·
M.Cox to William W. Mason, dated Mav
described ln a deed from Eunice 1«β, recorded In said records, Book 223, ï'ag*
of
H. Mason and Ayers Manon to William W
records
2j7. lo all of these deeds and
reference Is made for a more particular descrip-

Tr!Li

Also all the lands in the Town of Byron, In
said County, described in the following deed',
viz:—Deed from Abigail J. Hodsdon to William
W. Mason, dated June 12th, 1888, recorded in
Book 217, Page 504; doed from Charles P. Bartlett to William W. Mason dated January 9th,
1890, recorded In said records, Book 221, Page
320; deed from Charles P. Bartlett to William V\
Mason dated August 20th, 1890, recorded In said
records, Book 216, Page 464. Reserving all lands
described In said deeds, sold by said William W.
Mason, to which deeds and records of same,
reference is made for a more particular description.
Also all the lands In the Town of R >xbury, In
said County, described In the following deeds,
vlx .-Deed from William O. Mitchell to William
W. Mason, doted February 17th, 1890, recorded
In said records. Book 221, Page 383; deed from
Octavla 1. Edmunds to Wldlam W. Mason,
dated May 16th, 1890, recorded In said records,
Book 221, Page 57Λ; deed from P. M. Edmunds
to William W. Mason, dated May 16th, 1890, recorded in said records, Book 221, Page 574; deed
from Charles 11. Pbllbrook to William W
Mason, dated May 16th, 1890, recorded In aald
records, Book 216, Page 3S4: deed from Joseph
Goodboutto William W. Mason, dat d August
21 ht, 1889, recorded In aald records, Book 221,
Page 75; deed from 8ewall Ooff to William W.
Mason, dated May 30th, 1892, recorded In said
records, Book 230, Page 326; deed from Hiram
M. Cox to William W. Mason, dated May 30th,
Allthat land described ln a deed from ll^.i
1892, recorded In said records, Book 223, Pago KSwlft te William W. Mason,
257. To all of these deeds and records of same, 1875, recorded ln said reconls Hook
reference Is made for a more particular descrlp
friun
>4
tlon.
A parcel of land situated In the Town of Box
deeded
to
I.
W.
Mason, Herman Mason, 10», Pages 527 and 528, to which
bury,
'β
steadily ahead, until the carriage came Frank Mason and Sarah Mason, by C. P. Bartlet by his deed of watranty dated August 15th,
to the square, where many car tracks
IMS, recorded In Oxford Registry of Deeds,
Book 230,
486.
cross. Then the wheels went
Mlfhill
A parcel of land situated in the Town of Box·
bumplty-bump, and in spite of all that bηry, deeded to I. W. Mason, Frank Mason,
;
Max could do he felt himself slipping, Herman Mason and Sarah W. Mason by C. H.
Pbllbrook et ale bv their deed of warranty
slipping, till Just before the other side- dated August 9th, 1892, recorded In Oxford
Reg".·
forward
of Deeds, Book 230, Page 448 or 443.
walk was reached he
Also certain parcels of laud situate In the Town All the land
ln
from John Λ
^
and fell headforemost to the street.
of Andover, County of Oxford and State ol
Pingreo to WIliiMm w
He struck upon his face and lay Maine, known as the Howard aud Abbott land,
Iu
niconls, Book 108
being the same premises conveyed to William
and
still
β.
and
very
there
W. Mason by Preston C. Howard and Henry H Page
,n the ^llowini
Is
the
Abbott bv deed dated Oct. 7, 1882, recorded in
without a word or a cry, for It
Registry, Book 202, Page 827.
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io 800111
Inches long. Anglers both young and
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name,
in
all
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line
P®rbw· *bo has a dis- Portland, Nassar Bonlas by
U. S. Civil Sebvicb Commission,
old are out in aoorea looking for the
l'uct reeo l«7»'
known as
Special Corporation Meeting.
"" b*,°* ",h·' though he was commonly
mate.
at
horse
of
kind
and I can save you money on any
old John Boulas, \»a* fatally injured
A special meeting of the South Paris
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notbav. Bryant's Pond on Saturday,
Village Corporation is called to be held
to
TO
DIE
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Oz
horse
WANTS
his
A
them
MAN
in
and
see
off
bridle
not
come
If you are interested
"ηΡΓβ**β<1 upon her mem Ile bad taken thJ
in Engine House Hall Thursday evening, was Susie—«limbing trees and fences,
ory, but f
m a harness ahop in
bowto be acted
us and we will be glad to come and give
^'Appointment which have it repaired he
May 26, at 7:30. The articles
jumping ditches, whistling, always get- ; only wben a lazy liver and aluggiah But write or
An
•efed
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pleased to display
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j
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attractive line of Children's
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Bonnets.
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A KINC KINEO RANGE.
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Step
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from the
fmri It·· .1th in >iekne*s. By driving all impurities
will speedily cure the
system, -I.. l·'." < Atwootl'e 'Medicine
condition—
in
to
is
eauv
I
It
perfect
keep
most uliniâin'te
iiuiuure rmiu«>riniiHatbu'k. Keep "L. F.' Atwood'sMedicine
of failing health.
in the house uuvi tuÎ.e u uoee ut the first sign
North cut Harbor. Me.
"On of ni family tcas not tcell last Spring, being
imutUi'l K .th biliousness unit headache, and procured one
of ·/,. A'.' Medicine. After taking
I'AKKER W. KENNtl l. Y.
same slit n a* decidedly better."
!.. I ." in large red letters is on the bottle.
See tii t
iKittle M ct«. Writ· for liberal sample to
A

large
THE "L F."

MEDIÇINEÇOj,

Catalogue.

AUTOMOBILE.
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LIABILITY,
BOILER.

STEAM

FIDELITY BONDS.
HOUSEHOLD
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BURGLARY.

ACCIDENT
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PLEASE

MAINE.

MXND!

In

Keep

in our lines give us a call.

anything

When in want of

Protect»'

that

RIPLEY.

F.

PARIS.

WE CAX SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
Varnishes,
Floor Dressing.
Floor Finish,
Turpentine,
Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
paints include Impervious, Heath A Miliigan, and Sherwin-Williams.

House Paints.
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,
Our

Roofing—The

Paroid

best of all rootiugs.

TI1K TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

try imitations.

The kind that lasts.
make to order.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We
screened in.
veranda
Have
stock.
in
doors
of
your
sizes
Kego'ar
We sell wire screen

Wheelbarrows—We

Telephone

have

a

nd Electrical

cloth, spring hinges,

Ac.

few first class wheelbarrows.

Supplies—We

oest for automobiles and

Call and see them.

sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South Parte.

LOVERS OF MUSIC

perpetual pleasure
perfect pianos. No musician
will find

from

our

admires them ; no
interested in the price.
but

We will grive you
at the same time.

TOLMAN

E.

C.
SOUTH

quality

and

one

but

save you

COMPANY.

&

UAII
MAINE

Picture

LowestPncesiflOxtordGounty.

to close out odd

in

Carpets
patterns and clean

up stock.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

1 can save you money.

J,
'

,

L. M. TUFTS,

200 Oxford County Farms,
tod Village property; a Bakery with
good baaineaa; a steam engine and eorae
Valuable Pine Timber Lots.

Corner Main and Dantorth St*··

WAjjNt.

Satisfaction Guaranteed,

For Sale.

Chas, F. Ridlon,

I

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

—

NORWAY,

Mouldings aj.

High Grade Portrait Work

A LOW PRICE

Wool

Mats, Mirrors
&

NORWAY, MAINE.

ON

rrames

and Pictures,

Jewelar and Graduât· Optician.

—

is

money

PARIS.

HILLS,

Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parla, Me.

Psychology
DISCUSSED

BT

of Pood.

YOU5G

PHILOSOPHIES.

by

the oolor created in

appetite."

me

a new

The Wars of
Our Country.
By

Albert

Peyton Terhuae

DM IRAI, SAMP·
80N on April 22.

bad been
blockade
Cuban ports. Admiral orvcraoo
April 2» started
for Cuba from
Cape Verde with
1898,

sent to

four armored
cruivere uud
three torpedo
boat destroyers.

Sampson, receiving word of t lie
approach, w a s
the
for the

on

8α*&ΑΒΜΗΛΤ

or-J*.·*sud#

lookout

Spanish
squadrou. hop

lug tu meet aud
...
give battle to

Cervera the moment the latter should

appear.
Then followed a series of misadvenThe oncoming Spaniards were
tures.
:is diflleult to locate as the proverbial
All that was
ueedlc Ιιι a haystack.
certainly known was that Cervera was
boniui west ward.
With ten vessels of his fleet, ranging from battleship to collier. Satnp<»ou sailed eastward along the Cuban
With an
coast to intercept Cervera.
idea thnt the Spanish flotilla would
make Urst for San Juan harbor SampAccison startf<l thither ou May 8.
dents delayed him. and be did not
He
reach the place until May 12.

of Cervera. so proceeded to bombard the Snu Juan forts. The
Spanish batteries replied, and for three
No great
hours the battle waged.

physical fouud

"Nonsense," scoffed the Scientist.
"It isn't nonsense," contradicted the
Epicurean. ·'! acquired my taste for
coffee in much the same manner. As a
child I did not care for it. One morniog
1 came down stairs from a very cold bedroom into a cold dining-room. I was ;
shivering. I looked at my Iced grapefruit. 1 looked at my cold cereal and
its pitcher of thick cream. Very much
to my mother's surprise I called for a
and the
cup of coffee. It tasted good
warmth permeated my whole body. To
this day the aroma of steaming coffee—"

War—The
Blockade.

Spanish

LVI

no truce

damage

was done on either side.
the preceding day two sharp
lights had occurred, one at Cardenas,
the other at Cienfuegus. A few United States ships blockaded the former
towu.
Three Spanish gunboats were
in its shallow harbor. The Americans
The torpedo boat
attacked them.
Wlnslow. carrying three one-pounder
Instantly she
guns, led the assault.

On

cover

Daiquiri,
tiago. on June 22 aud «.000

more

again proving ibelr effectiveness. With
in a few minutes the Se'-ond I'lilted
a*
8tates brigade. massing for the

on

aault. lost uo less tlnm three
slve commanders. who fell dead or
badly wounded.
The rou^h riders under Roosevpit
succe?-

June 23. Δ detachment under Général
Law too was sent inland toward San-

General Young's dismounted
tiago.
cavalry brigade. 904 strong, advanced
abead of tbe main army to support

(Wood having been promoted
vious day to α
brigade com-

At La» Guaslmas. between
tbe
Sibouey and Santiago, tbey mei
first noteworthy opposition of the campaign. There they found about fifty
Spaniards intrenched in the forest.
Young's command was tired on. as
were the rough riders, who were marching by another route. Recovering from
the uuexpected volleys that swept their
ranks, the cavalrymen charged their
hidden foes. After an hour's hot fighting the Spaulards were beaten back
with a loss of thirty-six in killed aud
wounded. Tbe Amerlc&n loss in killed
Lawton.

and the San
Juan heights. In
the face of a ter-

every
constant fortune

cook who

vance.

The "arm.v of occupation" shipped
by Uncle Sam formed a strange
aggregation Sous of mcu who had
war
fought for the Union in the civil
stood shoulder to shoulder with sons
of (Confederate veterans. Officers who

south

hud served In the Confederacy-General Joe Wheeler and others—now did
gallant service for the United StateH.
Most picturesque of all the various

and US1 wounded.
The heights above

velt, ut that time assistant secretary
of the navy, bad recruited this regiment from various quarters.

thus carried

by

is to order
trial sack.

They proved

their two organ
Wood was
Izers.
and
colonel
lieuRoosevelt
colonel
tenant

became the target for shore batteries
"Is an appeal," supplemented the
With engines,
an ap- and gunboats alike.
but
to
"not
appetite,
your
Sage,
boilers aud steering geer damaged, the
memories
of
the
one
to
pleasant
peal
was enough
And sundry denizens of air
wbich your subliminal self stores so care- Wlnslow drifted helplessly toward the There
I shore. Several of her crew were kill- of the spectacuAre flying, aye. each to its nest.
fully."
And. euger, make at euch an hour
The Vegetarian now contributed an ed. and her commander. Lieutenant lar and unusual
All haste to reach the mansions blest.
experience. "When I was converted to Bcrnardou. was badly wounded. The In the regitneut's
a belief in vegetarianism, my physician, revenue cutter Hudson
pluckily dashed makeup to atNo. 928.—Anatomical Lattar Enigma.
wbodisoouraged what he regarded ae a in under the galling flre und towed the tract public no
My first is In foot, but not in hand;
of
an
fad, urged upon me the necessity
tlce and to make
My second in music, but not In band;
strickeu torpedo boat to safety.
apple diet. I loathed apples, but made
My third Is In nut. but not in shell;
was
the
at
The
rough riders
Cieiifuegos
engagement
I
Each
them.
eat
day
up my mind to
My fourth is In ring, but not in bell;
ordered a baked apple put at my place. still more spectacular. Four launches, for the moment
My fifth Is in sheep, but not in fold;
I cannot say that I disliked the taste, for under command of Lieutenant Wlus- the most talked
My sixth is in dollar, but not in gold;
My whole spells a part
I do not know how it did taste. I could low. went, under shudow of gray of men lu the arman.
and
woman
Of child,
not force myself to put the wrinkled un- dawn, from the blockading ships to my. Their actual ai.vamkh to with'Tls spelled with six letters.
sightly thing to my mouth. One day a cut the submarine cables runniug from effectiveness com- in tubee miles
Find it If you can.
friend sent me an apple porcupine. It
Santiago
a
polut alongshore. The warships, pared with that 0I'
was a large, firm apple, pared and cored
α constant fire, tried to of other troops can better be d;>. Ided
No. 929.—Illustrated Rabus.
by
keeping
up
and cooked to clearness in a thick syrup.
a Spanish
Vy future generations.
After it bad been cooked in this way, its protect the launches, while
!
s-*
ϋ
ι
round sides were made to bristle with force on and near the beach swept the
By June ·_'7 the whole American force
blanched almonds and the entire dish little expedition with a murderous bad advanced to wlibln about three
daintily browned in the oven. When I rifle fusillade. Kor several hours the miles of Santiago. On the last clay of
saw it I had a etrong desire to eat it, luuurh
party worked lu a heavy sea June our army was face to face with
which I did with great satisfaction."
By the Spanish forces, who occupied the
under these perilous conditions.
said
the
Cynio,
"you
"Nevertheless,"
that time two of the three cables were defenses to east and northeast of the
cannot find the soul of hash, common
cut. The third was considered useless city. A council of war was held, aud
haeb."
every
day-I-J
1
»
"■
IW.I »
aud left undisturbed.
*
it was resolved to begin a general at»
S,-u JV» "J"—
On .May ir> Sampson learned inai
the Sage, "because there is no dieh in
tack at dawn next day. General Lawoff
of
these
the world so much a victim
Cervern's fleet had been sighted
ton's division was lo storm the hill
laws of the psychology of food. Hash, Curacao on the 14th. hound for San
of El Caney with ils blockhouse
village
dethe
most
one
of
properly made, is
reached San
Had Sampson
Juan.
brick fort. Generals Whet-Ier and
nnd
we
have.
The
licious meat preparations
Juan harbor a few days later, instead
detailed it» force the Span
unimaginative man and woman enjoy it of on May 12. he would undoubtedly Kent were
ish Hues to eastward and near SantiaDd
comehumorist
to its fullest.
The
the Spanish admiral there.
dian are responsible for its rejection by hHve caught
ago along the summit of San Juan bill.
the fastidious. When it is placed before Mut. learning of San Juan's bombard- The United States troops actually enus at a
hotel or restaurant we cling to ment, the Spaniard changed his course paged uumbered about 15.000. It Is
the myth that it has been made of the nud made straight for the big harbor
estimated that the Spanish were but
scrape from the plates. We fail to taste of Santiago tie Cuba, which he reached 4.750
strong. But the latter fought to
it, therefore, although it may be, and on .May 1Î».
a grea^ extent under shelter.
doubtless is, the most palatable and nourSampson's blockading flotilla meanJuly 1. 1898. dawned upon the first
ishing dish before as. I believe, how·
time had been Joined by Commodore real battle fought
by United State· solever, that in the privacy and security of
seuted
squadron from Hampton diers since 1805.
our own home we all eat aod enjoy this Schley'8
More aimless cruising», cross
dish of which for some reason or other Ronds.
No. 930.—Geographies! Double Acrostic we pretend to be ashamed. An Irish- purposes, maneuvers of Investigation,
My priiuals nauie two great cities; so man has said that a chafing dish is a fry- etc resulted
Then our government
Crosswords (of equal ing pan breaking into society. The learned definitely the whereabouts of
do my tiuals.
same might be said of the croquette and
length):
Cervera's fleet. Sampson hurried to
hash."
1. Λ country of South America.
and on June 1 arrived off the
"Grant us, at least, the soullessness of Santiago
2. A couuty of Texas.
the ■narrow mouth of Its harbor ready to
urged
pudding,"
bread-and-apple
By Albert P»y»on Terhurve
3. A province and city of central Scientist.
bombard the shore forts. A biocknd:·
Russia.
"Not even that," denied the Sage. was established.
4. The most southern point ofGreai "Have you ever eaten it?"
Cervera was safeOON after dawn
Britain.
"Never, it alwaye sounds so mussy." ly "bottled" inas
it
is
it
looks
"And
usually side I lie Imrboi
on July 1. 1898.
mussy
5. A Philippine town on the coast ol
served," continued the Sage. "Try it uud must either
the combined
Panay.
this way. Saute strips of bread aod roll
assaults on CI
β. The name of a couuty In both Virthere until
them in powdered sugar. With these stay
Caney and San
α United States
ginia and Kentucky.
line individual baking dishes. Cook a
Juan hills were
be
7. A seaport city of Spain.
rich apple sauce, rub it through a colan- army could
to
begin. the
8. A mouutalu mentioned in the Bi- der and till the bread cups. Brown in landed to cut off
oven and sprinkle with powdered sugar."
lutter attack to
his supplies.
ble.
"No psychology about that," argued leaving the sur
be delayed un
0. A city on the great lakes.
the Scientist. "One tastes good and the
til the Span10. A city of Wisconsin.
rounding seas
other does not."
iards at El Cameanwhile whol11. One of the great oceans.
"But the food values are the same."
Ameri12. A city of Texas.
ney were well ]
The Scientist was unconvinced. "If a ly under
under tire.
A
pound of beef has a certain food value, I can coutrul. or
fort and blockelse fl^-ht his way
do not know why—"
Key to Puzzledom.
"There are a lot of things you do not out.
house crowned |
No. 910.—Double Central Syncopaadmitted the Cynic.—Boston
To prevent his
EI Caney hill
tion: John Howard.
1. Justly, July. know,"
School Magazine.
These and the
escape, since the
2. Orgies, ores. 3. Haggle, Hale. 4. Cooking
presence of subvillage Itself
Nimble, Nile. 5. Hobble, hole. 0. OrHint*.
m lues
marine
were
defended
7. Wabble, wale. 8. Ap
deal. oral.
in
which
cookfish
and
Meats
spatter
prevented Sampby about
Spaniards. Against them
pies, apes. 9. Raisin, rain. 10. Dabble,
Κ
Til
OK
and
seared
first
then
HIKE
be
SWAM
placed son from entering may
marched «.«Ώ4 United States troops undale.
in the oven to finish cooking.
WKICCK.
ing in pursuit, it
der (ieucrals Lawton, Ludlow and
No. 917.—Conundrum: It was a supso
fast
which
accumulate
Paper bags
was planned to sink the disabled Cull
Chaffee and Colonel Miles.
position (sup positioui.
may be put to good use in the kitchen.
Merrimac in the chilli
In wiping the kitchen range use a small k1 Stales collier
No. 918.—An Ancient Motto: "Do
It is no slur upon American arms to J
liel leading Into die Imy, thus choking
unto others as you would be done by." bag as a glove.
give full credit to a brave foe. And
When frying doughnuts lay in a paper flie outlet. To Naval Constructor Hob· few soldiers In
No. 919.—Rhomboid:
history have fought
bag aud they will lose much of their <υιι was assigned the duty of prepar more gallantly thun did the Spauisb
VIOLET
11 un
this move
and
greasiness.
executing
ing
Τ Κ Λ S Β L
OverwhelmRolls may be rewarmed and made dreds of volunteers b>>:«ed to Join In defenders of El C'auey.
Β D S Β Χ Τ
oiisp and good if placed in a paper bag the exploit, but Uobsoti took aloiiv ingly outnumbered, badly equipped
Ο Α Τ A R Τ
and 111 drilled, they nevertheless held
in a hot oven.
Then when
seven picked men.
Τ A S Κ * S
When boiled onstard ia slightly over- only
the infinitely larger Yankee force at
under way the tide waNo. 920.-Numerical Euigma: "Hew cooked, it may be brought back to the finally he got
bay for niue hours and gave splendid
too
(he
Merrimac
as
drive
swift
to
so
if
it
be
thoroughly
to the line, let the chips fall where right consistency,
account of themselves.
Nor was the
far up the channel (under a brisk fire
beaten with an egg-beater.
they may." Words: Python, hem. tree,
all on their side. The AmerWhen a kettle is liable to boil over from the Spalnsh batteries» to block suffering
we, fly. hatchet, he. wealth, lilies.
icans were t>n short rations, welghtec,
grease the rim lightly all around with a the passage of any outgoing warships.
No. 921.-Riddles: 1. Pole. 2. Port.
bit of butter. The contents will touch There she sank. Hobson and his little dowu by clothing far too heavy for
No. 922.—Charade: Chip. monk, chip this danger line, but will not pass it.
tropical wear, and hundreds were sick
crew swan^, free of the wreck and
munk.
This is a good thing to remember when
as a result of bad food and u worse cliwere made prisoners.
or
candies.
making
boiling syrups
mate.
Nasal Catarrh, an inflammation of the
Glass preserve jars for keeping groAs the Americans came on a murdelicate membrane lining the air-pas ceries in a pantry will be found most
derous fire from hidden sharpshooters
sages, ia not cured by any mixture taken useful. They are easily cleaned, neat to
into the stomach. Don't waste time on look at, and the contenta are seen at a
swept their ranks. These Spanish
them. Take Ely's Cream Balm through glanoe, so one knowa when the supplies
marksmeu used smokeless powder and
the nostrils, so that the fevered, swollen are running low. It is well to paste a
as from
were thus hard to locate,
Albert
too
TerhuM
By
Pay
tissues are reached at once. Never mind label on each one, then there will be no
thicket and treetop they picktrench,
how long you have suffered nor bow danger of using a wrong article. Such
ed off the Invaders. Caprou's battery
often yon have been disappointed, we things as tea, coffee,
rice, taplooa,
the attack.
By 0 o'clock the
know Ely's Cream Balm is the remedy raisins, currants, cream of tartar, powΚ V Ε It A 8 fleet opened
was within almost
you should use. All druggists, 60c. dered sugar, salt, etc., may be kept clean
was "bottled" in Infantry vanguard
Mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, and fresh in these jars.
Santiago harbor. a quarter mile of the village and exNew York.
A good covering for an ironing board
The uuly other posed to a merciless fusillade from the
made
from
unbleached
cotton
be
may
serviceable blockhouse and fort.
it
about
two
inches
Cut
cloth.
larger
Considerable Busy.
The Spaniards were forced back
was on
squadron
hem
all
and
the
it
than
board,
around,
"1 dnnno as we do have so mnch to do
the other side of from their outer Intrenchmeuts Into
of six inobes sew on tape,
at
intervals
in the winter as in the summer," said
to tie it on the board. If two covers are
the Atlantic. 8o the fort Then late In the afternoon a
Abimelech Ciovertqp to the commercial
made a fresh one can alwaye be kept
It was safe to general charge carried the fort by
traveler, with whom he bad fallen into
for nse.
send the United storm.
There were few prisoners to
conversation at the country stora. "An' ready
A buttonhole worked in the corner
8tates army to show for the nine hour battle and
ylt, although the winter Is our reetin' of the disholoth will be found better
Cuba, and trans- final victory, for only a handful of El
spell, we manage to keep considerable than a loop by which to hang it up, bebusy. You get np from three-thirty to cause a buttonhole will last as
portation work Caney's defenders remained alive to I
long as
four in the morals' an1 scun out to your
was begun at
fall Into the conquerere' bands. The
the olotb itself, whereas a loop often
barn an' milk fo'teen to fifteen cows, an'
off.
once.
American losses were 88 killed aud
strain there milk into a can an* git it to gets pulled
To get fresh jelly when It is needed
The flrat land- 855 wounded.
the railroad station three miles away bemake a practice of straining frait juice
ing was made
fore breakfast, an' then mebbe you cut
Meantime General Wheeler, with the I
in the summer the same as when yon are
at tiuantanamo
cordwood all fo'noon an' cut ice all arter"dismounted cavalry" division, and
but
the
usually
making
juice
jelly,
put
noon an' feed an' water thnttj or forty
bay, thirty-eight General Kent, with the First division
into jars, boiling hot, lust as in canning,
head o' stock, an turn to at night an'
miles east of Santime in
without
at
and
of infantry. 8.S3G men In all, hafl been
then,
any
sugar;
milk ag'in an feed an* bed down all the
tiago. Five miles
the winter, sugar may be added and jelassailing the main body of Spaularda,
critters by lantern light, an* git ready
back
from
the
bay were a town and who were Intrenched
made and it will be nice and fresh
for a good start In the mornin* an' chore ly
along the top of
a
fort
The bluffs above the water
And the work will not be nearly so bard
around until bedtime—You do all that,
Ban Juan heights.
A blockhouse on
as on a hot summer's day.
were also strougly defended.
On June
an' it keeps you considerable busy even
An excellent remedy for insomnia, it 10. 181)8. Captain McCallu of the Mar the. crest of San Juan was fired upon
in the winter time when there ain't
at 8 a. m. by Grimes' battery from the
the feet in oold water every blebead bombarded these
bluffs. Twenmnch doin' on a farm. Still, It's in the to bathe
of El Pozo.
This
before retiring. If one awakens
shells were fired, and the en- opposite heights
summer time that yon have to
reely i night the
ty-four
night, and begins to think, emy were drlveu from their Intrench- opened the fight
bustle to make farm in' pay. Then you during
get up and plunge the feet in cold water,
The San Juan cannons answered the
air busy."
dry them, go back to bed and one will go ments. The next day, under cover of challenge, and an artillery duel was on.
a fusillade from the warship· and a
to sleep like a baby.
The American lnffentry and dis"That fellow made money, but he cerAdd a teaspoonfnl of cocoa to a recipe rear attack by Cuban soldiers, 600 Yanfor sour cream oake and see how deli- kee mar lues were landed at Calmanera. mounted cavalry were marched totainly is a faker."
"Indeed, he is. Why. the habit was cious the result will be.
This was the first American force to ward the narrow 8an Juan river an
so strong, that's why he bnllt his new
Dioed, tart apples are a delightful ad- set foot on Cuban soli.
hour later and prepared to climb the
bouse on a bluff."
dition to ohioken salad.
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HAZE ITS
Farm and Real Estate Agency,
Oxford, Maine.
1
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PARIS

W. L Douglas shoes are the lowest
price, quality considered, in the world.
Their excellent style, easy fitting and
long wearing qualities excel those of
other makes. If you have been paying
high prices for your shoes, the next time
shoes
you need a pair give W. L Douglas

trial. You can save money on your
footwear and get shoes that are just as
in every way aa those that han
costing you higher price·.
If you could visit our large factories
at Brockton, Mais., and see for yoursalf
how carefully W. L Douglas shoes are
made, you would then understand why
they hold their shape, fit better and
wear longer than other makes.

Κ'

—

J. F. Plummer,

So. Paris.

60 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

•

muni

Anyone lending a
whether ail
quickly ascertain our opinion fre«CommunicahlTentlon Is probably patentable.
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patenta

New D.York
;OfBoe. Gtt F 8t, Washington,
C·

I

We Want

ployment

50. Emyear, if deKired.
weekly. Write for term*.

the whole

Pay

Homer N, Chase &

—

Agents,

traveling. Age 2Λ to

Outfit free.

Ask your dealer and insist on

Co., Nurserymen,

Aiuru.v, Maine.

20-23

William Tell

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clrir.wj and bruitifie* t'ie hair.
I'rum· le· a luxuriant (TuwUi.
N»vrr Falli to Restore ο ray
Hair to lta Youthful Color.
Cut· Kalp liitrun M hair faliiiig.
«)c,aDtHU'.'at Pruçriits

by

N. D. Bolster Co.

very

THE

NATIONAL

NORWAY
OF

NORWAY.

h relieve· stomach distiesa in five m.autei.
h turn» old, uniatitfactocy, rebelliom i'·- *chi
into KW ones, ever ready to digett ths Uart».
eat meaL
W· guarantea Mi-o-na tab·
lets to cur· atomach diaaatcMooay back if they fail.

50 Cents

and

Large Box

SHURTLEFF

CO·

6

Paroid Roofing,
THE BEST OF ALL,

I wish to

announce

; Mic

to tin

the ONLY AGENT in
Call
Paris for Paroid Roofing.
A'l
and get prices on this brat

that I

others

am

are

imitations.

L. S. BILLINGS,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,
M7 *10 lyr.

ford,

M
1

!n*

1

RALPH T. l'Aitl

>rt

43-1
0'
It.

Discharge.

for

In Bankrn: „-j.

Bankrupta.j

,.
<· l»1»·
To the Hon. Clakekcb Halic, Judge of
tri et Court of the United State* for the i».-U*a
:
of Maine

LEVARI1?

I IDA MABCOUX and NOEL
L of Rumford, In the County »f
and State of Maine, In aald District.
fully represent, that on the 3o»li

-<
··"·

r'J·

,*·'1:
111

October, 1909, they were duly adjudge! an»·
1
rupt; that aa copartner· and In·"
uniler the Acta of Congrea* relating t<>
ait
t
aarrendere
have
they
:uptcy,
iluly
their property and rights of pro|»erly, *'■ '· "4i,
'*·
fully compiled with all the requirement* »>"'
Acta and of the order» of Court touclili-s
bankruptcy.
,
Wherefore they pray, that they may I* ί>-« ntf"
»·'
by the Court to nave a full discharge fr< iw
'iei>ta provable against thetr estate !» 'γ''
u»lly and a* copartner·, under »ald bauirupKJ
"*
Act·, except such debts aa are exa: i<··'
law from auch discharge.
Dated this iSth day of April, A. D. I'·'·"
NOEL LEVAS^Bl R.
LIDA MARC"! X.
Bankrupt.

BANK

MAINE.

Director·:
O. ·. HOLT. ν·ΡΝ··ιο·ΝΤ.
S. ·. ANORBWS.

Ο. N. TUB··. ΡΝ··ΙΟ·ΜΤ.
H. D. SMITH. CASH!··!.

A.

F.

a

Bankrupt's Petition

FOUNDED
1872

P. W. SANBORN.

Do you van! a better one—one that won't
belch gat, or turn tour, 01 feel heavy ct make
you {eel miter able?

In the matter of
1
the partnerahtp of
MAKCOUX A LKVAS8KUR,
the Individual copartner· I
of which are Llda Mtrcoux >
and Noel Levasaeur, anil |
they Individually, of Rum-

BANK

NATIONAL

NORWAY

Officers

ARE YOU SATISFIED
WITH YOUR STOMACH?

Immediately.
May 10th. 1910.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

OF

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY]
OB MONET REFUND EI'.

mont

Other factors are:—38 years of successful
banking:; direction and management based on
principles of conservatism and financial responsibility ; the strictest supervision ; and
frequent thorough examinations.
With every assurance of security and good
service, we invite your account.

THE

FOR CSiigl18

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNQ TROUBLES.

factor in the stability of

important

Dr.

iluiy

Capital, Surplue, Undivided Profits and StockLiability of over $156,000.00 form
a

LUNGS

THf

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notlr*" tl
been
appointed administrator of ">
of
JOHN THOMPSON late of Run Λ
In the County of Oxford, decease l.
All uei
bond* as the law direct*.
demands against the estate of said I·
desired to present the saine for seul n.·
all Indebted thereto are requested to u. ik.

ST Α Β I L I Τ Y
holders'

cats,

MAINE.

King's
New Discovery

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lanmt circulation of any scientific Journal. Terma, 13 ·
year : four months, 91. Bold by all newedeelers

I
! Local and

CURE

w,th

«ont free. Oldest niiency for secunngpatenta.
Patenta taken through Munn & Co. receive
tprelal notice, without charge, In the

William Tell is made from the finest
selected Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Ask
any flour authority. He will tell you
there is no other flour in the world that
makes α finer grained or more deli·
ciou9 bread, or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored
in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned
six times before grinding—everything,
even the sewing of the bags, Ls done
by bright, clean machiner}'.

HILL.

Cures Indigestion

Dcsiqn·
Copyrights 4c.
sketch and description mar

yourself against "wheat corners" and
rises in the price of flour. And you
will always be sure of good Sour and
good bread—biscuits—pies and cakea.

For Sale

HAW

Cummings,

for the Inter-Stafe

MI-OVA

Patents

Buy William Tell Flour —by the
barrel, if possible. You thus protect

SUPPLIES

hand and for sale.

kill™ couch

and

•

Bills Down

full

u

at any time.

Agent

Fut Color EytliU Used

Keep Flour

on

Newton

W. I.. DmiirLt» name And price Is
<ΆΙ"ΓΙΟ.\
::un«t
MamiM' ORHM h"t(> in (·> protêt" the wm'rr
*. TilUo \I» Nuhatl·
priii»» mi 1 tnl»Tii.r »>io ··«
nren.>t It r .«a!n In your
tuv·. I.' W. I- 1><Μΐ·.Ίι« »:ι
..ι <Ί·Ι· rt'.uulotf. W.L. DcagUs.
-. trilt·· :jr
II.M
:on ►-.AT.r, st-

Invasion.

WALT·* L. QUAY, i
L. S. BILLINGS.
I SOUTH PARI·.

ORDER OF NOTICE THERI "*·
District or Mains, aa.
..
On thla 7th day of May. A. D. 191·», on reading the foregoing petition, U la—
n*
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing !>c
Λ
upon the aame on the JTth «lay of Mav.
1910, before «aid Court at Portland, In »al·! u»·
tria,at 10 «'clock In the forenoon; ani
notice thereof be published In The Oxford I*®:
an
ocrât, a newspaper printed In said District. »
that all known creditor», and other peraoot
an·!
l"·"
aald
time
Interest, may appear at the
and show cause, If any they have, w.iy
prayer of said petitioner· should not l»e
tw
A nd It 1» further Ordered by the Court, thai
Clerk ahall send by mall to ail known eredlM*
ir< »*·
»·1
copte· of «aid petition and thla order.
to them at thetr place· of residence a* ptatc;'
Wltne·· the Ho*. Clabkkce H*le.
1
of the aald Court, and the aeat thereof, at
land. In «aid District, on the 7th day of May.
D. 1Λ0.
JAMES E. HEWKY, I "*·

>"t

Patrician

|

Popularity

On

account

tln ir

finish,

» et

of

their fit and their durable

graceful

another's foot.
dt light when

Shoes

and

Low

cute

are

weat

a

pleasure
They become a positive

on

your

owi.

built to led

on

Patrician

well, look weii

Roots

$3.50, $4.00

Frothingham,

IOUTH

PARI!

CAST0RIA i'iKiiturictt**

Tki UM YnJUinlM(U
NfHMR

when

well.

$3 oo, $3.50, $4.00.

W. O.

gTs·)1·*:

their attractiveness

Patrician Shoes constitute

vice.

most

[

■

parties

$2.50

man

Also

to.

line of

I keep a 40 h.p. car for public
service and shall be ghd to ta..c out

and

rector

attended

promptly

$2.00

Small Audience.
Bacon—Old yon suy the professor always counts ten before he speaks?
Egbert-No; he only counted eight at
yesterday'β lecture.—Yonkers States-

having

AUTOMOBILES
constantly

Boys'

unabridged

the

CARE
and REPAIR oi

AUTOMOBILE

Shoos

It."
like
"I'll send It." was the reply.
an

STORAGE,

~

UNION
MADK

see

morning

I wish to announce that my
garage is now ready for
business.

new

MAINE.

Best in the World

of It."
"You have not." said Dr. Doane.
"I have so." Raid the parishioner.
I'd
"Well, send that book to rue.

next

Wright,

& «5.00

like an old friend. I have, yon know
a book ai home containing every word

The

SALE BY

SHOES

He Got the Book.
Bishop I>onuc used l<> tell the follow
lug story on himself:
"Dt Doaue.' said a parishioner at
the eud of a service. "I enjoyed y out
I welcomed It
sermon this morning

to

Paris Hill, Maine,

W. L. DOUGLAS
®3n00,®3.50, ®4.00

Thus ended the most
Important of the land engagements of
the Spanish-American war.

Garage

Union

PARIS,

SOUTH

pending.

were

lfltf

a

FOR

F. N.

South Paris.

To Let

Detroit, Mich.

Santiago lay at the Invaders' mercy.
On the morning of July .1 <«encrai
Shafter demanded the surrender of
Santiago, and a ten days' truce followed while negotiations between himself
and the doomed city's commandant

elements were
varied
these
Yet
welded together Into a courageous, efThe fact that
fective lighting body.
riders
"crack"
all
were
the men
amounted to little, as their work lu

good hay.

Or sell, farm house of sever, rooms
with stable. Near The Beeches.
SE WALL M. ROVVE,
Soin!, Parii.
R. F. D. No. i.

MilUr

Santiago were
The city of

1^1

Ε. N. HASKELL,

l8tf

DAVID STOTT.

storm.

one mile out from the villi»
téléphoné line. Scenery that f< e ι» u,e mind'
ftolltbht feed β the txxly. llouv, e'l, -heo »t,j
barn connected. Bpriag that never uii«. ι·η_
$1000 αη<1 no back talk.
Inquire of J. B. Mason, or the r.wner ima
mile» below
J.N.I Ulan

on

For Sale.

perior goodness

house and win the battle. The American loss at San Juan was 144 killed

FOE SALE.

A 40 acre farm,

A few tons of

The surest way
to know its su-

ling battery then helped clear the
whole ridge of foes, capture (lie block

military bodies massed against Spain
as
was the cavalry regiment kuowu
"Roosevelt's rough riders." Captain
Leonard Wood and Theodore Roose-

GOODS,

Care Oxford Democrat.
South Paris, Me.

uses

PEERLESS
FLOU

the hilltop. But within fifteen minutes
the summit was reached and the Spaniards Intrenched there were driven belter skelter to the blockhouse acd down
into the next valley. He-enforcements
from the Ninth. «Twenty-fourth and
Thirteenth infantry and Parker's (Jai-

to

BuckiUll, Me., March 3,1910.

of the

STOTT

The charging
line was thin
THE CHAIUiE OP SAN
and seemed unJOAN.
equal to its tremendous task. Moreover, it was swept
I
at every step by a ceaseless (ire from

at

character.

pie and cake—
thing good—is the

broke cover and
began the ad-

gradually

appearance, pleasant

and at least two references

Bread

Good

the y

fire

neat in

disposition, in good health and of
good character. A good place for
the right party.
Apply by letter,
giving age and previous occupation,

Good

were

ordered to capture the Spanish
position at the
top of Kettle bill

rific

Must be

DRY

New York and
of several other

Were that city taken Cervera's
go.
"bottled" fleet would be cut off from
coal or fo«>d from shore and must per
force put to sea. where Sampson and
Schley awaited It outside the harbor.

Cuba was all done afoot.
their bravery In
one
thau
more
battle and greatly added to the
fame of one of

the pre-

mand», the negro

and wounded was sixty-eight.
Between 10,000 and 17.000 Oulted
Stales troops Vere by this time lauded
in Cuba, and lines were throwu out
closed about Santiawhich

A Young Lady to work
in a Dry Goods Store.

grtftti$M Ml
Best remedy in the
world for constipation, biliousness,
headache, loss of
appetite, heartburn.
Sure riddance to
intestinal worms.
"K$ev* yo* and" y/owr
rfttldtm irrf
I1M
60«^

cavalrymen and
portions of-* the
8eveuty-flr s t
regiments

Wanted.

TRUES
ELIXIR

Mil from several points. The hear
sharpshooter flre delH.ve.-t rh*m. Ρρ·»ι
lab riflemen In rreetop* nnd copse»·

of m furious bombardment from our fleet aud a demon»»!ration by Ibe (Juliana «1,000 of General
Shaft ere troops were safely lauded at
seventeen miles earn of San-

Under

—

HEALTH.

When you need -tome "Insurance
I will be κ lad to hear from you.

PERLEY

«

No. 927.—Eight Buriad Poets.
(One in each line.)
sun Is darting rays of gold
Upon tho moor, enchanting spot,
Whose purple heights, by Ronald loved.
Up open to his humble cot.

INSURANCE.
FIRE.

* * *
•

The

South Paris.

EMPLOYERS'

•

In cots.—St. Nicholas.

WHEELER & CO.

W. J.

*·«···»

1 In cots. 2. A dull person. 3.
5. A small
4. Defenses.
Washes.
fruit, β. A peu. 7. In cots.
2.
Included Diamond: 1. In cots.
Hail. 3. Open. 4. To be mistaken. 5.

SEWING
MACHINES.

lnteraat to the Indie·
Correspondence on toples of
Uaoflelted. Address: Editor HoMBunu'

viscous liquid; old and leave a story;
"Eat pig and 70α will be pig," insisted
a bit of colored paper and leave a
the Vegetarian, disdaining a abare of the
term In blasting; to rob aud leave u
chop* which the Epicurean vu brownduck; a building and leave rent; min- ing in her chafing dish.
"That remark always makes me think
eral and leave a sound; a sudden blow
'Eat note and
and leave a distance; a serf and leave of the wag who retorted,
"
laughed the Cynio.
to wash; to sink suddenly and leave a yon will be nutty,'
The 8age nodded knowingly. "Withmass.
to either extreme," ahe
out going
"we muat admit that food baa a
muaed,
No. S24r-Conc«altd Parts of a Housephysical value and a psychical value."
Has Edgar returned from his trip?
"Fancy corn beef and cabbage having
Did you heur the word?
a soul," suggested the Cynic. "Nevertheless I have known souls that were
We will close the box.
elementally corn beef and cabbagey."
Have Randall's friends arrived?
"Of oourse," admitted the Epicurean,
"sight and emell and taste are sentes
No. 925.—Charadea.
which act upon the psychic, and they
L
also react upon the appetite, which la
When my first in my whole shall bo
purely physical."
do
we,
How oft my second
"You're getting beyond your deptl·,"
For well we know
warned the Scientist. "Stick to facts."
My whole will show
see.
to
"Which means, I suppose, known facts.
The goodies we like
You will never admit that there are some
IL
unknown facts. You—
If ray first Is my second and third.
"Stick rather to the subject," interThen 'tis Rood for the owner. I've heard.
rupted the Sage. '"Let ua talk about
If my first has no good second, then
the psychology of food. Perhaps I can
No purchaser you'll find in men.
If my third is my whole, then see
explain what I mean by an illustration.
As sweetmeat it can never be.
The taste for olive· is a cultivated one.
But if my whole stands by your door
To me the taste was particularly unSweet fragrance It will round you pour.
pleasant. One afternoon in early spring
I went to a reception. The weather was
III.
unseasonably warm, and when 1 reached
Without my first we'd never roam,
the place of entertainment, I was overBut bored would stay at home,
And in my second often get
heated. in the refreshment room one of
With many a tar and fret.
the hostesses waa serving hot coffee and
oft
third
gave
In days of old my
sandwiches. I could conjure up no deHis life to helpless virtue save.
sire for them. An assistant offered me
Not for my whole are war's alarms.
an olive.
The dish which she held out
He only knows sweet pleasure's charms.
to me was of a beautiful shade of green
—Youth's Companion.
and the olives were covered with craoked
ice. Much to my surprise they looked
No. 926.—Diamond In a Diamond.
good to me. I took one and ate it with
the keenest relish. I am very fond of
·
them now. The mental suggestion pro· * ·
the ice and the attraction of
duced

Portland, Me.

STANDARD

Send for

Puzzledom

No. 823.—Decapitations.
Behead a power and leave a pair of
animals; a heavenly body and leave a

THE PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs' Varietv
Store, Norway, Wednesday, November 16,1910,
at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo
Range, valued Jat $60.00, FREE. Ask your
friends to begin to save this advertisement
for you.

Only

The Land of

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

MAINE.

Bssrsths

[L.·.]

A true copy of petition and
JA M ES E.
Attest

or 1er

thereun

HEWEV.cUr*

NOTICE.

District Court of the United State»
iBjthe
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

for

In the matter of
)
In Hankrui**·
GBOBGB Q. JUDKIN8,
of Bumford, Bankrupt. )
!n lti
To the cm 11 tir» of George O. Judkln*.
,
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
la»®
11th
on
tne
Notice la hereby given that
O. Ju·»'»
aald
the
George
D.
A.
1910,
May,
ti>' »r"
iraa duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that o8<*
th<*
meeting of ht· creditor· wtll be held at
South
8
Market
No.
of the Beferee,
Square,
loo'"**
jn the 25th day of May, A. D 1910, at
credit*"*
la the forenoon, at which time the aal<l
nay attend, prove their tlalma, api"!D(
Iran»»"
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
w
inch other buMneas aa may properly come

{

{'sr»·

ion said meeting.
Boom PariOfty 11.1910.
WALTBB L. GRAY.
Katareala Bank:-,«Ι·

"■?"

1

